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Are you an introvert? Psychologist and introvert Laurie Helgoe reveals that 

more than half of all Americans are. Introverts gain energy and power 

through refl ection and solitude. Our culture, however, is geared toward the 

extrovert. The pressure to enjoy parties, chatter, and interactions can lead people 

to think that an inward orientation is a problem instead of an opportunity.  

Helgoe shows that the exact opposite is true: Introverts can capitalize on this inner 

source of power.  INTROVERT POWERINTROVERT POWER is a groundbreaking call for an introvert 

renaissance, a blueprint for how introverts can take full advantage of this hidden 

strength in daily life. Supplemented by the voices of several introverts, Helgoe 

presents a startling look at introvert numbers, influence, and economic might.
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and model—and introvert. This 
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www.wakingdesire.com and 
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“If you have introvert inclinations and are doubting yourself, this 
is a must read. Or if you know someone who exhibits introvert 
symptoms, read this book before calling the shrink.” 

 —Bhante Yogavacara Rahula,
author of One Night’s Shelter: An Autobiography of an American Buddhist Monk

“An important guide to embracing one’s 
inner life and claiming it as a rich source 
of power, creativity, and connectedness.” 

 —Camille Maurine, 
author of Meditation Secrets for Women

 QUIET IS MIGHT. SOLITUDE IS STRENGTH.  INTROVERSION IS POWER.  
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“This is such a good book! Laurie Helgoe has created an
important guide to embracing one's inner life and claiming it
as a rich source of power, creativity, and connectedness.
Through concise yet pithy examples and exercises, she shows
how to celebrate introversion and support yourself to thrive—
shamelessly!”
—Camille Maurine, author of Meditation Secrets for Women
and Meditation 24/7, creator of the “Moving Theater” process

“Laurie Helgoe’s Introvert Power is a long overdue look at the
power of introversion. We shouldn’t think something is wrong
with us if we shun the sometimes chaotic life of an extrovert.
Many of the great intellectual, artistic, philosophical, and reli-
gious thinkers were introverts. Introversion can connect us to
the source of our Being so we may remain grounded as we
work in the world. If you have introvert inclinations and are
doubting yourself, this is a must read. Or if you know someone
who exhibits introvert symptoms, read this book before calling
the shrink.”
—Bhante Yogavacara Rahula, author of One Night’s Shelter: An
Autobiography of an American Buddhist Monk
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To Catherine, midwife to my introversion, ten years
ago today.

To Barron, The One, twenty-five years into the best
decision we’ve made.
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Believe nothing.
No matter where you read it,
Or who said it,
Even if I have said it,
Unless it agrees with your own reason
And your own common sense.

—Buddha
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Introduction

If you haven’t been to a mosh pit, you’ve probably seen one
in movies. A mob of people are crowded together, body to
body, dancing and slamming into each other, usually at a

live music club or concert. Occasionally, someone dives into
the pit from the stage and “surfs” on the upraised arms of the
crowd. The challenge of “moshing” is to work your way as
close as possible to the band and to avoid getting trampled.
Security guards keep watch in case such a thing happens, but
any mosher will tell you that the pit is dangerous.

I’ve come to see the mosh pit as an apt description of
American society—and of my childhood home. I was number
nine out of ten bright, creative, and mostly LOUD kids. My
dad, an eccentric genius, had wall-sized speakers in the living
room that blared out classical music. When the family sang
together, we sang five-part harmonies of the uncompromising
Handel’s Messiah. On Christmas Eve, we had a talent show and
family service, and later tore into our presents all at once, paper
and ribbons flying everywhere and voices crisscrossing the room
shouting out “thank you!” and “just what I wanted!” These are
happy memories, because there was a part for each of us. But
instead of ripping paper and shouting, I sat in my corner with
my pile of gifts and handled each as a treasure, slowly and care-
fully opening them, preserving the paper and lingering in the
delight of discovery. I was meditating in the mosh pit.
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However, when there were no gifts to open and everyone
was competing for airtime, I felt invisible and became over-
stimulated and anxious. My anxiety was not about the pressure
to socialize; there were more than enough bodies to take care
of that. I became anxious because I couldn’t think, and,
without my own mind, I felt like I was disintegrating. My
solution was to retreat to my room and write. In my solitude I
could regain contact with myself and become solid again.

I had a rich imagination; I wrote science fiction and devel-
oped secret codes with my little sister and a neighbor girl.
Though the mosh pit was stressful, I knew that retreating was
an option.

I lost this freedom when I entered school.
In first grade, I got scolded for hiding out in the bathroom

with a couple of girls during recess. We were sprawled out on
the floor, quietly engaged in the subversive practice of—yes,
coloring. That’s when I learned that my desire for quiet and
solitude was bad.

I adapted. Years later, as a PhD candidate in clinical
psychology, I didn’t tell anyone that I was intimidated by the
prospect of sitting in the room with a stranger. I wanted to be
under the surface—not to have to get there through social
exchange. Again, I adapted, found success as a psychologist, and
had practiced for almost ten years when I first admitted to my
analyst (and myself ) how taxing the “social exchange,” particu-
larly with new clients, had been for me. This was the first time
I had acknowledged the simple truth: I am an introvert.

My confession of introversion allowed me to rediscover the
treasured self I had buried when I first stepped on the school
bus. My analysis provided me the time and space I had craved,
and I entered a personal renaissance. I took my first-ever
personal retreat, letting my husband and little boys handle
things while I indulged in the privacy of a remote B&B in the
woods. I began a prolific period of writing, learned to craft
candles, discovered poetry, and, for the first time, saw a world
beyond the constrictions of my profession. Predictably, as I
came alive, people around me—even my closest family
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members—got worried. What if I relinquished my hard-
earned career to sell candles on the art fair circuit? What kind
of crazy ideas was I getting from my analyst? It hurts when the
self you most value becomes a source of worry. But once you
tap into that self, the worry won’t stop you.

What kept me going was the energy I discovered. For the first
time since my carefree childhood days, I experienced flow. When
I took my solitary walks, I felt I could walk forever, basking in
the ample space for thought and imagination. I discovered the
sky and drew on its vastness as a source of comfort.

The world opened to me during these walks, and I began to
envision new possibilities for my life. The image of a piano
keyboard came to my mind, and I recognized that I had only
learned one note—I was an expert on that note, but there were
so many more to discover. The sky reminded me that there was
so much more than the limited corner of the world I had come
to know. I was filled with desire, and that desire led me to new
notes and new places.

I was transported by the power of introversion.
Since that opening, I have experienced the glamour of being

a model, savored the power of holding an audience captive as a
stage actor, wrote and directed mixed-media performances,
accompanied my son on an Amazon expedition, and, most satis-
fying of all, realized my desire to become an author.

Here’s a well-kept secret: Introversion is not defined by
lack. Introversion, when embraced, is a wellspring of riches. It
took me years to acknowledge this simple reality, to claim my
home, and to value all it offers.

Perhaps you also feel most at home within. But you’ve
probably also felt the pull to abandon this home—to set up
house in the world of social interactions. Even if you only
enjoy an occasional visit inside yourself, you may struggle to
justify such an indulgence. Because extroversion lines up so
well with American values, we introverts often deprive
ourselves of what we most enjoy and thrive on. So, for all of
you who draw energy from inside, behind, underneath, or
away from it all, welcome home.
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AMERICA THE EXTROVERTED
There’s a lot to love about America—freedom, the melting
pot of diversity, individualism—all attractive concepts, espe-
cially to an introvert. In fact, the introverts were probably
the first to feel crowded in England and to daydream about
all the space they would find in the New World. Peace!
Quiet!

Fast-forward to the new millennium—and it has been a
fast trip forward—in which we are more likely to associate
America with office space than with “spacious skies.” We
have become an outward and upward society, conquering,
building, competing, buying out, improving—extroverting.
The squeaky wheels get greased, the ones who snooze lose,
the best team wins, and the winner takes all.

In this culture of competition, it is no wonder that those of
us who prefer introversion feel anxious. We are expected to
“think on our feet,” but we think best when we’re still. We’re
pressured to join and keep up, when we’d rather follow an

inner guide. And with the
ever-multiplying multi-
media—from pop-up ads
on the Internet to phones
that can reach us every-
where—the competition
finds us where we live.
Even the sacred introvert
haven, the dark movie
theatre, is now being
invaded by commercials!

When introverts sense
invasion, we instinctively
shut down to protect our
inner resources. But in
doing so, we lose access
to ourselves. From this
defensive position, we may

DEFINING OUR TERMS
Introversion is an inward orientation to
life, and extroversion (alternatively
spelled extraversion) is an outward
orientation. Though you probably use
both introversion and extroversion,
one of these orientations usually feels
more like home—more comfortable,
more interesting and more ener-
gizing—than the other. Introverts
prefer introversion; we tend to gain
energy by reflecting and expend
energy when interacting. Extroverts
have the opposite preference; they
tend to gain energy by interacting and
expend energy while reflecting.
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feel that our only options are to practice extroversion, go
underground, or go crazy.

Could it be that there’s another alternative? Perhaps we
could draw on our personal and communal strengths to assert
introversion in our culture. Sound like a paradox? Yes—as
paradoxical as meditating in a mosh pit.

INTROVERSION FOR ALL
According to the introverted psychiatrist Carl G. Jung, intro-
version and extroversion are two opposing forces within an
individual. Jung was the first to identify these personality
attitudes, one “characterized by orientation in life through
subjective psychic contents” (introversion) and the other, “by
concentration of interest on the external object” (extrover-
sion). Isabel Briggs Myers and Katharine Cook Briggs, who
developed the popular Myers-Briggs Type Indicator®, built on
the idea that introverts prefer to focus on their own inner
world, whereas extroverts prefer to focus on the outer world.
But as the concepts of introversion and extroversion gained
popularity, they began to lose their dynamic roots. We tend to
see ourselves as introverted OR extroverted, rather than as a
creative, evolving combination of the two.

It is this dynamism that makes introversion relevant to all
of us. Whether the scale tips in the I direction and you call
yourself an introvert, or you load up on the side of E, every one
of us has some capacity for introversion. When a culture
devalues these qualities, we are all reduced.

The way personal growth is supposed to progress, according
to Jung, is that we first develop what comes naturally—introver-
sion or extroversion. This specialization works well until later
life, when the individual gets bored and wants to expand his or
her range. But what happens when the introvert is discouraged
or, worse, prohibited from practicing her specialty?

The introvert may adapt, but she walks around with a
nagging sense of homelessness. She won’t need to wait until
midlife to become bored—she’s bored already! It’s hard
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enough to be in a career that doesn’t fit, but for many intro-
verts, the life doesn’t fit.

For these introverts, what is needed is not a move toward
extroversion, but as a friend of mine put it, an opportunity to
“melt into introversion.” This book is not about finding
balance—we are really tired of doing that! Besides, finding
balance assumes that we have been allowed to be fully intro-
verted. We have not. This book is about embracing the power
of introversion. It’s about indulging, melting into, drinking in,
immersing ourselves in the joy, the genius, and the power of
who we naturally are—and not just on the occasional retreat,
but in the living of our lives. Ironically, balance will only come
to us if we forget about extroversion for awhile, and balance
will only come to our society when we see and respect the
introversion in all of us.

THE BIG LIE
Thanks to Jung and his successors, we have the tools to under-
stand these qualities. We have a personality test to measure
introversion and extroversion. The Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator® (MBTI) has generated a vast amount of research on
introversion and extroversion. Popular literature has emerged
to explain how each of us can understand our personality
preferences and use them to our advantage. But lies about
introversion are so imbedded in the fabric of our culture that
even the literature geared toward correcting misconceptions
inadvertently promotes them.

The biggest lie is that introverts are in the minority, making
up one-fourth or one-third of the population, depending on
what you’ve read. Any introvert who has done a quick web
search, attempting to find some company, has probably run
across and even quoted these figures. But not only are these
figures floating around the Web, they are also repeatedly
quoted in the self-help books many of us use as resources.

When I started my research for this book, I wanted to know
where these statistics came from. I wanted to find the research
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that the books were quoting. So I went to the source: the
MBTI® Manual (©2003), a regularly-updated compendium
for the research on introversion, extroversion, and the other
personality dimensions measured by the MBTI®. But what I
found was quite different.

The first large-scale population study of the MBTI®
revealed that introverts make up a good half (50.7 percent) of
the population (and if you want to split hairs, we seem to be
in the majority). This study, the largest to date, was
conducted in 1998. A more recent population study,
reported in the MBTI® Step II Manual, puts introverts a little
further into the majority: 57 percent, compared to 43
percent extroverts.

It took me much longer to find the source of the claim that
introverts make up only a third of the population. Isabel Myers
made this estimate when the MBTI® was being developed—
prior to 1962!

How can we be so far off?
As much as research shows the contrary, the belief that

introverts are in the minority has stuck. After all, in America,
extroversion is what we value. And we see what we value. So
we see extroverts everywhere, and we no longer notice the
introverts everywhere. Sometimes we even miss the one
looking back at us in the mirror. We might tell ourselves that
introverts are naturally less visible than extroverts. This lie is as
insidious and damaging as the lie about our numbers. Perhaps
a better way to put it is that we are less seen in America. Go to
Japan, for example, and, despite the massive population, an
introverted businessperson is more likely to be noticed than a
“fast talker.”

In America, we think of introverts as withdrawn loners, quiet
and scared. We readily diagnose a preference for looking inward
as stemming from depression, anxiety, or antisocial tendencies.
We don’t know what introversion really is, and we interact with
introverts all day without realizing it.

We’ve got it all wrong.
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REVIVING YOUR INTROVERSION
From a young age, most of us are taught the value of social
skills. We learn how to introduce ourselves, how to smile and
be polite. We are told to be friendly and make friends. These
are all useful abilities to develop. But how many of us are
taught the value of solitude skills? How many of us are taught
to protect our boundaries, to foster imagination, to be alone?
How many of us are encouraged to withdraw from social
activity and nurture the life of the mind?

This book is here to provide that missing training and
support. We’ll examine how introversion may have gotten
away from you, and how to get it back. We’ll deconstruct the
extroversion assumption, and see how it manifests in everyday
conversations, judgments, and ideas about work and play. As
you are freed to reclaim your preference, you will be amazed at
the power you feel. Life will flow in a way you hadn’t thought
was possible. You may find yourself asking: “Is this okay?”
“Can things be this easy?”

As this transformation occurs at the individual level—this
simple reclaiming of your home—you’ll notice your world
changing. I think you’re going to like it.

Welcome.

WHAT’S INSIDE
Introvert Power provides an alternative to the extroversion
training you’ve been receiving all your life. As unnatural as
extroversion has felt to introverts, we’ve gotten used to it.
Rather than putting a thin coat of introversion over layers of
extroverted thinking, Introvert Power asks you to strip down
your thinking first and then dip into your true colors. The
book is divided into five parts, each essential to our retraining
and best experienced in sequence.

In Part One, Antisocial,Weird, or Displaced? we take on—and
take apart—the beliefs we’ve adopted about introversion, along
with our culturally determined assumptions about what is
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healthy. We look at mistaken associations between introversion
and mental illness, and confront our society’s taboo against soli-
tude. You’ll meet two introvert styles, represented by Shadow
Dwellers and Accessible Introverts, and learn how these styles
have developed in the context of an alienating society. Then we
start looking at what’s real: our numbers, our influence on
current trends, and the economic power we exert. Finally, we
look at societies that favor introversion and what we can learn
from them.

Part Two, The Introvert’s Wish List, is the melting into intro-
version section. In these chapters, we indulge in our wishes for
private space, time to think, routine retreats, passionate obser-
vation, and real intimacy. Though the process may feel like a
guilty indulgence, we’ll see why such pleasures are in fact
essential to introverts and healing to society as a whole.

In Part Three, Standing Still in a Loud World, we move into
the areas that have become defined by extroversion and look at
how to bring an introvert tempo into the mix. You’ll learn how
to create space in conversations and how to just say no to
parties—or how to hang out, introvert-style. We deal with
work and the people who interrupt us. We sort out how to be
there for the people we love while remaining loyal to ourselves.
And we confront the downside of introversion, and how to
know when we need a window out.

The final section, Outing the Introvert, takes us one step
further, from introvert restoration to introvert renaissance. We
take ownership of our society, educating rather than apolo-
gizing, acting with introvert integrity rather than conformity or
indifference, and expressing, in our own way, the richness
within us. We consider when extroversion is natural for us and,
fully rooted in introversion, we relinquish the defensive stance
that once restricted our freedom. We begin to meditate in the
mosh pit and, as we do, the pit transforms into a house of medi-
tation; the extroverted slamming no longer pushes us off
balance, and the rhythms of introversion and extroversion
complement each other in a new dance.
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INTROVERT VOICES
My voice will always be limited in capturing your private expe-
rience, so I supplement my words here with the voices of a
diverse group of introverts. I polled the introverts in my world,
as well as subscribers to my website, www.wakingdesire.com
(see also, www.introvertpower.com). A group of voices
emerged: a college student from Puerto Rico who makes films
in her spare time; a minister with a generative mind and mini-
malist lifestyle; a high school sophomore who obtains permis-
sion to doodle in her classes; a professional comedian; a
sampling of accountants, artists, government employees, musi-
cians, conservationists, health professionals, and writers. These
contributors welcomed the opportunity to write their
thoughts—extroverted techniques were not used in the
making of this book—and struck me with their honesty and
insight. Many appreciated being asked. The voices of intro-
verted heroes—literary, historical, popular, and lesser
known—also enrich the pages ahead.

Regardless of how many introvert perspectives I can
provide, however, it is your voice that I hope to inspire.
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Part I:
Antisocial, Weird,
or Displaced?
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Chapter 1: The
Mistaken Identity

To be yourself in a world that is constantly
trying to make you something else is the greatest
accomplishment.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson

“He’s thin and white…if he’s tall he’s got bad posture.”
“Not particularly attractive, ungainly, with skin prob-

lems—would be first underweight and then (later in life) over-
weight.”

“Nerdy.”
“Geeky.”
“Conservative style, neutral colors.”
These are some descriptions of what an introvert looks like.

What is alarming is that these descriptions all come from
introverts! When the same people describe themselves, the
picture changes:

“My physical appearance is…exotic. Light green-blue
slanted eyes and high cheekbones.”

“Natural blonde.”
“I’m overweight, tanned skin, big, round, and dark brown

eyes.”
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“Somewhat tall, reasonably attractive considering age.”
“Brown curly hair—I look like I’m from another country.”
What stood out to me as I polled these people was the

sterile and colorless quality of the archetypal introvert,
contrasted by the colorized descriptions of the self-identified
introverts. The stereotyped introvert is often seen as introvert
by default when, in fact, introversion is defined as a preference.
Introverts generally prefer a rich inner life to an expansive
social life; we would rather talk intimately with a close friend
than share stories with a group; and we prefer to develop our
ideas internally rather than interactively.

So how have we jumped from these preferences to images
of a cowering, reclusive weirdo? Iris Chang commented,
“Whatever is not commonly seen is condemned as alien.” We
have lost our eyes for introversion. As we discussed in the
introduction, introverts make up more than half of the popula-
tion, yet we assume that introverts are an occasional devia-
tion—the geeks in the shadows.

Introversion, by definition, is not readily seen. Introverts
keep their best stuff inside—that is, until it is ready. And this
drives extroverts crazy! The explanation for the introvert’s
behavior—and there must be an explanation for this behavior,
say the extroverts—is that he or she is antisocial, out of touch,
or simply a snob.

Because introverts are trickier to read, it is easy to project
our fears and negative biases onto this preference. And it’s not
just extroverts who do this. As my informal poll revealed, we
often make similar assumptions about other introverts, and—
most troubling of all—about ourselves! One of the introverts
I polled is a striking beauty. She described her physical
appearance as “OK.” Another very attractive introvert
described herself as “the status quo.” These downplayed
descriptions may reflect a tendency to focus less on externals,
but we also tend to downplay our very personalities—the style
we prefer. For example, do you ever jokingly or apologetically
admit to being antisocial, or view yourself as boring in rela-
tion to your chatty associates? Do you beat yourself up for not
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The Mistaken Identity | 5

joining in? Do you worry that something is wrong with you;
that you’re missing out; that who you are naturally is a
problem needing correction?

Your nature is not the problem. The
problem is that you have become alien-
ated from your nature—from your
power source. As Isabel Briggs Myers
discussed in her book, Gifts Differing,
“The best-adjusted people are the
‘psychologically patriotic,’ who are glad to be what they are.”
For introverts this means, “Their loyalty goes to their own
inner principle and derives from it a secure and unshakable
orientation to life.”

But we have been shaken. To reclaim the power of introver-
sion, we must first deconstruct the assumptions we make
about who we are.

THE OPPOSITE OF SOCIAL
IS NOT ANTISOCIAL
Of all the assumptions made about introverts, the idea that we
are antisocial is the most ridiculous. The term “antisocial” actu-
ally refers to sociopathy (or antisocial personality disorder), a
condition in which a person lacks a social conscience. This has
nothing to do with introversion. Introverts are often deeply
concerned about the human condition; they just tend to look
within for answers. Ironically, the classic sociopath is quite
charming and socially engaging, but lacks the inner capacity to
feel empathy and guilt.

This is a great example of how our vision tricks us. An
introvert deep in thought will look self-absorbed, whether he’s
thinking about world hunger or working out how to hack into
someone’s bank account. An engaging extrovert will look
friendly, whether he really cares about your day or is trying to
pick your pocket. Therapists are reluctant to apply the diag-
nosis of antisocial personality disorder until there is clear

I wondered if I was
perhaps anti-social, or
maybe even flawed.

—Suzanne, Oregon
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evidence for it, because it is a serious problem with a poor
prognosis. Enjoying your own company does not warrant any
diagnosis, but this one is especially cruel.

But are we just talking semantics here? When we use “anti-
social” in this way, we really mean not social, or asocial—the
correct term for someone who does not like to interact with
people. So would it be fair to say that introverts are asocial?

Wrong again.

THE OPPOSITE OF SOCIAL IS NOT
INTROVERTED
An introvert may feel asocial when pressured to go to a party
that doesn’t interest her. But for her, the event does not
promise meaningful interaction. In fact, she knows that the
party will leave her feeling more alone and alienated. Her social
preference may be to stay home and reflect on a conversation
with a friend, call that friend, and come to an understanding
that is meaningful to her. Or she might indulge in the words
of a favorite author, feeling a deep connection with a person
she has never met. From the perspective of a partygoer, this
introvert may appear to be asocial, when, in fact, the introvert
is interacting in a much different way.

Because the introvert is oriented to the inner world, she “takes
to heart” something a good friend says and needs time to

reflect before responding.
This can happen during
a relaxed talk, but, for
the introvert, the under-
standing deepens during
the time between conversa-
tions. If we think of each
person as having a finite
amount of interpersonal
space, an extrovert is
more like a hotel—able to
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Q: What would you like extroverts to
understand about you?
A: That we are social, too. It [social-
izing] just takes energy away from us
and we need to recharge after a
certain amount of time. Our need to
retreat is not a statement about them
or our relationship with them.

—Lisa, North Carolina
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accommodate a large number of interactions that come and go.
Note that I said interactions, not people. Extroverts are often able
to accommodate more people as well, but because extroverts
wrap up interactions in the interaction, even a close friend may
check in and check out as needed. An introvert may have the
same square footage, but each meaningful interaction is reserved
in its own luxury suite, awaiting the follow-up interaction.
Bookings are more limited.

A related assumption about introverts is that we are socially
incompetent. Are you starting to see a pattern? Assumptions
about introversion usually link the preference with some kind
of lack or disorder. So let’s get this one over with too. Just as
extroverts can have poor social skills (think of the raucous,
obnoxious socializer), introverts can be socially savvy.
Introverts often choose “people professions” as their life work.
I have been wrong too many times to assume that an outgoing
social leader is an extrovert. The introverted leader may check
out for refueling and relish alone time after work, but be quite
“out there” in her public role. Stories abound of high-profile
introverts who chill out to read a book, watch golf on TV, or
take a walk.

So, being an introvert does not mean you’re antisocial,
asocial, or socially inept. It does mean that you are oriented
to ideas—whether those ideas involve you with people or
not. It means that you prefer spacious interactions with fewer
people. And it means that, when you converse, you are more
interested in sharing ideas than in talking about people and
what they’re doing. In a conversation with someone sharing
gossip, the introvert’s eyes glaze over and his brow furrows as
he tries to comprehend how this conversation could interest
anyone. This is not because the introvert is morally supe-
rior—he just doesn’t get it. As we’ve discussed, introverts are
energized and excited by ideas. Simply talking about people,
what they do and who they know, is noise for the introvert.
He’ll be looking between the lines for some meaning, and
this can be hard work! Before long, he’ll be looking for a way
out of the conversation.
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But when an introvert is hanging out with a friend, sharing
ideas, he is in his element. The conversation is “mind to mind”
rather than “mouth to mouth.” Extroverts share ideas too, but
the ideas are secondary to the interaction, and develop between
the two people as they talk. The focal point is external. For
introverts, the focal point is internal, with each participant
bringing the other inside and working things out there. A good
conversation leaves an introvert feeling more connected, but
also personally richer.

Understanding the location of interactions puts introverts
back on the map. Extroverts understandably need more face-
to-face time, because that’s where the interaction is located.
Introverts need more between time—between words in a
conversation and between conversations—because the interac-
tion is located within.

WE ARE NOT SNOBS
While this is an assumption some introverts like—being a
snob is better than being impaired—it ultimately hurts us.
Think of a group of Extrovert Moms gathered together at a
Little League game, excitedly chatting and enjoying the action.
In comes Introvert Mom who, after a full day of work, wants
nothing more than to savor the game—all by herself. She sits
off a bit from everyone else, stretching her feet onto the
bleacher bench, and may even have a book to indulge in as the
team warms up. She might enjoy watching the people around
her, but she has no energy to interact.

What are the Extrovert Moms thinking? Because they are
oriented to people, they will likely assume that Introvert Mom
is, too—which means they see Introvert Mom as not liking
people (what we know now as asocial) or being a “snob,”
thinking she’s too good for the Extrovert Moms. More likely,
Introvert Mom is not thinking about them at all! She is just
doing something she likes to do.

The snob assumption is an extrovert personalization of the
introvert’s behavior: she’s not just doing something for herself;
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she’s dissing us. This misunderstanding may lead to gossip and
suspicious looks. If Introvert Mom feels this hostile energy,
she may become defensive and further withdraw to protect
herself, only confirming to the Extrovert Moms that she is
indeed a snob.

An introvert who regards herself as a snob, and looks down
on extroverts as superficial or shallow loses, rather than gains,
strength. This is because her focus moves outward, away from
her power source. Though she may think she is being unkind
to the extroverts around her, she is actually being very unkind
to herself. The snob myth perpetuates the idea that her intro-
version is a snub of those around her, rather than something
she enjoys and values.

WE ARE DIFFERENT—DIFFERENT
FROM EXTROVERTS
Introverts are drawn to worlds more exotic or complex than
what is immediately available. Whether we like hanging out
in fantasy, spiritual contemplation, mental investigation,
artistic creation, or wilderness exploration, we may seem
different, out of touch, or just weird. Out of touch? Yes—
really not wanting to be touched or otherwise intruded on at
the moment. Weird? Only to people who want to touch or
otherwise intrude on us.

We are different from the other 43 percent of the popula-
tion, but that’s as much as we can say about introverts being
abnormal. Yet, there is a long and stubborn association between
introversion and mental illness. Though the MBTI® describes
preferences in healthy terms, some personality tests use the
term “introversion” to describe problematic symptoms. The
idea of extroversion as normal—and introversion as
abnormal—is so prevalent in our culture that it has seeped into
our mental health system.

There are a number of reasons for this association that have
little to do with the actual mental health of the individual.
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First, introverts are higher users of
mental health services. Why? They like
looking inside! For many introverts,
therapy is attractive and exciting.
They are not afraid of what they’ll
find—they’re already familiar with the
territory.

Secondly, extroverts often incorrectly
assume that introverts are suffering.
Introverts internalize problems; we like
to take things inside and work on them
there. Extroverts prefer to externalize
and deal with problems interactively.
Because of this difference, introverts
may seem psychologically burdened,
while extroverts spread the burden
around and seem healthier—from an
extroverted standpoint. But note that I
said introverts like to take problems
inside. Sure, an introvert can overdo it,
but so can the extrovert who feels
compelled to express every unresolved
thought or emotion. The former gets
depressed or anxious and goes to

therapy; the latter sends others to therapy.
Finally, introverts can become the carriers of family

and societal problems. Family systems theory talks about the
identified patient as the family member who carries
the pathology that the rest of the family denies. The alcoholic
parent and the volatile marriage are not addressed, but
the introverted child who takes it all inside becomes “ill”
and goes to therapy. Taking on the pathology of others is a
huge risk for introverts and one we will address in later
chapters. As a therapist myself, I find that it is often the
healthiest family member who enters therapy, because he is
willing to look at the limitations of his own reality and risk
change.

But now it seems that
adults like me, particu-
larly single women who
much prefer familiar
surroundings and one-
on-one communications
with people, are encour-
aged to work on our
“issues,” our social
anxiety, and to get “out
there” and learn the
artful skill of making idle
conversation with
strangers. But why? In
order to mingle well at
parties.

—Suzanne, day job:
outreach worker for a
public defender team;
passions: all things

introverted, but “first
and foremost” reading
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THE ABANDONMENT OF
THE INTERNAL
Though introverts may be more curious about psychology,
psychology has become less curious about our inner lives. In
the early 1900s, American practitioners were looking for more
objective measures of mental health, and the new trend of
radical behaviorism met the need. Suddenly, instead of
focusing on what was hidden—the purview of psycho-
analysis—behaviorism dismissed anything that could not be
observed. All we needed to know was what goes in (stimulus)
and what happens (response). So, the therapist’s focus shifted
from the client’s disclosures of feeling to an external measure,
such as the number of times she smiles during the session.
(This is an actual example from my graduate training!)

Consider how this plays out for the introverted client. She
acknowledges feeling burdened and seeks help. She is readily
diagnosed for her internal focus, but then the tables turn: she
is deprived of the opportunity to seek inner solutions. Her
“cure” involves shifting her focus to external realities—using
her least developed capacity.

Though radical behaviorism has gradually given way to
cognitive-behaviorism, which does acknowledge inner
processes, the value of external over internal has remained.
And insurance companies loved the idea. Physicians, as well as
therapists, are no longer paid to be curious about what’s inside
and to search for a cause—we are rewarded for finding the
shortest path between symptoms and solution, and if we don’t
get it right, the attitude is “they can always come back and you
can try something else.”

So, if we’ve decided that what’s inside is out of the picture,
introverts will look inferior. The introvert’s strong suit is
inside. There, he is comfortable, confident, and content. By
contrast, the extrovert “inside” might not look so good—he
becomes anxious and awkward when he’s not out doing
something or talking to someone. But who cares? Just as we
don’t see the strength of the introvert, we don’t notice the
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weakness of the extrovert. What’s inside is locked away in the
black box.

From the outside, the introvert may not look so good, and
we do care about this. If a child stays quiet in the context of
extroverted friends, or even prefers time alone, a parent may
worry and even send her to therapy. She might be thrilled—
she’ll finally get to talk about the stuff she cares about, and
without interruption! But if the therapist concludes that the
child has a social phobia, the treatment of choice is to increas-
ingly expose her to the situations she fears. This behavioral treat-
ment is effective for treating phobias — if that is truly the
problem. If it’s not the problem, and the child just likes hanging
out inside better than chatting, she’ll have a problem soon. Her
“illness” now will be an internalized self-reproach: “Why don’t I
enjoy this like everyone else?” The otherwise carefree child learns
that something is wrong with her. She not only is pulled away
from her home, she is supposed to like it. Now she is anxious
and unhappy, confirming the suspicion that she has a problem.

Under normal conditions, the introvert places less value on
what is outside, and puts less energy there. Briggs Myers
described this outside self as the Aide to a General:

The introvert’s General is inside the tent, working on
matters of top priority. The Aide is outside fending off
interruptions…If people do not realize that there is a
General in the tent who far outranks the Aide they have
met, they may easily assume that the Aide is in sole
charge. This is a regrettable mistake. It leads not only to
an underestimation of the introvert’s abilities but also to
an incomplete understanding of his wishes, plans, and
point of view. The only source for such information is
the General.

Though the metaphor of a General may or may not fit your
tastes, it is an image of power. Whether your tent is a busy
laboratory or a vast library, a creative studio or spiritual sanc-
tuary, your inner world is the place where the action is, where
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your heart starts pumping, and your potential expands. And
like the General in the tent, we can move the world. But first,
we need to recognize that someone is there.

WE ARE INTROVERTS
What constitutes an introvert is quite simple. We are a vastly
diverse group of people who prefer to look at life from the
inside out. We gain energy and power through inner reflection,
and get more excited by ideas than by external activities. When
we converse, we listen well and expect others to do the same.
We think first and talk later. Writing appeals to us because we
can express ourselves without intrusion, and we often prefer
communicating this way. Even our brains look different than
those of extroverts.

In 1967, psychologist Hans Eysenck published his “arousal
theory” of introversion and extroversion, which predicted that
introverts would have higher levels of cortical arousal than
extroverts. In other words, introvert brains would be more
stimulated on an ongoing basis; extrovert brains would be
quieter. This would explain why introverts pull away from
environmental stimuli while extroverts seek out more.

To test the theory, researchers have looked at various
measures of mental stimulation, such as blood flow and elec-
trical activity, in the brains of introverts and extroverts. The
consistent finding was that, as predicted, introvert brains
were busier than extrovert brains. After summarizing this
research, the writers of the 2003 MBTI® Manual concluded:
“Introverts appear to do their best thinking in anticipation
rather than on the spot; it now seems clear [emphasis mine]
that this is because their minds are so naturally abuzz with
activity that they need to shut out external distractions in
order to prepare their ideas.” So it is impossible to fully and
fairly understand introversion without looking inside. We
aren’t just going away, we’re going toward something.
Extroverts may have more going on socially, but we’ve got
more going on upstairs.
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The simple preference for inner life,
when honored, opens the introvert to a
richness and complexity that is highly
personal and is indeed personality with
the exclamation point! Instead of
defining—or diagnosing—introversion

from the outside, let’s look at a description by a man who
mined the depths of inner life, Carl Jung:

For him self-communings are a pleasure. His own world
is a safe harbour, a carefully tended and walled-in garden,
closed to the public and hidden from prying eyes. His
own company is the best. He feels at home in his world,
where the only changes are made by himself. His best
work is done with his own resources, on his own initia-
tive, and in his own way…His retreat into himself is not
a final renunciation of the world, but a search for
quietude, where alone it is possible for him to make his
contribution to the life of the community.

As much as introverts may be misunderstood or devalued,
people are drawn to the richness we conceal and enjoy the prod-
ucts we create in our “tents.” The reclusive songwriter entertains
through the computer audio system developed by introverts.
Voices of introverts speak through books so varied we can be
entertained by just looking at the titles in a bookstore. Introverts
make us think and ask questions. We fall silent as the quiet
person in the room reveals wisdom from his inner reservoir.

Introverts, it is time for us to claim our space, our time, and
our vitality. If the rest of you want what we’ve got, welcome!
But don’t come over—get an inner life! We Are Introverts, and
we are going home.
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I am rarely bored alone;
I am often bored in
groups and crowds.

—Don, Minnesota
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Chapter 2:
Alone Is Not a
Four-Letter Word

The great omission in American life is solitude; not
loneliness, for this is an alienation that thrives most
in the midst of crowds, but that zone of time and
space, free from the outside pressures, which is the
incubator of the spirit.

—Marya Mannes

You’re headed home on a Friday evening. Exhausted from a
week of interacting, performing, and responding to others, you
relish the prospect of time alone, cuddling up or stretching,
reading or puttering—inhabiting the silent space. You stop at
the bookstore and run into an acquaintance who asks what you
are doing tonight. You tell her, and she looks worried. You take
in the look of worry and start to wonder if there is something
wrong with you. Everyone else seems to want to go out.

Let’s say your self-doubt prompts you to go out, and you
stop by a party that a friend is hosting. Your friends are
surprised and happy to see you, validating your choice. But
soon into the greetings, you feel as if you’ve left something
behind. You start regretting the choice “everyone else” encour-
aged. Feeling the “alienation that thrives most in the midst of
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crowds,” you long to be alone, free to think your own thoughts
and move to your own rhythm. But you haven’t been here long
enough to leave; you feel trapped.

This “alienation of association” is widespread in our culture,
but it has no diagnostic label. Regardless of how dead we feel in
a crowd, we cling to the uniquely American assumption that
associating is good and necessary and solitude is suspect. Let’s
imagine the above scenario going the opposite way:

When you stop by the bookstore, you tell the acquaintance
you are going to a party. She looks worried, and expresses
concern about all you’ll miss. She comments, “You’ve been
waiting all week for some time to yourself; why would you
compromise that?” If you’ve been spending a lot of time with
people, she might express concern that you are avoiding time
alone and suggest that you might be depressed.

While such a response is unlikely, it’s a comment an introvert
would appreciate. For an introvert, interacting in a group setting
does mean missing out. Where there is too much input, the
introvert misses his mind, his subjectivity, his freedom, his very
potential. The high-stimulus social environment, the “where it’s
at on a Friday night,” this apparent “more,” becomes a prison to
the introvert. He can’t wait to be free—to get out and away from
the noise, the talk, the interference with his inner process. Yet,
the discrepancy between his mood and his surroundings may
lead to self-criticism, the hallmark of depression.

It would be wise to be concerned
about the introvert who is deprived of
solitude. Is she neglecting herself due to
depression? Is she falling victim to guilt
and self-reproach? Does she feel cut off
from pleasure? Does she feel dead?

“Where it’s at” for the introvert is in
the expansive space of solitude. This is
where the introvert is fed, calmed, moved,
and inspired. Our training tells us to

worry about solitude and to limit it, and our language places the
social world at the center: we withdraw (from something) or
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Solitude is not rejection,
isolation, depression,
or a sign of spiritual
desolation.

—Don, Unitarian
Universalist minister and

avid baseball fan
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retreat (from something) or isolate ourselves (from something).
We have a verb for interacting with people—socializing—but
have no single, affirmative verb to describe being alone. We tend
to view alone time either as a problem to be overcome or a
luxury we cannot afford—not as a staple we all need. We’re not
just social animals. We are solitary animals as well.

But if we look closer, we discover that many verbs capture
solitary experience: daydreaming, meditating, fantasizing,
calculating, planning, thinking, theorizing, imagining,
praying, observing, composing, reflecting, inventing—and this
list doesn’t even include typically solitary activities like reading,
drawing, researching, and writing. Solitude is not lack. As
understood by Taoist practitioners, solitude is a “fertile void,”
an open door to a world overflowing with possibilities.

In another sense, most of what we do is solitary. We may
have lots of people around, but the path each of us takes is our
own. Yet, the expectation that we attach ourselves to others
leaves many of us feeling lonely and alienated. What if we
referred to social interaction as withdrawal from solitude?
What if we viewed solitude as the center of experience and
made sure that our kids were equipped to handle it?

Solitude is indeed “the great omission in American life.”
We are told to have family values, to be a
team player, to have a huge wireless
network. More is better and there is
never enough. How did we get so far
away from ourselves?

THE CULTURE OF MORE
American consumerism relies on this
assumption: If only you had _____, you
would have the life you desire. That
shiny new car will make you better
looking, happier, and more successful.
More products will provide you more
time, which you can fill by purchasing

In any ultimate sense,
we are alone, and the
sooner we accept it the
sooner we can move on
to life’s real work:
making a difference and
becoming a blessing to
the large number of
people we know who
are hurting and are less
fortunate.

—Phil, Minnesota
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more products. And, to clinch the sale, the commercial
reminds us that everybody else already has one.

We have become a culture of “everybody else.” Through our
constantly expanding media channels, we can know what
people are (supposedly) buying, how people are (supposedly)
behaving, and what expectations others (supposedly) have for
us. Reality television further erodes our sense of privacy and
personal space: not only are the participants in our living
room, but we’re also in theirs!

In the typical American sitcom, people walk into each
other’s homes or apartments without knocking, flop on the
couch, and start talking about their problems. Hip adults
mingle in an ensemble of friends—a group of people who are
interchangeably important to each other. Intrusion is the
norm; if one friend leaves the room, another one enters; cool
people are never alone. No matter if the friend is annoying or
selfish; more is better.

Having more friends is equated with more fun, even
more value. In a democratic society, more popular means
more power. The buzzword of the ’80s, “networking,”
became the ticket to success. In an increasingly public
society, the emphasis shifts from quality to visibility; from
good products to good marketing; from knowing to being
known. There is no time; we need to “git ’r done” and “get
out there.” Is it any wonder that anxiety disorders have
become the common cold of American life? We live much of
our lives in panic mode, grasping for more without consid-
ering why. We’re like children running into the streets to
grab the candy thrown from the parade float, only to realize
that the cheap morsels taste funny.

This “more” mode convinces us that solitude and reflection
are too costly to risk. The parade is moving on and we need
that candy! And if you’re trying to be a success, you need to
throw out as much as possible—flood the Internet with your
message, pop up on everyone’s screen, reach the people.

In a great little book titled Purple Cow, marketing analyst
Seth Godin argues that more advertising is no longer better,
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that people no longer see or hear the flood of messages coming
their way. Instead of mass marketing a product, he advocates
creating a remarkable product—a purple cow—that sells
because it’s not a part of the more. His wisdom rings true for
anyone who is sick of seeing penis enlargement spam on his
computer screen.

Though a different kind of “more” comes with solitude, we
benefit from the “less” side of solitude as well. For an introvert
especially, movement away from the group allows access to a
more independent, questioning, and honest voice—a voice
that could make all the difference.

THE THREAT OF SOLITUDE
In a competitive culture, it helps to know what others are up
to. Once you find out what others are doing, you can figure
out how to do better—just better enough to get the business.
But what happens when the competition doesn’t let you in?
You might get nervous, thinking that the other party is with-
holding something really big or planning some kind of
takeover. The solitary party is going to get ahead, or worse.
The reflexive attitude becomes, “something is being planned,
and it might hurt me.”

Although most introverts seek time alone as an alternative
to people and competition, solitude is a power source for the
introvert. And for someone wanting to exert control, solitude
is indeed threatening. Many sales schemes rely on “today only”
impulse purchases because “sleeping on it” will help you realize
that you don’t need the product. Cults gain their power by
depriving members of any time alone. Clients in my office
comment on what a difference it makes to have time to think,
and value psychotherapy for its attention to inner processes. As
inner strength builds, people find the courage to leave abusive
relationships, to embark on new challenges, and to ask for
what they want.

Every now and then, a disturbed loner misuses the power of
solitude, feeding paranoia and planning destruction. These are
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the private figures that get public attention, and they do harm
to introverts everywhere, contributing to our collective fear of
solitude. But, by definition, introverts are not preoccupied
with people and external events. They are drawn to ideas and
concepts, and are able to explore these freely in solitude. More
often, a tendency to pull inward is associated with a lower risk
of violence. On the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory, for example, the social introversion scale is consid-
ered an inhibitory scale—one of the indicators that, when
elevated, is associated with lower levels of delinquency.

The potentially violent loner is, ironically, externally
focused. Rather than accepting and enjoying his preference
for solitude, he focuses on his resentment of the group, seeing
himself as a solo victim entitled to revenge. When this
happens, solitude can become dangerous indeed, leaving
room for his paranoid distortions and growing hatred. Here’s
the rub: the very distortions that place him outside of the
group are ones we perpetuate in our society. The introvert is
not a minority; at least half of us are on a similar plane. Half
of us get worn out when we are around people for too long.
Half of us are bored—some, to tears—by gossip. Half of us
get an energy boost from reflective time. Beyond that, Jung
would argue that half of every individual is introverted. Any
extrovert who takes the MBTI® will notice that, though her
score for extroversion is higher than the one for introversion,
she’s got some introversion. And, according to Jung, what isn’t
being used in conscious life is resting in the unconscious,
ready to emerge as the individual grows.

The same is true for introverts, of course: there’s a latent
extrovert in there. The difference is, those of us on the intro-
vert side are more often encouraged to jump right over our first
choice and rouse up the extrovert.

INTROVERSION INTERRUPTED
Perhaps there is no better way to feel the pulse of society’s values
than to look at how we raise our children. As a psychologist, I
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have yet to see a child brought in for therapy because he is too
social and his parents are concerned that he seems to have little
access to his inner life. Yet, child after child is brought in for not
talking enough, only having a few friends, and enjoying time
alone—for being introverted. To be fair, many of these kids have
problems. But often, the problem is not the kid.

Children today are largely raised in
group settings, from daycare to
preschool to school, and in their free
time, we schedule play dates or push
them to hang out with the neighbor-
hood friends. In service of the “more is
better” rule, parents strive to get more
involved and see that the children are
doing more. This ethic produces chil-
dren who are monitored, structured, scheduled—and stressed.
When a child says, “I’m bored!” we take this as a demand to
entertain. Yet boredom is a necessary precursor to creativity.
Children who cannot tolerate boredom and solitude become
stimulus addicts, choosing the quick filler over the richness of
possibility. When a child does seek refuge from overstimula-
tion, retreating into solitude, parents are more likely to regard
this as a problem than as a healthy way of recharging.

And when a child enters school, there is no place to hide.
Schools have responded to intellectually gifted children who
are understimulated in the classroom, but we have yet to
respond to the overstimulated introvert. I see some of these
children in therapy. They are not hyperactive or unfocused.
They just find the classroom too noisy and are annoyed by the
kids who are hyperactive or disruptive. These clients
predictably propose a very simple solution: “If only I could
study by myself, I’d be fine.” One of the teens I worked with
told me about how she loves to take tests, because it is quiet
and everyone is occupying their own space. School adminis-
trators have allowed her to pass, despite failing grades, because
of her record-high test scores. Yet they have made no accom-
modation to provide the quiet she craves. Some of these
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I grew up in a family of
introverts. We read at
the dinner table. My
husband thinks we’re
wacked.

—Margit, North Carolina
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overstimulated children opt for the “dumb class” because at
least there are fewer kids, some thrive in homeschool
programs, and others find help through psychiatric channels.
Most learn to do without solitude and adapt to the noisy envi-
ronment, carrying that nagging feeling of homelessness that
haunts many introverts.

Each one of these solutions comes at
a cost. Is it better to part with your intro-
version or to accept a diagnosis that
allows you to have it as long as you see it
as a problem? The introverted child’s
plea for solitude seems to be either
unheeded or treated.

Then what happens when the child
comes home needing to decompress?

Many kids today run to a computer or video screen. I ran
across an article from a 1996 newsletter from the American
Academy of Pediatrics with the title, “Are we facing a gener-
ation of ‘Internet introverts’?” The implication was that the
Internet was creating introverts, an apparently dangerous
outcome. Parents hearing such warnings responsibly pull
their kids off the computer and tell them to call a friend.
Sure, video games and the Internet can become a rut, but
perhaps it’s the only place where many introverted children
can preserve some privacy and independence in their over-
scheduled lives. If the child is seeking solitude, perhaps a
better response is to limit computer time and leave the child
alone.

Even introverts who find support often feel deprived. One
such introvert is the daughter of a friend of mine. She’s bright
and creative, does well in school, and her parents allow her the
freedom to pursue her solitary passions. This girl had the
opportunity to take the MBTI®, and when she read the results,
describing her introvert preferences in healthy terms, she shed
tears of relief. The power of seeing herself in this mirror,
reflecting back the best part of her, was overwhelming. She saw
herself, and she loved what she saw.
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[In solitude] I’m alone
with my head. I feel
liberated and I don’t
need to pretend
anything for anyone.

—Cecilia, Puerto Rico
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THE FEAR OF SOLITUDE
Though social pressures discourage being alone, we introverts
also erect roadblocks of our own. We get busy, and the more
distant solitude becomes, the more we avoid it. As we avoid
solitude, the introverted part of ourselves becomes unhappy.
We sense this inner grief, and we don’t want to deal with it.

The reality, even for introverts, is that solitude is often
unpleasant at first. The unpleasant sensation may be the
surfacing of feelings we’ve been ignoring,
or fear of “coming down” from the stim-
ulation of our people-filled lives. This
fear is common even when our people-
filled lives are overstimulating. Being
overstimulated may feel bad, but it’s a
bad that we’re used to.

I had the privilege of attending a work-
shop on Time Shifting by Stephen
Rechtschaffen, founder of the Omega
Institute and frequent retreat facilitator.
He observed that it is common for people
to become depressed at first when they
begin a retreat. Rather than catching the
first plane home, he encourages individ-
uals to allow the feeling, to let it rise and
fall like a wave. Once they settle into soli-
tude, they remember why they came and
they find what they came for—and more.

I often have this experience with my
writing. I sit down, expecting it to feel
good right away. Instead I feel empty,
bored, and wonder what ever made me
think I could write. As writers learn, we
do best when we stay with it, and some-
times staying with it hurts. But as I sink
into the space of thought and imagination, the void becomes
fertile, and the longer I stay, the more I want to stay.
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I have never felt lone-
some, or in the least
oppressed by a sense
of solitude, but once,
and that was a few
weeks after I came to
the woods, when, for an
hour, I doubted if the
near neighborhood of
man was not essential
to a serene and healthy
life. To be alone was
something unpleasant.
But I was at the same
time conscious of a
slight insanity in my
mood, and seemed to
foresee my recovery.

—Henry David Thoreau,
Walden
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THE COURAGE TO BE ALONE
Though the taboo against solitude presses against us, half of
the population continues to declare our preference for introver-
sion. It may take awhile, but introverts eventually catch
a reflection and like what they see. And despite criticism
within and without, we find ways to be alone. Whether we
find solitude in the woods or in the anonymity of the city, in
a library or a monastery, or simply in the comfort of home, we
find it. And when we finally calm the din of fearful chatter
and, with Whitman “inhale great draughts of space,” we can
declare with the poet:

I am larger, better than I thought,
I did not know I held so much goodness.
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Chapter 3:
Becoming an Alien

He is outside of everything, and alien everywhere.
He is an aesthetic solitary. His beautiful, light imag-
ination is the wing that on the autumn evening just
brushes the dusky window.

—Henry James

Aliens.
Space aliens.
Illegal aliens.

People or “beings” from another world, disconnected and
seemingly unreal.

These are common associations with the word “alien.” If
we look to science fiction, aliens are usually the invaders, or
at least perceived as such. Illegal aliens are often seen as
invaders of a different sort, coming to our country to partake
of our resources. Aliens provoke interest, curiosity, and fear.
Just as in the sci-fi movies, we don’t often look at things from
the alien’s perspective—that is, until we find ourselves in
foreign territory. It is then that we comprehend the feelings
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of vulnerability, confusion, and displacement that mark the
alien experience.

Alienation is a psychological term for, simply, feeling like an
alien—disconnected, weird, unreal. Diagnostically, alienation
is associated with a number of psychiatric conditions,
including depression, paranoia, and various personality disor-
ders. Alienation is different than aloneness. People can be
alone and still feel connected—a particular talent of introverts.

Alienation happens in society when an individual does not
feel recognized. According to Jessica Benjamin, psychoanalyst
and author of The Bonds of Love, “Recognition is that response
from the other which makes meaningful the feelings, intentions,
and actions of the self. It allows the self to realize its agency and
authorship in a tangible way.” Recognition is what you feel when
a friend sums up exactly what you’re feeling, when an author
gives you the right words, when someone “gets” you.

From infancy, people serve as mirrors, reflecting back a
clearer image of who we are. A baby develops a concept of self
as parents instinctually mimic and respond to her. I still smile
at the image of my baby in his high chair, delighted as he
watched an entire table of aunts and uncles pound on the table
in response to his gentle pounding on his tray. What power! As
developmental theorists have observed, deprivation of early
empathic mirroring can result in a range of psychological
problems.

Even when we get the best parenting (and have genetics on
our side) and enter the world with a strong sense of self, we
don’t stop using mirrors. As adults, we feel empowered and
understood when we see our values reflected in society.

In an extroverted society, we rarely see ourselves in the mirror.
We get alienating feedback. Alienating feedback comes in the
form of repeated encouragement to join or talk, puzzled expres-
sions, well-intended concern, and sometimes, all-out pointing
and laughing. Alienating feedback happens when we hear state-
ments like, “What kind of loser would be home on a Saturday
night?” Alienating feedback happens where neighborhoods,
schools, and offices provide no place to retreat. Alienating
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feedback happens when our quiet spaces and wilderness sanctu-
aries are seen as places to colonize.

ALIEN SOCIETY OR ALIEN SELF?
When an introvert looks at society and sees no reflection, she
risks becoming alienated, either by staying true to herself and
becoming alienated from society—called social alienation—or
by adapting to society and becoming alienated from herself—
self-alienation.

Some introverts accept and even embrace alienation from
society, and to the extent possible, drop out of the mainstream.
These are the Shadow Dwellers, and whether they just keep a
low profile or become openly hostile to the mainstream, you prob-
ably won’t be seeing many of them at a “meet and greet” function.
Shadow Dwellers often feel misunderstood and different, and may
see the extroverted world as hostile and inhospitable (like how I
felt during kindergarten recess). At the extreme end of this
continuum, a healthy introvert may become a powerful activist,
whereas a psychologically—or societally—impaired introvert
might become consumed by paranoia and hatred.

Another too common response is to side with culture and
to turn on ourselves, asking, “Why can’t I just want what
everyone else wants?” The Socially Accessible introvert looks
like an extrovert on the outside and sees extroversion as a bar
that he or she can never quite reach. These individuals are
often very successful in social arenas, but fault themselves
for not having more fun. This self-alienation is rampant
among American introverts, as is the
self-interrogation—society’s puzzled
attitude turned inward. Alienation from
self can lead to depression, which is, at
best, a loss of empathy for the self and,
at its worst, self-hatred. Let’s look at the
many introverts we don’t see—either
because they are in the shadows or
passing as extroverts.
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Won’t you miss me?
Won’t you miss me
at all?

—Syd Barrett,
Shadow Dweller and

founder of Pink Floyd,
from “Dark Globe”
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SHADOW DWELLERS: GOTHS,
GEEKS, AND FANTASY FREAKS
Shadow Dwellers are the introverts that appear (if they can be
seen) as reclusive and inaccessible—alien. These introverts

often find their reflection in alternative
communities or pursuits. “Goths,”
serious gamers, reclusive artists, writers,
musicians, filmmakers, computer geeks,
and fans of sci-fi, fantasy, and anime—to
mention a few—are compelled by the
inner life of the mind and the imagina-
tion. It is this quality that unites an
“introvert subculture,” even though indi-
vidual members can be extroverted as
well as introverted.

If there were an archetype for the
Shadow Dweller, he might take the form
of a Goth. Goths are all about what’s
under the surface—yes, including death.
An often-misunderstood group, the
Goth subculture grew out of the Punk
Rock movement of the late ’70s. If Punk

was the angry, extroverted side of anti-establishment, Goth
was the sad, introverted counterpart. Most of us know Goths
as those white-faced, red-lipped, black-shrouded kids who
hang together and look depressed. What is easily overlooked
about the seemingly death-obsessed Goths is that they are
communicating an important message to society.

These “aliens” regard non-Goth people as “mundanes” (not
to be confused with the “muggles” of Harry Potter’s world).
The Goth message to the mundanes is captured in the human-
izing and often humorous book What is Goth? written by Goth
author/artist/musician Voltaire:

The underlying philosophy of Goth is that our society
is predominantly hypocritical. Goths hold that the
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I am very much an intro-
verted person. It’s one
of the main reasons
why I wore so much
black clothing during
Jr. High and High
School. The more I
could make people
afraid of me without
even speaking to them,
the more likely they
were to not bother me.

—JJ, artist,
graphic designer,
and former Goth
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“normal,” “upstanding” members of our society who
pretend to be “good” all of the time are in fact quite
capable of doing evil. This is because Goths are
often people who were victims of some kind of abuse—
physical, verbal, or emotional—at the hands of these
very same self-righteous folk…While Goths wear their
spookiness on the outside and are largely harmless
on the inside, mundanes keep their creepiness hidden,
employing their socially acceptable pretenses as a
disguise.

Goth philosophy reverberates with the theories of Carl
Jung. According to Jung, all of the parts of ourselves that we
reject go into the unconscious in the form of the Shadow
archetype, while the parts we approve of become our face to
the world, the Persona. If the persona is squeaky clean, the
shadow will be pretty dirty. The more the shadow is denied,
the more destructive its potential. On the other hand, an indi-
vidual with a negative persona will have what Jung called the
“white shadow.” The cloistered, mild-mannered person we
often find under the intimidating Goth persona is an apt
example of the white shadow.

As Goth literature notes, the athletic, extroverted all-
American is the accepted persona in American culture. If
extroversion is the persona, introversion is the rejected, split-
off shadow. And the Goth is its most dramatic spokesperson.

Goth is one of many introvert subcultures that share a
preference for black, although there is a very colorful side of
introvert subculture as well. Take, for example, the devoted
fans of eye-popping, fanciful Japanese anime (animation) and
manga (comics). This group captures the “preference for
subjectivity” side of introversion that Jung also emphasized.
When characters in these cartoons cry, a wild spray of water
gushes from their eyes. When they are surprised, their already
oversized hair shoots up in all directions. Though these
fantastic images grab our attention, the genres actually
encompass a broad range of themes, including science
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fiction, spirituality, mythology, horror, political commentary,
and sometimes erotica, and are generally more psychologi-
cally sophisticated than American cartoons and comics. And
if you’ve seen Hayao Miyazaki’s Oscar-winning Spirited Away
(2003, Best Animated Feature), you know the exquisite
beauty these art forms can produce.

The phenomenal success of anime
and manga in the U.S. may soon
disqualify the genre from subculture
status. Since 1995, when Pokemon was
the new kid on the block, anime has
become a staple of kid’s television.
And, as in Japan, manga is attracting
American adults as well as kids.
According to a Borders Books report in
September 2007, manga is worth about
$200 million in the U.S. alone. The
paperback-style comics that read from
back to front now occupy their own—
very large—section in bookstores.
According to Paul Gravett, author of
Manga: Sixty Years of Japanese Comics,

the word manga was originally employed by a Japanese print
artist to describe the “looser, unself-conscious sketches in
which he could play with exaggeration.” Manga publishers
regularly cycle in new talent to keep the sketches fresh. For
a corn-fed American, the images come off as stark and often
disturbing. The impact of these wild renditions on
Americans perhaps parallels the way Impressionist art
initially startled the refined French palate. Gravett notes that
the cinematic quality of manga gives it a similar appeal to
what Americans feel for movies.

Just as geek has become chic, and we look to computer
introverts with a new respect—especially if he’s the CEO of
our company—society can no longer ignore the human need
for fantasy —if only because it sells. As evidenced by the astro-
nomical prices paid for Star Trek memorabilia at an October
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“I think I like the offen-
sive sayings [on T-shirts]
for the same reason I
had my dreads, to get a
rise out of people, or
separate myself from
the norm. To show I
don’t care what they
think. I’m not afraid.”

—Ben, who lists his
values as “My music

career, friends, family,
being a good person”
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2006 Christie’s auction, the indulgence in fantasy is no longer
child’s play:

A spokesman for Christie’s was quoted by Wired as
saying, “Holy cow, we had no idea people were going to
shell out that much for this plastic crap. When TV Guide
started doing multiple covers with Star Trek characters
years ago, I thought they were nuts! ‘Who’s going to buy
multiple copies of TV Guide?’ I thought. Well, now
I know. Insane rich geeks.”

Role-playing is common to many introvert subcultures,
allowing the introvert to indulge in another reality and at the
same time enjoy the privacy ensured by the false exterior.
Acting offers a similar combination of protection and indul-
gence. Seeing the number of people waiting in costume to
snatch the next Harry Potter book, fighting in online battles as
Orcs, Ogres, and Goblins in the wildly popular World of
Warcraft, or picking up the next manga in a favorite series,
today’s Spock may advise, “Pay attention and prosper.”

Reclusive introverts of all sorts—whether they spend their
time writing songs, programming computers, or attending
sci-fi conventions—carry the paradox of looking closed off
even as they open up new frontiers of the imagination. Their
gifts may only be available to those who shed a little American
persona and chance to visit another world.

It’s important to note that not every introvert is inclined
toward fantasy. Inner life means different things to different
introverts. Some introverts have a strong
preference for concrete rules and facts,
and some prefer logical thought to the
analysis of feelings. Yet, introverts tend to
draw these rules, facts, or logical thoughts
from an internal, subjective source—an
inner form or idea or theory. In his book,
Psychological Types, Jung said of the intro-
verted “thinking type” (vs. the “feeling

Be nice to nerds.
Chances are you’ll end
up working for one.

—Bill Gates, ranked the
richest person in the

world by Forbes,
1995–2007
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type”), “External facts are not the aim and origin of this
thinking, though the introvert would often like to make his
thinking appear so.” Jung was extremely critical of the Western
bias toward objectivity and the need we often feel to justify our
inner knowledge through external evidence. It is interesting to
note that, when Isabel Briggs Myers sent him her first draft of
the MBTI®, he congratulated her, but passed on her invitation
to take the test. He trusted what he knew to be true.

Jung’s emphasis on the subjective orientation of introverts
reminds us that we are all, to some degree, Shadow Dwellers:
our reference point is from within and, in this sense, we walk
alone.

NO PLACE TO HIDE:
THE ACCESSIBLE INTROVERT
In contrast to the Shadow Dweller, the Accessible Introvert
does not come off as remote or intimidating. In fact, these
introverts may be hard to distinguish from extroverts—unless
you pay attention.

While I was more remote as a child, hiding in my room,
writing and illustrating science fiction “books,” and biting my
lower lip in photos, my adult persona smiles confidently at the
camera and makes inviting eye contact in conversations. I have
matured into a professional who is friendly, pleasant, and
approachable. And it’s a problem.

While Accessible Introverts are not as subject to ridicule
and social alienation, we sometimes envy Shadow Dwellers,
who suffer much less intrusion, interruption, and, well, extro-
version. Don’t get me wrong—we like people. We just like
them one or two at a time, with space in between.

Accessible Introverts are often cause-oriented people who
are well trained in negotiating the social arena. The time they
spend thinking about the big picture moves them to want to
do something about it. Yet, they prefer the thinking to the
schmoozing often required to achieve change. These accessible
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types also tend to identify with people who have been snubbed
or teased, so they strive to be friendly to everyone. They are the
kids in school who are friends with geeks and jocks alike—and
secretly prefer the geeks. But the openness they put out is not
entirely honest, just as the angry façade of a Shadow Dweller
does not tell the whole story.

I have actually asked less-accessible friends of mine how I
can put up a shield when I need more privacy. I was recently
given a clue. I agreed to be photographed by an artist friend
of mine, Mark Wolfe, for an exhibit he called “Faces.” He was
purposely mysterious about it (he’s a Shadow Dweller, artist-
in-black type), only telling me to dress simply with no
makeup and then just look at him—no pose. I had suffered
a migraine that morning, and between that and the medica-
tion I used, I was in a very internal, slowed-down state.
I looked up at him, doing nothing to mask my condition.
Note the difference between his “naked” photo of me and my
posed press photo.

When I attended the exhibit, I was shocked by what I saw.
The sad part is that I hardly recognized that face. Here are
Wolfe’s comments on the piece and on his Faces exhibit:

As opposed to the normal face exposed to the world, I
photographed my subjects with high contrast imagery
devoid of make-up and soft lighting. Laurie is vivacious
and energetic, always smiling…I tried to capture her “less
exposed” side. All of us, especially introverts, often try to
hide, disguise, or cover up ourselves. But I’ve found that,
especially in introverts, there’s a rich character that can be
revealed through art. Laurie’s photo is a small reflection
of the inner side of a contemplative woman, exposing a
deeper sensitivity and vulnerability.

Some exhibit attendees saw my image as “determined,”
others as “sad,” still others as “thoughtful.” My husband found
it to be intimidating. Now that was a compliment! I recall a
statement I received from my graduate school advisor, “You
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could never be intimidating, Laurie.” His comment—however
well-intentioned—still pisses me off.

Accessible Introverts need to be pissed off more often or to
tell others (nonverbally, of course) to piss off more often. We
get harassed by strangers, hounded by competitors, and asked
intrusive questions. We have the fatal combination of being
accessible, yet lacking the extroverted capacity for comebacks.
We are the ones that take a dig, mull it over, and spend days
developing better and better comebacks. We can take our
anger in and turn it on ourselves with demeaning self-talk,
such as: “Why do you have to be such a wimp?,” “Why do you
let people treat you that way?,” “Why didn’t you say
anything?” and so on.
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Negative self-talk is a particular risk for the Accessible
Introvert. Because we have almost adapted to the extrovert
culture, we get down on ourselves for not being more extro-
verted. We look in the mirror with puzzled expressions and
worry about our capacities. Sound familiar?

THE SET UP
I didn’t plan on writing this section, perhaps because the topic is
a painful one. But last night I had a dream that wrote it for me:

I return to my first school—the school that intimidated me as a
child—for a reunion. In the large auditorium, I see Popular Girl,
Insecure Girl, Tomboy Girl, and other classmates, as well as some

Steve Payne Photography
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new faces from more recent classes. Insecure
Girl, who used to hang out with me—in
real life we created secret codes together—
greets me and excitedly tells me that I
get to be one of the Homecoming Queen
Contestants. The fact that she is a contestant
leaves me a little suspicious, but I notice
that some of the prettier and more popular
girls are also contestants. I meet up with
other classmates, surprised by how friendly
and welcoming everyone is, including
Popular Girl. (Oddly, Popular Girl is not a
contestant for Homecoming Queen.) I am
also surprised, and moved, by my encounter
with Tomboy Girl—my relationship with
her had been lukewarm. She greets me with
genuine affection and says she wants to talk
to me. My extroverted little sister is there as
well, loving and loyal as always.

Much to my relief, the other contestants
are putting on “uniforms” provided by the
school—showgirl-like tuxedo tails over a
bodysuit and tights. There are slight varia-

tions in the outfits, and I am offered one I like, with a sheer, soft
blue skirt descending from the tails. I put it on in preparation for
the Homecoming Parade, and as I feel all the love and attention
around me, I become quite confident that I will win.

It is at this point that Popular Girl and Insecure Girl come to
me with buckets of water and throw the water on my face.
Everyone laughs, and I soon realize that I have been set up. The
whole invitation, the confidence building—everything had been
designed for this punch line. This humiliation.

I run out in tears, then angrily return to grab my clothes. I am
struck that nobody expresses regret or tries to get me to stay. They
are still laughing and enjoying the gag. I see a book titled “The
Children,” and the last page is closing, suggesting that this is the
end of the story, the resolution of the plot.

Most people don’t know
that I’m an introvert,
because I think I can
fake it really, really well.
At my current job, we
get wined and dined a
lot by drug reps, and
half the time we get
lunch from one of
them. I love the free
lunches, but it also
means no “alone break”
for the entire day.
And the dinners and
happy hours? I’ve gone
a few times and had a
lot of fun, but it takes a
team of mules to get
me to go.

—Margit, too-accessible
nurse and mom
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I feel despair as I consider the options: Leave and be forgotten,
or return and “take the joke.” I do start to return, but with a third
option in mind…

The dilemma I was left with in the dream is The Dilemma
of the introvert: to disappear or to play along. The prospect of
popularity had enticed Insecure Girl to betray me—a former
ally—and likewise seduced me into participating in the popu-
larity contest. Even as I walk away, broken, the power of popu-
larity prevents anyone from reaching out to me. [Note: my
husband read this and informed me that my dream was almost
an exact replay of the ’70s horror flick Carrie—except that the
classmates poured pig’s blood over her and then she started
killing people. I had purposely missed that movie. Perhaps the
theme is archetypal.]

Just before I wake up, I consider a third option—to ignore
the groupthink and talk to people separately. I was drawn to
Tomboy Girl, who I knew I could trust, and to my loving
sister. Somehow, I knew I had real friends amid the laughing
crowd, and I decided to find recognition in them.

THE THIRD OPTION
The third option, for Shadow Dwellers and Accessible
Introverts alike, is to know you have friends—and to be a
friend. It is easy for the many of us to sacrifice the few: to allow
the Goth or the Geek to take the rap, while secretly sharing
their passion for the intricate contents of the mind. I used to
write science fiction stories that stunned by literary mother. I
had vivid, and sometimes terrifying, dreams at night. My older
sister said that, when I was daydreaming, I seemed to enter a
trancelike state. I am still convinced that, when I was little, I
floated down the stairs every morning.

But I now know that I’m not that unusual. We all have our
introverted little secrets. I recall attending a lecture on dreams,
and feeling immense relief when the speaker described people
like me as “ideationally gifted.” “Yes! That’s me,” I thought.
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“Not crazy or weird, but ideationally gifted.” As introverts, we
have a greater tolerance for the contents of the mind. Some of
us see into other worlds; some of us see inside patterns and
equations; some of us access spiritual truths. But if any of us
are weird, we all are. We were manga when manga wasn’t cool.

Most of us also carry our stories of humiliation. And, sadly,
many of us, like Insecure Girl in my dream, have participated
in the humiliation of other introverts—introverts who were
unable or unwilling to participate in the extroverted games.

As you start to challenge the extrovert assumption and
reclaim the gift of your inner life, don’t be surprised if you
encounter feelings of grief or anger. Introverts have a habit of
becoming admirably hip as we find vehicles for our gifts, but
we also know the pain of being teased, laughed at, and left
out—even if we only experience the ridicule indirectly,
through a more honest member of our group.

As Gloria Steinem said, “The truth will set you free. But
first, it will piss you off.”
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Chapter 4:
“Anyone Else IN?”

Loneliness is proof that your innate search for
connection is intact.

—Martha Beck

Half of us.
More than half of us prefer introversion to extroversion.
When I share this fact with introverts, they consistently

react with disbelief. Half. I almost have to say it as a mantra to
myself, because I also have been programmed to believe that
our numbers are few. But the assumption that introverts are
the exception is not just something floating around in the
ether; it’s available in any bookstore. Virtually every self-help
book on introversion to date indicates that we make up one-
third of the population. One of these, hot off the press in
2007, states: “They [extroverts] represent the norm of Western
society and outnumber introverts three to one.”

If you search the Internet, as introverts often do, some
sources estimate that introverts make up only one-fourth of the
population. A 2004 “Ask Yahoo” entry posed the question,
“What’s the ratio of introverts to extroverts in the human popu-
lation?” The response? “According to several sources, extroverts
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make up 60 to 75 percent of the population.” And “several
sources” do place introverts in the minority—confidently,
conclusively. The belief in the minority status of introverts has
seeped into our pores and become conventional wisdom.

In order to get a perspective on how this happened, we’ll
need to rewind about fifty years. Bear with me: you need to see
it to believe it.

A vast amount of data is generated from the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI®), which is available in twenty-one
languages and is administered to over two million individuals
each year. The MBTI® measures introversion and extroversion,
along with the other aspects of type developed by Jung and his
successors.

During the formative stages of the MBTI®, beginning in
1942 and resulting in the first MBTI® Manual in 1962, Isabel
Briggs Myers realized that she needed to get a read on the
percentages of introverts and extroverts in the population. This
was not an easy task at the time. Population studies were
extremely rare, and would have been unheard of for a test
instrument. Myers still was not satisfied to rely on her
hunches, so she carefully designed and conducted a study of
399 male eleventh and twelfth grade students. Only 26.9
percent of the boys were identified as introverted. Myers
adjusted the percentage to correct for the bias of her sample,
and came up with her population estimate of “one-third.” The
estimate was published in the 1962 manual, though the study
supporting it was never published.

It is important to note that the MBTI® is not a static entity.
In the tradition established by Myers herself, the test
continued to be “tested” with progressively larger samples.
What started as Form A is now Form M, and by my count, the
MBTI® has undergone a good ten revisions—and counting!
This progressive tradition has spawned a vast amount of
research over the years. But in 1998, researchers were finally
able to do what Isabel Briggs Myers could not: an actual popu-
lation study. The study was based on a national representative
sample—3,009 randomly selected individuals—which,
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through weighting of underrepresented groups, was made to
approximate the distribution of the 1990 U.S. Census. The
findings were clear: introverts and extroverts are equally repre-
sented in the population. A follow-up study, using a national
representative sample of 1,378 subjects, was published in
2001. The new study not only dispels the myth of an extrovert
majority, but turns it upside-down: introverts represent 57
percent of the population, and extroverts trail behind at 43
percent. The estimate made over forty years earlier has been
rendered obsolete.

Or so it would seem.
Why is the outdated minority statistic referenced so often?

One reason may be the tendency to use secondary references in
publications. Isabel Briggs Myers used her original estimate in
her book, Gifts Differing, first published in 1980. When the
popular book was printed again in 1995, the chapter on intro-
version and extroversion still quoted the statistic, though a
footnote clarifies, “An early, unpublished study by Isabel Briggs
Myers is the basis of statements in this chapter about the
frequencies of types in the general population.” Other authors
quoted this statistic without the footnote, and their books
became references to other sources. Before long, “several
sources” were repeating Myers’ original estimate, and a fact was
born. What seemed to be several was actually one well-
reasoned but extremely out-of-date statistic.

Another problem may be the complexity of MBTI® data.
Introversion is often embedded within more specific person-
ality types, represented in codes such as ISTJ or IFTP. Yet, the
percentages of introversion and extroversion are often noted
separately or can be obtained by adding up the results for the
eight introvert types.

What puzzled me in my own research is that it was actually
very difficult for me to figure out where the much-quoted 1:3
ratio came from. The authoritative clearinghouse for MBTI®
data is available in the MBTI® Manual, which, at this writing,
is in the second printing of its third edition. Because the
current research didn’t support the ratio, I started working my
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way backward in the thick manual, first hitting on results from
an earlier national representative study: “In the 1996 sample,
Introverts were slightly more common [than extroverts] for
both genders.” No help there. Though I read about numerous
studies, I saw nothing to suggest that introverts were in the
minority. I eventually abandoned the “thick manual,” and
continued to search for the elusive data—until I found Myers’
footnote in the back of her book.

Our ability to overlook the three editions of accumulated
data on introversion and extroversion, spanning a period of
over fifty years, and to at least not equivocate about the appli-
cability of the original estimate, is quite remarkable. Maybe
the truth got lost in translation from the academic to popular
literature, but perhaps something less conscious and more
insidious is at work.

Sometimes it takes an observation from outside our culture to
see what is too close to identify. The MBTI® Manual reiterates an
anecdote shared by attendees at a “psychological type” conference
in Great Britain: The U.S. attendees found it hard to identify the
extroverts among their British colleagues because they did not act
like American extroverts. The British attendees reported a similar
difficulty identifying introverts in America because “U.S.
Introverts exhibited behavior that in the United Kingdom was
associated with Extroversion: sociability, comfort with small talk,
disclosure of personal information, energetic and fast-paced
conversation, and so forth.” Most Americans, whether intro-
verted or extroverted, have learned to look like extroverts.

It’s one thing if extroverts don’t see us, but it’s even more
tragic when introverts no longer see introverts. It’s a chicken-
egg problem: if there are so few of us, why look? If we don’t
look, we don’t see. But does it matter? After all, we like being
alone. Correction: we like being introverted. Yes, we do have the
need for solitude, and we enjoy time alone, but we also like to
be introverted in more public settings, and we relate in our own
way. We enjoy a different conversational pace than extroverts,
namely, one that allows people to think. We are moved by ideas,
and make connections through shared interests. We love the
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comfort of hanging out when there’s no pressure to talk. Half.
More than half of us.

When we stop seeing introverts, we not only feel alienated,
but we lose power. We don’t like competing anyway, but if there
are just a handful of us, it’s just easier to adapt. The assumption
of extroversion can prevent us from taking the risk—when it
may not be that risky after all—of being openly introverted. And
when we adapt and either pass as extroverts or stay on the side-
lines, the extrovert assumption is strengthened and our power
further erodes. Let’s look a little closer at what we’re assuming.

THE EXTROVERSION ASSUMPTION
As we grow and adapt to American society, we internalize the
assumption that extroversion is normal and introversion is a
deviation. Here’s a quick sampling of some of the messages we
take in:

• Parties are fun
• Being popular is important
• It’s “who you know”
• Networking is essential to success
• It’s not good to be alone
• It’s important to be a “team player”
• Most people are extroverts
• The more the merrier

If we assume that everyone around us is extroverted, as our
society leads us to believe, we naturally feel less comfortable in
public settings. We may feel that we need to keep our intro-
verted ways to ourselves and adapt while among people. We
don’t even pause to think that others might also crave a deeper
conversation and a quieter room. When we go to an obligatory
party, we assume that everyone else wants to be there. After all,
“parties are fun!” Rest assured, any party with an obligatory
component has invitees who are wishing they were elsewhere,
along with some who have managed to be elsewhere.
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In the American workplace, introverts often feel immense
pressure to be extroverted. Whether spoken or not, we pick up
the assumption that we’re supposed to make friends at work.
Introverts don’t get this. We generally go to work to work. I
can hear the protest, “But it’s more fun to have friends at
work!” Here is another extrovert assumption. Extroverts are
energized through interaction. They are happy to create more
friendships, because then there are more people to keep the
interactions going—after work, on the weekend, at parties,
and so on.

Introverts more often see the workplace as a place to
interact with ideas. A friendly greeting is fine and good, but
workplace chatter feels distracting and intrusive. And if we
work with clients or customers, we may be all the more protec-
tive of our social energies. Yet, the extrovert assumption is so
woven into the fabric of our culture that an employee may
suffer reprimands for keeping his door closed (that is, if he is
one of the lucky ones who has a door), for not lunching with
other staff members, or for missing the weekend golf game or
any number of supposedly morale-boosting celebrations. Half.
More than half of us don’t want to play. We don’t see the point.
For us, an office potluck will not provide satisfying human
contact—we’d much rather meet a friend for an intimate
conversation (even if that friend is a coworker). For us, the
gathering will not boost morale — and will probably leave us
resentful that we stayed an extra hour to eat stale cookies and
make small talk. For us, talking with coworkers does not
benefit our work—it sidetracks us.

Whether we are at work or at play, the extrovert assumption
prevails and alienates over half of the population. Half. Not
just a few nerdy recluses, but more than half of us.

FINDING INTROVERTS
Whether we want to make a new friend or not, it is crucial that
we start to see “the other half ” of the population. Just knowing
our numbers—solid numbers that have been available for a
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decade but have yet to be known—changes our perceptions. It
is very hard to argue that over half of the population is weird
or somehow deviant. Be clear—we don’t have to gather or,
heaven forbid, have a big party to be strengthened by our
numbers. We just need to know the truth.

But it does help to see as well. And once you know there are
more like you out there, you’ll notice things—like the fact that
coffeehouses have popped up everywhere. Coffeehouses! Places
where people read or write or draw or just chill. Quiet places.
At this moment, I happen to be typing at a coffeehouse inside
a large bookstore. There are eleven other people scattered
among the tables and couches—even a little family with mom,
dad, a little boy, and a baby—and no one is talking! I keep
waiting for voices, and all I hear is the soothing background
music. I am the most impressed by the family: the baby is
sucking on a rattle; the boy eats his ice cream and then studies
the scene outside the window; mom and dad read. When the
boy eventually asks a question, the parents respond to him
quietly, and when the baby starts to fuss, they get up and exit
as if to leave the sleeping undisturbed.

But on their way out, an observer makes a comment about
the baby and continues to deliver a monologue to the couple,
loudly—a bull in a china shop. The young parents are clearly
uncomfortable, and politely break away as quickly as possible.
This place operates under the assumption of introversion.
Most of the inhabitants are by themselves, and tables are small
to accommodate intimate conversation, if necessary.

I have noticed that, when larger groups meet in a coffee-
house, they usually have something to do, such as reading and
critiquing each other’s writing, planning an event, reviewing
the movie they just attended, or sharing a side-by-side activity
such as knitting. It is a culture of ideas, and extroverts seeking
a place to meet, greet, and mingle soon get bored and leave.

It is no secret that these introvert enclaves are amazingly
successful, and the reason is as easily apparent. Half. More than
half of us now have a place to be publicly introverted. You think
it’s the coffee? The people who primarily want the coffee take it
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to go. As I scan the room, only one of the
eleven is drinking coffee—at least I think
it’s coffee: some dark blended drink
topped with loads of whipped cream and
chocolate syrup. Maybe that person, like
me, sees the purchase as a very reasonable
rent payment on some prime introvert
real estate.

But let’s say you’re at a social event.
Finding the introverts in this setting
requires a bit more skill. You may find
one or two on the fringes of the activity
or outside getting air. Some will be
locked in a group conversation, but you
can tell they aren’t really present—they
keep glancing at their watch or the door.
Unfortunately, many introverts are pros
at holding a look of interest while most
of their focus is directed inward. The
best indicators of introversion are very
subtle: a concentrating expression, a
tendency to look off at nothing in
particular—indicators that the person is
thinking. These are the kind of hard-to-
define expressions that artists love to
capture in portraits.

Still others will be cloistered with a
spouse or close friend, talking in hushed tones to signal to
others, “this is private.” The introverts generally leave early,
energy drained, while the most extroverted gain momentum
and stay until the end—and then are ready for the “after party.”

A NEW ASSUMPTION
Though common wisdom would suggest that introverts
should connect by starting a conversation, we are discovering
that common wisdom is not very trustworthy when it comes
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I often do seek out
places where I can do
something solitary
(reading, drawing,
writing, handwork) but
among other people,
like coffee houses,
cafes, or the library. I
see a lot of people
doing more of this now,
and it makes me feel
good, reassured that
I’m not alone in my
craving for time with
myself without the
necessity of conversa-
tion but in the presence
of humans doing the
same.

—Suzanne, who would
like extroverts to know,
“We’re OKAY being intro-
verts, and, no, we don’t
wish we could be just

like them.”
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to introverts. Introverts work from the inside out, and the
simplest and most profound way that we can connect is by
acting like introverts. And we will feel freer to act like introverts
when we know that others—many others—get it.

Start by carrying around the 57 percent statistic as you go
about your day. As you look around you, keep in mind that
more than half of us are introverted—half of the people in
your neighborhood, half of the people downtown, half of the
people on campus. When I was little, I got scared if I was
awake while everyone else in the house was sleeping. I learned
to comfort myself by remembering that there were other
people awake, even though I couldn’t see them: night shift
workers, people flying to different countries, telephone opera-
tors. There is something powerful in knowing that you are not
the only one holding up a certain kind of consciousness—the
only one awake. Even if you can’t see the others, knowing they
are there helps.

Buoyed by the comfort of knowing that you have quiet,
like-minded company, you can relax into your introversion.
You can bring your power source with you. Perhaps you can
even meditate—right in the middle of that big old mosh pit
called America.

WHERE THE (INNER) ACTION IS
Perhaps the biggest challenge is to see other introverts when
they are alone. I was recently watching the remarkable BBC
video series “Planet Earth.” I was able to view the rare snow
leopard in its natural habitat, thanks to the solitary watch of
the cameraman camping in the remote mountains of Pakistan.
As I observed these speckled, sphinx-like inhabitants of the
snowy mountains, I felt gratitude for the photographers who
embraced solitude—one was on a three-year assignment—in
order to bring me this vision.

Even introverts—you’d think we would know better—are
prone to see the solitary introvert in a very flat and limited
way: usually gaunt white guy, often in front of a computer, low
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in energy, malnourished, bored and stuck in some kind of
repetitive activity or inactivity. When forming impressions, it
is quite American to skim the surface, to surf and schmooze
and sample. But to know the introvert, surfing won’t do. If I
had only seen the solitary cameraman in his hut, looking
through his lens—there was some footage of this—I would
have become quickly bored. But beholding what he was seeing
gave me chills.

Let’s go to Zurich, Switzerland, circa 1914, to observe
another solitary soul. This man is a respected scholar who has
abandoned his teaching at the university, because he doesn’t
want to continue teaching until he’s figured some things out. He
continues to see patients and attend to his family, but spends
vast stretches of time alone, reclining and staring off into space,
occasionally scribbling some notes. If we look just at the face of
it, we may wonder why he’s withdrawing, why he traded a pres-
tigious position for this sitting around. We might be concerned
that he’s become socially phobic or depressed—or both.

This rising intellect was Carl Jung, and he was conducting an
experiment, using himself as the sole subject. He used a process
similar to self-hypnosis to submerge himself deeper and deeper
into the unconscious, the part of the mind where dreams and
fantasies live. His methods and discoveries are chronicled in his
fascinating biography, Memories, Dreams, Reflections.

As a diver going beneath the calm surface of the ocean, Jung
found a world teeming with life. He discovered what he called
the “collective unconscious,” a reality beyond the level of the
personal unconscious that emerges through universal symbols
and products of culture, from art to mythology. He even found
a cast of characters—archetypes—Great Mother, Hero, Trickster,
and the infamous Shadow, to name just a small sample.

For an introvert, a placid surface may be evidence that the
introvert, to borrow Adrienne Rich’s words, “has moved on,
deeper into the heart of the matter.” As with Jung, the exterior
of inactivity may belie a vast internal wonderland. Seeing the
introverts who are out of sight, and getting a glimpse of worlds
they inhabit, asks more of us than a simple introduction.
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Seeing an introvert means knowing
there’s more. It means looking for her
ideas, her observations, her creations.
Introverts talk to us every day through
their stories, theories, movies, tech-
nology, paintings, songs, inventions—
the list is endless. For the introvert,
conversation can be a very limited forum
for self-expression. When a song moves
you, a writer “gets” you, or a theory
enlightens you—you and its creator are
connecting in a realm beyond sight or
speech. Not all of these expressions come
from introverts, nor does every intro-
vert’s idea reach a wider audience. But
connecting through the contents of the
mind is the introvert’s way.

You might take the time to find out who took the photo
you so admire in a magazine; by the way, the photographers I
viewed on watch (at different locations) for snow leopards were
Doug Allen and Mark Smith. When you are stunned by what
your cell phone can do, consider the person who designed the
tiny circuitry. Start humanizing the ideas you hold and hear
and read and see every day. And when you want to meet an
introvert, try asking what the person is thinking or observing.
A great question someone once asked me was, “How do you
like to express yourself?” Reach beyond the surface.

MY SPACE IN CYBERSPACE
In cyberspace, the rules of engagement favor introverts. We can
connect while remaining alone. We can read and write rather
than talk. And we can more comfortably network with people
who share our interests and ideas. Like the coffeehouse, cyber-
space allows introverts to be alone more publicly. Introverts
can post profiles, blogs, and videos without seeking an agent or
a publisher. We can create or join communities based on even
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This comparison [the
introvert stereotype
versus the real me] just
shows me how compli-
cated people are, and
that they can appear
like an introvert on the
outside but every day
surround themselves
with wonder and
mystery.

—Solveig, high school
sophomore, who enjoys

thinking and drawing
in her room
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our quirkiest ideas. We can connect with other introverts
enjoying the same playground. And we can turn it off when-
ever we want.

This worried comment inevitably
arises: “But that’s no substitute for real
relationships!” This concern makes sense
if we’re comparing an Internet chat to a
sustained relationship with a partner or
close friend. And it is true that an Internet
user can invent a personality online.
There is more freedom on the Internet,
for better and for worse. But just as the
Internet may limit relationships, it can
also create, expand, and enrich them.
Online dating is a godsend for many
introverts who cringe at the idea of

meeting someone at a bar or social event. Where else but cyber-
space does the introvert have the opportunity to start in our
comfort zone of written communication and talk later? How
else can you defy geography and search widely for a soul connec-
tion? And because introverts can often open up more easily in a
written message, Internet communication can also enhance
existing relationships.

Though computerized communications may seem cold, the
fact is, we’re writing again—we’re even writing with our
phones! Though I still prefer the art of letter writing, it is an
infrequent luxury. An email or text message offers a similar
indulgence without the hassle.

Unless you’re talking about sex, I’m not so sure that live is
always better. It is part of the extrovert assumption to value
interaction over inner action. Most introverts savor live time
with a close friend, because they know there will be plenty of
inner action for both of them. But much of what we call
“social” in America allows for very little inner action.
Emailing a friend or posting a blog entry will probably feel
much richer, and help us feel much closer, than being up
close and impersonal.
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The computer is my
introverted but some-
times intimate connec-
tion to the world of my
choosing.

—Don, passionate
about baseball,

music, politics, religion,
exercise, and the

author’s sister
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Chapter 5:
Meditating with the

Majority: The
Introverted Society

The first great thing is to find yourself and for that
you need solitude and contemplation—at least
sometimes. I can tell you deliverance will not come
from the rushing noisy centers of civilization. It will
come from the lonely places.

—Fridtjof Nansen

Everywhere we looked in Japan, we saw calm and
order.

—T. R. Reid

I recently watched a television interview of a woman who
had been born into a cult. Having no other reality to judge
hers against, she discussed how hard it was to find validation
of her feeling that things were not right. Having to marry
her uncle felt creepy, but everyone around her said it was
good.
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This woman’s circumstances brought home to me the
importance of self-validation—and of introversion. The intro-
vert’s habit of keeping “one foot out” of a given social
grouping—whether it be family, community, or society—is a
lifesaver, sometimes literally, when the group stifles or
oppresses what the individual values.

As I look back, I kept one foot out of most places I inhab-
ited. Since my formative years in rural Minnesota, I have
taken up residence in various parts of the country, from the
Rockies and the Sierra Nevadas, to East Coast cities, and on
to my current home nestled in an Appalachian river city.
Being somewhat of a vagabond—to the extent you can be
one while getting married and raising children—I have
made a hobby of studying the psychological nuances of
culture. What I now also realize is that I’ve been looking for
my home—a home that allows me to practice, rather than
defend, my introversion; to, perhaps, allow both feet to rest
inside. Like Goldilocks in the story of “The Three Bears,” I
have been looking for a place to sit down that is just right—
the place that feels comfortable and allows me to relax into
who I am.

Searching for home helps us define what it is we need. It
wasn’t until I left Minnesota that I developed an apprecia-
tion for its introverted characteristics, and I have found
different pieces of the puzzle in each place I have lived. You
have likely gathered your own pieces of the puzzle, and this
may be a good time to take note of your discoveries.
Introverts are, by nature, travelers. Whether you use the
vehicle of literature, cinema, the Internet, the open road, or
the limitless sky, you have probably visited many worlds.
And if you enjoy science fiction or fantasy, you are particu-
larly adept at envisioning alternative realities. You may want
to take a moment and write a list of these places, real or
imagined, and identify the features of each place that help
you feel comfortably introverted.

But does such an alternative reality even exist? If America is
extroverted, are there other societies that are introverted? What
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would an introverted society look like, feel like? What are the
elements of an introverted society?

Let’s explore two cultures that have been identified with
introversion: Nordic culture, or Norden, and Japan.

NORDEN: PRIVATE AND PROUD
Norden, meaning “the north,” refers to the countries that make
up the Nordic Council: Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway,
and Sweden. Though each country has its own distinct char-
acter, commonalities in language and geography give it the
flavor we know as “Scandinavian.”

Growing up in the American North—Minnesota—gave
me an early taste for Scandinavian culture. I knew my heritage.
I am 100 percent Norwegian, a descendant of the Vikings. We
are tough and stoic. We don’t whine. Life, as my dad put it,
was “sweat, blood, and tears.” Like Norway, Minnesota was
cold, so we had to reserve energy and be resilient. People—
except, it seemed, the ones living with me—didn’t talk more
than necessary; they just took care of things.

This “Norden of the U.S.” values privacy and reserve, along
with a code of civility—the “Minnesota Nice” I learned so well—
that engenders clean neighborhoods and respectful interactions.
If your shopping cart accidentally hits someone else’s, you plead
“I’m sorry” (with an emphasis on the “o” sound, of course). Some
grocery stores in the metro area of Minneapolis-St. Paul provide
carpeted floors, chandeliers, and soft music; clean indoor air was
guaranteed long before this became a national trend; and lawns,
even in poorer neighborhoods, are well-tended and trimmed.
Lakes within the city limits are kept clean, and are encircled by
walking and bike paths, benches and parkland.

Still, Minnesotans who visit a city in the homeland, such as
Bergen, Norway, are stunned by its beauty and cleanliness.
Public bathrooms are immaculate, brightly colored flowers
spill out of window boxes (in season), and the air is crisp and
clean. Introverts are less likely to feel overstimulated here, and
are spared the constant evidence (i.e., trash) of the other
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people who share this space. Author Donald S. Connery
captures this “freshness” in his book, The Scandinavians:

Norway has the clear-eyed appearance of the freshest,
cleanest, and most natural nation in Europe. It is almost
as if the weary and sophisticated continent had set
Norway apart as a national park or royal preserve and
had appointed the Norwegians as custodians to keep the
waters clear, the mountain snows untouched by indus-
trial soot, and the wonders of nature unspoiled by
thoughtless trespassers.

Salivating? There’s more. There’s not only more natural
space outside, but employees in Norden get more space at
work, both for their thinking and for their time away from
work. The prevailing form of government, social democracy,
embraces consensus decision-making, a more inclusive, “femi-
nine” style of management, and attention to the individual
worker. While this may seem a far cry from the Viking way of
getting things done, there’s another side to that story. These
brutal warriors are thought to have established the first
democracy — in the form of regular common meetings.
Radical for the times, women and handicapped people could
attend. These meetings, translated, were called “The
Thing”—all hail Scandinavian simplicity!

The value of the individual voice continues to be evident in
the Norden workplace. Managers go to lengths to see that each
employee is represented in decision-making, and often meet
privately with individuals to solicit their views. A relative of mine
who works for a Danish company said that the efforts to reach
consensus in meetings were frustrating for her at first, and
required her to slow down the more driven pace she had been
accustomed to. The discussions foster inner action as well as inter-
action, allowing a deeper level of analysis and understanding.

And, perhaps most attractive of all for the introvert,
Norden employees get an abundance of time away from work.
While an American mother often struggles to put together
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even a short maternity leave—using her vacation time or
unpaid family leave—a Swedish mom and dad get over a year
of parental leave to divide up as they choose. That’s paid leave
at 80 percent of salary. The Swedes also know how to
vacation—about seven weeks a year, paid, not counting holi-
days. The other Nordic countries also have generous policies,
and members of the European Union are guaranteed at least
twenty days of paid leave. The United States, which provides
no minimum leave requirement, was referred to in one analysis
as the “No-Vacation Nation.”

So Nordic people are virtually guaranteed two resources
introverts crave: space and time. The Norden personality
emphasizes privacy, restraint, respect, and equality—values an
introvert can appreciate. The dominantly Lutheran religious
culture emphasizes private faith over public evangelism. Show-
offs are not appreciated. Norden restraint has been the target of
parodies and jokes, passed around freely in Minnesota, and
often heard on Garrison Keillor’s A Prairie Home Companion.
An example: “Did you hear about the Norwegian who loved
his wife so much he almost told her?”

Could we be talking about repression here, rather than
restraint? Are these people too nice to be fun? Is there a “wild
inside” under the surface? Here are some observations:

• The wild in Norway is found in nature, and in the physi-
cality of the hardy people who live there. The mountainous
country is cut by deep fjords and stunning lakes, until the
landscape drops sharply to ragged coastline dotted with
innumerable islands. Almost a third of the country extends
north of the Arctic Circle. As author Donald Connery put
it, “Norway is nature gone berserk.” Introverts who would
rather contend with nature than people would probably
find a home here, as well as those of us who secretly enjoy
being snowed in. Many Northerners resonate with the
intensely private John Steinbeck, who wrote, “I’ve lived in
a good climate, and it bores the hell out of me. I like
weather rather than climate.”
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• The lands that produced the great existentialist Søren
Kierkegaard (Denmark) and master filmmaker Ingmar
Bergman (Sweden) reflect their deeply introspective char-
acters. Geographic isolation and long, dark winters are
conducive to “going inside,” psychologically as well as
physically. At its darkest, around December 21, northern
Norway sees no day at all; the sun does not rise.

• Intellectual pursuit and creativity also thrive in Norden,
and introverted thinkers find a welcoming environment.
Sweden’s child, Alfred Nobel, is the archetype of the gener-
ative introvert. A chemist and physicist, he is best known
for inventing dynamite and for his will, which established
and funded the legacy now known as the Nobel Prize—the
highest honor for achievements in world peace, science,
and literature. In addition to holding 350 patents and
controlling factories and laboratories in twenty countries,
Nobel was fluent in five languages and wrote novels, poetry,
and plays in his spare time. Who has time to socialize?

• Statistics from the World Health Organization (2007)
indicate that each of the five Nordic countries have higher
suicide rates than the U.S.; however, a meta-analysis of life
satisfaction studies (Adrian White, University of Leicester)
suggest that Norden is a very happy place. Denmark
ranked the happiest of the 178 nations; Iceland came in
fourth (in another study, Iceland was on top), Finland and
Sweden were close behind, and Norway kept Norden in
the top twenty by placing 19th. The U.S. placed 23rd.
White suggested that the higher rate of suicide in Norden
reflects the impact of long, dark winters, not the overall
quality of life. But the Nordic thinkers are on that, too:
“Light cafes” allow you to sip a latte while basking in the
glow of therapeutic light boxes. And the mood swings
bright in this “Land of the Midnight Sun,” when, around
June 21, the sun stays out all night.

So, other than the weather (which, let’s face it, sucks) is
there a downside to this healthy, prosperous, civil, highly
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educated, and vacation-abundant region? The “middle way”
government, with features of both democracy and socialism,
seems quite suited to the introvert, who requires freedom but
is not big on competition. But citizens do pay for the balance:
taxes are extremely high, and an introvert building a small
business may be hard pressed to pay for the extravagant leave
guaranteed to its employees. As a relatively isolated and homo-
geneous culture, it is likely that an introvert would feel very at
home here, or very trapped—that is, until that paid vacation
rolls around.

JAPAN: MANNERS OVER MOUTH
As a child living in my mini-Norden, a country home next to
a white-steepled Lutheran church, I developed a fascination
with Japanese culture. In contrast to the monochromatic feel
of a Minnesota winter, Japan was color to me—from the jewel-
toned kimono of the geisha to the ornate temples that looked
like something out of Disneyland. Granted, my experience of
Japan was highly influenced by Disney World—and my fixa-
tion on the Japanese children in “It’s a Small World.” Indeed,
mine was a small world. Still, I have a picture book in my
mind of my collected Japan experiences, from visiting a
Japanese tea garden in San Francisco to receiving a green silk
kimono-style robe from my much-traveled aunt. As a young
person, I wanted to learn Ikebana (the Japanese art of flower
arranging), to raise a Bonsai (those ancient but tiny twisted
trees), and to one day visit Tokyo, a place that fully met the
definition of foreign to me.

If you look back, you may also have collected a culture as a
child. I have yet to visit Tokyo, and had all but forgotten my
childhood vow to visit—which I had put in writing, by the
way—until I began the research for this book. Jung would
smile: important archetypes have a way of coming back.

Japan was my archetype, but I didn’t know why. Whatever
it was that drew me, I felt it in the intricacies of the tea garden:
the path leading through a wonderland of exquisite greenery in
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every texture and shape, the mossy backdrop contrasting with
grey stones, accents of pink wisteria and blue iris, leading me
over trickling water by way of arching miniature bridges, or
alongside a pond featuring the reflection of the tiered pagoda,
to a bench ready for me in the shade. If I’m getting carried
away in my description, I am only capturing how I felt—
carried away. I felt careful here, but in a good way, like I
wanted to walk on my tiptoes and not disturb the experience.
I shivered with secret delight. I didn’t want to leave. Ever.

Now I realize that my experience in the tea garden captured
what is introverted about Japanese society. Here was a space,
created with such care, not for large gatherings or shared
rituals. Here was a space designed to honor the private experi-
ence—a space that honored me.

If the Nordic people are respectful, the Japanese are
reverent. The customary greeting of the bow is an example of
this reverence, as is the common preface of “honorable” when
addressing someone, as in “honorable customer.” Even the
signs speak the language of reverence. T. R. Reid, former Tokyo
bureau chief for the Washington Post and author of Confucius
Lives Next Door, quoted a sign his neighbor put up to stop cars
from blocking his narrow driveway: “We’re sorry, but we must
respectfully request that owners of honorable cars not
connected to this household cooperate by refraining from
parking in front of our humble driveway.”

I felt that reverence in the tea garden. Even though other
people were enjoying the garden, I felt like I was the only
inhabitant. The landscaping, arched bridges, and foliage
seemed designed to block my view of the others. I was able to
inhabit my own space in this public place.

And the Japanese know that, oftentimes, the best way to
honor you is to leave you alone. They honor personal space,
perhaps because they have always had so little of it. When
Americans meet someone for the first time, we feel obliged to
extend a hand and introduce ourselves. This practice is consid-
ered intrusive in Japan, where enryo (pronounced inn-rio),
translated as “holding back” or “restraint,” governs interactions.
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It is common courtesy to give the other person time to size up
the situation, to not overwhelm the person with your presence,
so introductions are unlikely at the first meeting. Can you
imagine people acting this way in America? We are taught to act
on the extrovert assumption, that interaction is what people
want. The Japanese seem to operate on the assumption that
space and time are what people want—the introvert assumption.
Unfortunately, we have not figured out how to import enryo
along with Toshiba electronics and Toyota cars.

Intrusive behavior is commonplace in America. You and a
friend are having an intimate conversation in the restaurant,
and a friend of your friend comes right over and interrupts
you to say hello and start a new conversation. You’re on the
freeway, a lane is closing ahead, and you dutifully move over
— while others use the opportunity to move ahead of you
and merge at the last minute. You’re on the phone and
politely say you’ve got to go; the person on the other end
keeps talking.

While these examples are annoying,
especially for us introverts, intrusion
takes on a whole new meaning when it
comes in the form of violence—and it’s
here where we could stand to feel some
of that shame so associated with the
Japanese. According to 1998 statistics
from the United Nations’ Office on
Drugs and Crime, murders per capita were eight times more
common in the U.S. than in Japan; rapes were twenty-five
times more common, aggravated assault eighty-one times
more common, and robbery was a staggering 146 times more
common in the U.S. If you’re thinking that they must have a
punitive police force and scary prisons, not so. According to
Reid, “the nation has one-third as many police per capita,
one-fifth as many judges, one-twentieth as many jail cells” as
the United States. Reid, who lived with his family in Japan for
five years, set out to explain this “social miracle.” His answer:
Confucius.
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Confucianism, more a code of ethics than a religion, has been
woven into the fabric of Japanese life since the dawn of formal
education. If you want to get a real feel for this phenomenon,
read Confucius Lives Next Door, but to employ the American
“bottom line,” here’s the gist: Everyone is responsible for making
things work. Harmony, or wa, is a central value, and responsi-
bility for wa is taught right alongside reading, geography, and
math. The policing body is the individual conscience—the guilt
and shame we are so phobic of in America.

Here’s the paradox of Japan: It’s a society that honors the
whole over the individual, and because of that, individuals don’t
get in your way. It’s a traditionally vertical society with strong
moral codes, but the codes apply to the owners and managers
as much as they do to the workers. And what about pay? A
2001 BusinessWeek story reported that, while CEOs for the top
U.S. companies made 531 times as much as their employees,
Japan’s top CEOs make ten times more than the employees, the
lowest discrepancy of all the countries surveyed. And, perhaps
the biggest paradox of all, Tokyo is a bustling city of over twelve
million people, yet Reid felt comfortable allowing his ten-year-
old girl to go with her ten-year-old friend—by train, by them-
selves—to Tokyo Disneyland for the day.

As I read Reid’s account, I became conscious of how impor-
tant safety is to the introvert. I remembered going on a long
walk while vacationing with my parents, returning happy and
refreshed, only to be greeted by a lecture from mom and dad:
I was a young woman, and it was dangerous for me to be
walking alone in a strange place. I remember the lecture well,
because my parents were not typically that protective; with ten
kids, they had learned to trust our resilience. I also remember
my refusal to take in what they were saying. That walk, beyond
the boundaries of shared territory, elevated me to a timeless
reality that I knew was good. How could this be ill-advised?
My assumption of safety may have been naïve—though I did
return unscathed—but it was an assumption I did not want to
give up. And, apparently, it’s an assumption that is alive and
well in Japan.
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In the way Norden attends to the mind, Japan attends to
the spirit. The ancient and distinctly Japanese religion of
Shintoism teaches that the divine spirit infuses all things,
which may explain why all things are so honored in Japan,
whether natural or material. The beauty and symmetry of
nature are seen as reflections of the gods. The school of
Buddhism called Zen—derived from the word “medita-
tion”—became popular in Japan for its focus on spiritual
practice rather than religious study. And, in Japan, life seems
to be a meditation. Numerous practices, from sweeping the
floor to writing calligraphy to serving tea, infuse the mundane
with spiritual meaning and beauty.

Now I realize that the Japanese values of restraint, harmony,
and spiritual care had all contributed to my experience in the
tea garden. But what cost do the Japanese people pay for this
beauty, this reverence — for their “social miracle”? While
violence against others is rare, violence against the self is a
problem. Japan has one of the highest suicide rates among
industrialized countries—a problem that the government is
finally addressing through a ten-year suicide-reduction initia-
tive. And, even with moves toward equality, Japanese women
are still affected by longstanding prohibitions against their
personal fulfillment, which are often summed up as the Three
Obediences: “When she is young, she obeys her father; when
she is married, she obeys her husband; when she is widowed,
she obeys her son.” And much media attention has focused on
the hikikomori—young people, usually male, who shut them-
selves in their rooms for at least six months, and often years.
These young men often feel overwhelmed by the pressure to
succeed in such a performance-oriented society; some are
rebelling over their limited career options, and many have been
socially ostracized for sticking out. As the Japanese saying goes,
“The nail that sticks out gets hammered in.” A 2006 New York
Times article noted one hikikomori who was bullied at school
because his natural talent for baseball put him ahead of his
hard-working teammates. The same boy would likely be a hero
in the United States!
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Michael Zielenziger, who studied the hikikomori phenom-
enon in his book Shutting Out the Sun, notes that, while
American youth tend to rebel in more aggressive ways, Japanese
youth rebel in the Japanese way—by withdrawing. The squeaky
wheel doesn’t get grease in Japan and, conversely, recluses tend
to fade from view in America. But the hikikomori are getting
attention—if only because they are hiding out in their parents’
homes. Psychologists pore over the problem, parents reluctantly
seek counseling, and a program called New Start sends out
“rental sisters” who are trained to befriend and mentor these
boys into their program and eventually into society. And just as
youthful protestors have been forces of change in our society,
the hikikomori are slowly shaking up a society where change
itself upsets the illusion of perfect harmony.

The contrasts between American extroversion and Japanese
introversion reveal the limitations, as Jung put it, of a “one-
sided attitude.” The ancient Tai Chi symbol captures the ways
opposites flow into each other: go too far in one direction, and

the need for the other becomes apparent. The yang is the
bright force associated with extroversion and the West, with
Sun and Heaven. Yang energy is active and masculine, and
flows forward, upward, and outward. The yin is the dark force
associated with introversion and the East. The energy of yin
flows backward, downward, and inward, and has characteris-
tics of femininity, stillness, passivity, and the life of the uncon-
scious. Moon and Earth capture the essence of yin.

Note that yin harbors a nucleus of yang, and visa versa. The
nucleus is akin to Jung’s shadow concept—the denied part of
us that haunts our dreams until we pay attention. Applied to
America and Japan, this may explain both the fear and the
fascination between our two cultures: America’s hunger for all
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things Eastern, from yoga to manga, and Japan’s obsession
with American trends. Of the latter, Reid noted that, when he
lived in Japan, it was extremely difficult to find a T-shirt or cap
with a Japanese slogan on it: everything was in English. He
shared some comical translations, such as “I love you guitar to
dying” on one T-shirt, and commented that getting it right was
not the point—getting it in English was.

Though Zielenziger’s book focuses on a problem in
Japanese society, the author acknowledges the positive side of
Japan’s conservatism, as well as the ways Japan and the U.S.
have each mastered only part of the equation:

The gentle, minimalist character of traditional Japan,
that which seeks harmony with nature instead of trying
to tame it, and finds beauty in the sparse rather than in
the abundant, has much to teach a contemporary world
now confronted by physical and resource limits…If
Japan has yet to acknowledge the crucial role of the indi-
vidual in creating social responsibility, then we in
America have failed to articulate the sense of community
and community obligation needed to mitigate the
excesses of individualism.

Here is the paradox of introversion in society: individualism
gives each of us a voice, but excesses of individualism result in
a cacophony of voices, allowing only the loudest to be heard.
So how do we remain individuals and introverts too? Norden
and Japan are both free societies with introverted values, but
they both have the advantage (and disadvantage) of housing a
relatively homogeneous population. Interestingly, MBTI®
research in other countries tends to replicate the fifty-fifty split
between introverts and extroverts—which, if the split holds for
Norden and Japan—means that there may be a lot of frus-
trated extroverts out there!

The reality is, though, that if America is truly “of the
people,” we are not as extroverted as we’ve been led to believe.
If we are not ready to pull up our stakes and head north, east,
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or in another direction that holds promise, perhaps we can
import some of these introverted ideas:

• Look to like-minded subgroups to provide you islands of
calm, whether you know the people in the group (i.e.,
introverted friends) or not (i.e., quiet people at the
coffeehouse).

• Claim the power of silence and vagueness. American
businessmen have been known to put themselves at a
disadvantage by too readily putting their cards on the
table while their Japanese counterparts stay calmly silent
or provide a vague response. The quiet, less aggressive
party is able to feel out the talker, gaining the advantage
of more information and more time.

• Dare to find wildness in nature—there are fewer people
there.

• Create space for yourself by planting a garden, clearing
clutter, or honoring a mundane task.

• Physical hardiness and a strong work ethic allow you to
thrive in solitary places.

• See the wisdom in holding back, staying put, and seeking
harmony.

• Some realities can be seen better in the dark.

INTROVERTIA
Though we can identify societies that nurture introversion,
and there are many more to explore, the ideal society, our
“Introvertia,” is best designed from the inside out. What kind
of society would you design? What features would you take
from places you’ve been or places you imagine? To start the
brainstorming, here are a few good ideas received from a few
good introverts:

• We would redesign our urban model around greenspace.
—Doug

• My ideal society is a dark coffee shop with lots of couches.
Smoking is allowed, but there is a great air filtration
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system. Dark, chill, with lots of corners and nooks and
crannies to hide in. Then, if you want to socialize, you
could ask someone for a lighter.—Jessica

• Manzanillo, Mexico, was the best place I have ever been.
There, everybody dances, but I didn’t feel very good
about my skills (or lack thereof ) and didn’t want to. To
sum it up, they didn’t care at all what decision I made and
smiled and had a great time with me anyway.—Solveig

• Anywhere where there are vast expanses of water (lake,
rivers, marshlands) or land (mown grass, prairie grass
fields), or extensive vistas (Grand Canyon, Washington
State waterways). [A] society wherein people spoke
slowly, clearly, and sparsely. Sort of like West Texas and
Montana (ranching country). Activities rely more on
accomplishments and less on social interaction as
outcomes.—Phil

• Provide nondenominational “chapels” or gardens, places
like the English gardens, designed to accommodate
melancholia—what used to be an accepted form of social
isolation.—Doug

• I loved living in Chicago. People in Chicago don’t make
eye contact with one another when they walk down the
street. I didn’t realize how comfortable I was with that
until I moved away! And there’s something to do ALL of
the time in ANY price range.—Lisa

• Portland has it all…including…its own chapter of the
now international Church of Craft…where an intro-
vert is free to craft away in a supportive environment
and explore the work of others without feeling pres-
sured into mandatory mingling. We even let extroverts
join us…we’re just that kind of open, gutsy group!
—Suzanne

• I like the café village culture of Europe, because there’s
cultural acceptance for finding a niche in the corner of a
café or of the plaza and staying there all day. No one’s
rushing you out to accommodate the next customer.
—Doug
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• No one would ever need to speak. We would communi-
cate with thoughts and emotions, leaving only room for
the 100 percent truth. If we felt a need to speak or sing,
that would be accepted just the same, but we still could
not lie. Our emotions would give us away. Also I think it
would be nice to have some outward sign of feeling. For
example, many animals’ ears naturally turn a certain way
to show how they feel. Back shows discomfort, to the side
shows content, and forward demonstrates attention and
awareness.—Solveig

• For me, it would be first and foremost a much quieter
and less rude society. Fewer bars, more walking paths.
Less idle conversation, more reading. Fewer incursions
into other nations’ affairs, more resources devoted to
domestic problems.—Don

• It would be an island in the Caribbean with a handful of
inhabitants from various countries. We would speak
different languages, so that our communication would be
more basic and nonverbal. The warmth would allow
freedom of movement and little need for clothing.
Havens of nature would provide privacy and inspiration.
A new mode of transportation would allow travel to any
point on earth without requiring a large airport.—Laurie

• There’s no sweeter feeling than when I’m driving on the
back roads of West Virginia and no one knows where I
am. There’s something delicious about the world not
knowing where I am.—Doug

As you scan the places you dreamed of as a child, the havens
you’ve discovered in your travels, and the ideas presented here,
notice what themes emerge for you. Write or paint or just
imagine your version of Introvertia. Then consider how you
might create this society within your society. Can you bring in
elements of Introvertia through your décor or your lifestyle?
Even a small symbol can serve as a reminder. When I visited
the Amazon, a shaman told me that I had the spirit of a pink
dolphin, “quiet and intelligent.” As I swam in the same waters
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that provided a home for these dolphins, I realized that I have
always felt at home in water, that I gave my boys “dolphin
rides” when they were little, and that I love swimming under-
water. I have a carved pink dolphin in my office to remind me
of this submerged home.

Imagine importing pieces of the puzzle from the places you
love and putting them together in the center of your life. In the
next section, The Introvert’s Wish List, we bring in some of
these pieces and discuss how to set them up where you live,
love, work, and play. You’ll have plenty of room to customize
the vision as you go.
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Part II:
The Introvert’s
Wish List
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Chapter 6:
A Room of Your

Own

A woman must have money and a room of her own
if she is to write fiction.

—Virginia Woolf

Ahhh, a room of your own. When you were a kid, you may
have been lucky enough to have your own room: a place where
you kept your stuff, a place where you could be in charge, a
place that reflected—whether through your stuffed animals or
your rock band posters—what you cared about. Perhaps you
even posted a “Keep Out” sign on the door. If you shared a
room, you probably had a side or area that was yours. When
my sister and I graduated from our bunks in the hallway to a
shared room, I established an invisible dividing line between
my side and my sister’s—it cut right through the middle of the
double bed. My side was Japanese-style, neat and uncluttered.
My extroverted sister’s side was a mess. What I had were
drawers, little boxes, a red vinyl pencil case—containers that
held my treasures. And I had my journals. I hid things in secret
places. Private space was not a given in my home, so I learned
to create it everywhere I could.
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Think about your room as a child. What items did you
keep there? How did you decorate the space? Whether you got
to pick the bedspread or not, your style was reflected in how
you tended the space—packrat or minimalist, slob or neat
freak, even your clutter reflected you. Maybe you established a
room out of doors, in a tree house or shed, on the grass under
a weeping willow, deep in the city or deep in the woods.

Where is your room today? Perhaps this seems an odd ques-
tion. Adults don’t have a room—we get the whole apartment
or house, plus an office or cubicle at work. As kids, we had to
keep our stuff in just one room. Sure, it’s nice to have influence
over more spaces in the world—choosing where we live, deco-
rating, and so on. But being so spread out has a downside: we
no longer have a built-in “retreat center,” a place where we can
be assured of privacy, a place that is not decorated for visitors.

After all that work of getting out of our parents’ home,
declaring our independence and setting up a life of our own,
many of us discover that we have no place of our own. One day
we look around and notice that we’re living in a house with a
shared kitchen, a shared living room with the TV blaring, shared
bathrooms, and a shared bedroom. Help!

It seems a cruel product of adulthood that we leave behind
the concept of “my room”—that place that represents you, and
only you. Maybe you do have such a place. For many of us it’s
an office at home. I think computers are popular for introverts,
in part, because they give a message of “I’m busy” to potential
intruders. Authors, musicians, and artists can often more easily
justify designating space for an office or studio. But even if
you can afford an extra “me” room—a room with no other
function—you are in the minority if you feel free enough to
make it truly yours.

YOUR DREAM ROOM
If you ask most people to describe their dream house, many of
us could describe the dwelling in detail. But because the
concept of “my room” fades with adult consciousness, you
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probably haven’t given much thought to your dream room. So,
here’s your chance.

For now, we’re looking at indoor space—a place you can go
to anytime, even when it’s pouring rain outside. We’ll start by
constructing your dream room on paper. You can do this in the
way that best fits you:

• Jot notes in this book—it’s yours, after all!
• Jot notes somewhere else—journal, blank sheet, blank

wall.
• Draw or paint your vision if you’re artistically inclined.

Now go ahead and get what you need. It’s okay—I’ll mark
your place.

As you proceed with this exercise, please do
not attempt to be practical or realistic. This is
your dream room. Another thing: this room does
not have to please anyone else, so you don’t need
to stick to conventional rules of decorating.
Think kid’s room with the kid in charge. Here are
some choices to consider:

Basics:
What size of a room suits you?
What kind of atmosphere or feeling are you going for?

Location:
Is your room attached to your home or freestanding?
Do you want to face the morning sun or the setting sun?
Do you prefer to be on ground level or an upper floor?
What view do you prefer?

Ceiling, Doors and Windows:
How high is your ceiling?
How much glass do you want and where—windows, skylights,
walls?
Where is the entry to your room?
Do you want a separate door going outside?
Would you like your own deck, balcony, or patio?
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Interior Elements:
Would you like carpet, hardwood, or tile?
Do you want heavy drapes, blinds, or no window coverings?
Would you like a fireplace? What type?
Do you prefer bright or subdued lighting?
Do you want a closet or highly organized storage area?

Let’s pause here. Before we put any items in your room,
imagine arriving here after a day out in public—a day of inter-
ruptions, noise, and talk. You have longed to retreat to
this room all day. What are your needs? How do you want to
re-energize?

As you consider the room’s function, what do you want in
this room with you? Maybe you don’t want anything—you
just want to sit or lie down on the floor and breathe in the
space. If you’d like to add more, here are some random ideas to
stimulate your thinking:

Style Options:
� Pillows, cushions, and soft throws
� Clean lines
� Antiques, Persian rugs
� High-tech, futuristic
� Color
� Earthy, adobe
� TV or movie theme

Bring It In or Leave It Out?
� Tall bookcases with ladders to reach the higher shelves
� One really good book
� Great sound system and a library of CDs
� Desk—antique or modern
� Easel and paints
� Computer
� Guitar or grand piano
� Journal, notepads, pens, and stationery
� Couch or daybed
� Huge soft chair and ottoman
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� One wall serves as a movie screen
� Television
� High-tech equipment
� Art—paintings, sculpture, pottery
� Animal companion(s)

Let’s take things a bit further: Are there any super-gaudy
items you want to include that others would disapprove of?
These may include toys, souvenirs, or just stuff you like but
don’t allow yourself. Think of your quirkiest desires, and go for
it! It’s your room, and you can offend if you want to.

Only in Your Room:
� Leg lamp
� Pink flamingo lawn ornaments
� Strings of lights
� Favorite action hero collection
� Barbie collection
� Neon
� Train and miniature village
� Duck decoys
� Velvet Elvis painting
� Rock collection

At this point, you may
find your room getting too
cluttered. Feel free to
remove items or expand
the room, or both. Ask
yourself which five items
you would keep in the
room if everything else
had to go. This will give
you clarity on what you
value. Take a moment to
move out anything that
gets in the way of the free
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SPECIFICATIONS
FOR DON’S ROOM:
• Big screen TV
• Excellent sound system
• Vast music collection
• Kick-ass computer
• Serious exercise equipment
• Good books
• Comfortable furniture
• Day bed
• Beautiful views
• Musical instruments
• Sports memorabilia
• Mellow cat and/or dog
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expression of who you are. Bring in anything required for that
expression.

Rest. Look around. Know that you can change your dream
room anytime you like, and you can even create different
models and pick your favorite.

FROM DREAM TO REAL
I had you do this exercise to begin to break you of the habit of
decorating for other people and to begin making space for your
inner life. Do you find yourself getting things ready—
cleaning, fluffing pillows, arranging fresh flowers—only when
you have company coming? Or if you do make things “just
right” for you, do you relax and enjoy the space? It seems ironic
that so many American homes maintain formal living rooms
that are for display only, not for living! And, for introverts, the
family room may easily become overstimulating—that is, if
you have a family. From a young age, I was aware that the
center of the home, the living room (we didn’t have a formal
one), was not my space—and it’s still not. I fought this reality
for years, but now happily relinquish the space much of the
time to my husband and boys. I go to my room.

If you do not have a room that is yours alone, it’s time to
create such a space. You may have an office that you use more
than other family members—this may work. Or perhaps you
have a room that is just being used for storage. If you’re only
using a room a couple times a year—i.e., guest room or dining
room—consider taking it over. Depending on your climate, a
screened-in porch or conservatory may work. Of course, you’ll
want to talk with other family members about what you’re
doing, but do so only after you’re convinced that this is a great
idea. Believe me, it is.

A room of your own provides “the still point of the
turning world,” to use T. S. Eliot’s imagery. It’s a place, like
the kid’s room, that you know is there for you. It’s a place for
the items that have meaning only to you. As you look around
at your things, your priorities, you become more of who you
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are. Your room becomes
your mirror.

Even if your space is
too limited right now,
mapping out your room
on paper will set the course
toward that reality. Years
ago, I created a “Discovery
Journal,” a bound artist’s
book that I filled with
collages, an idea provided
by Sarah Breathnach in her
wonderful book, Simple
Abundance. The idea is to
cut out images you are
drawn to (even if you don’t
know why you are drawn
to them), arrange them on a blank page, and glue them down.
I found myself collecting pictures of rooms, interior décor and,
repeatedly, colored tile. A series of events had us moving across
country and in a position to build a house of our own design. I
pulled out my Discovery Journal, and my house was in there! I
even brought the journal to a tile supplier and used it as a
design guide. My dream became a reality.

Years later, when we moved to our current, older home, I
claimed the small den with large windows and a built-in book-
case. I was excited that there was a closet in the room with
built-in drawers. The plaster on the walls was cracked in
places, which provided me a great opportunity: I started a
collage! At the time of this writing, I have half a wall
completely covered in images of what I love. My mirror.

So, whatever it is you dream up, as Goethe said, “begin it.”

ROOM OUTSIDE
For many introverts, there is no better shelter than the
one provided by nature: the endless sky above; the trees,
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR
INGRID’S ROOM:
I’d like my room to be most of all
quiet. Ideally a screened-in porch on a
nice day is perfect (again, as long as
it’s quiet). I’d like a comfortable sofa
to sit/lie on and lots of reading mate-
rial (preferably a combination of
magazines, books, and newspapers),
plus a pencil and eraser and semi-
complicated crossword puzzles.
Finally, I’d like a quiet companion,
however, only the nonspeaking kind.
My dog would fulfill that role.
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mountains or infinite horizon all around; the good, solid
earth under foot. Finding a private space outside is harder for
some of us than for others. Some of us have a semi-private
backyard, others have vast woods out back, and still others
have only small or shared patches of green in the midst
of concrete.

A neighbor of mine recently called me over to show me a
“room” she had built along the shady side of her cottage-
sized house. As I entered the space, I felt the boundaries of
her room, even though there were no walls enclosing it. She
had used tree stump slabs and tiny white rocks to construct
a path leading in; an arbor set between a tree and the house
to form the doorway; a bench, easel, and small table made
up the furniture; and candles on the ground provided mood
lighting. Her paints, notebook, and pen were waiting for her
on the bench.

The beauty of an outdoor room is that it offers both
privacy and expansiveness—the trees around and the sky
above. Creating and caring for a private outdoor space can
provide a Zen-like sense of calm. When I was little, my
sister and I created a playhouse in the woods by raking little
clearings between the trees and designating them as rooms.
We made hallways between the rooms, and even planted a
little garden outside. For furnishings, we scavenged the
junk pile nearby, which provided an endless supply of treas-
ures. As I looked back, there was something in the raking
itself—in the founding of my own space in nature—that
gave me immense pleasure. I think of Thoreau and the joy
he found in setting up his house in the natural habitat of
Walden Pond.

There is a vast difference between the quiet pleasure of
tending a private space and the pressure of outdoor work
that only improves the view for our neighbors. Both are
valid, and an attractive yard is indeed a gift to the neighbor-
hood, but I feel a certain sadness when I pass by a manicured
lawn that I know will not enjoy the dance of bare feet. Like
the good china, it is not to be touched.
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What defines an
outdoor room may be
very simple: a bistro table
and chair where you sit
with your coffee and
read, a fire pit in the
backyard that allows you
warmth at night, a
rooftop in the city that
renders people and cars
smaller and the sky
bigger. And nature
provides many dwelling
places—from the natural
rock furniture on top of a
hill to the walls of tall
grass that encircle you
when you lay in a
meadow.

Just as Jung discovered
treasures deep in the
unconscious, Emerson found “wild delight” as he lingered in
nature. As many solitary explorers have discovered, nature
seems to hear and understand, to provide an empathy
beyond the capacity of humans. Emerson captures this
empathic response in his writings:

If a man would be alone, let him look at the stars…The
stars awaken a certain reverence, because though always
present, they are inaccessible; but all natural objects make
a kindred impression, when the mind is open to their
influence…The greatest delight, which the fields and
woods minister, is the suggestion of an occult relation
between man and the vegetable. I am not alone and unac-
knowledged. They nod to me, and I to them. The waving
of the boughs in the storm, is new to me and
old…Nature always wears the colors of the spirit.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR
BETH’S ROOM:
• Surrounded by nature, not walls
• A rock overlooking an expanse of
mountains that fall into the ocean

• Ancient, wise conifer trees forming
a half circle around me

• The smell of the sea and pine
needles

• The sound of a stream winding
down the slope into the ocean and
birds singing, calling to one another

• The feel of the earth beneath me
• Sandy soil that I can run through
my fingers

• The knowledge that life surrounds
me—life that began before me and
will continue after I am gone
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OFFICE SPACE
“Office space” is somewhat of an oxymoron these days. Office
Space (1999) is also a hilarious movie. The following lines
between the characters played by Jennifer Aniston and Ron
Livingston reflect the contempt employees feel for the cubicle
culture of today’s office:
Peter: I uh, I don’t like my job, and, uh, I don’t think I’m

gonna go anymore.
Joanna: You’re just not gonna go?
Peter: Yeah.
Joanna:Won’t you get fired?
Peter: I don’t know, but I really don’t like it, and, uh, I’m

not gonna go.
I would imagine most introverts have fantasized about doing

what Peter did—and some have pulled it off. But dropping out
is not a viable option for most of us, and many of us spend at
least part of our time at an office—without an office. The office
of today has banished private space in favor of freestanding
modules cluttering massive rooms: the dreaded cubicle.

In an article for Fortune (March 22, 2006), Julie Schlosser
reviewed how cubicles were faring thirty years after Robert
Propst released his prototype for the enclosure. The article,
“Cubicles: The great mistake,” noted that Propst, like inventors
of tools used in warfare, despised the office culture that grew
out of his contribution. Schlosser compared the cubicle to crab-
grass that persists in growing despite its lack of popularity:

Reviled by workers, demonized by designers, disowned
by its very creator, it still claims the largest share of office
furniture sales—$3 billion or so a year—and has outlived
every “office of the future” meant to replace it. It is the
Fidel Castro of office furniture.

Office-less office employees, retail personnel, nurses, and
administrative staff—to mention only a few—spend a great deal
of their day within easy reach of others. Even those of us who
have the luxury of a door often feel pressure to keep it open.
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What kind of room do you have at work? Mentally go to
that place, sit or stand wherever you sit or stand, and look
around. What is your view? What feelings do you have as you
look around? How well can you think in this space?

Now exit reality and imagine your ideal workspace. Don’t
think about your real job or even your profession for the
moment. Just think about the kind of space you would love to
work in—your workspace. As we did for your room, consider
size, the view, the lighting, and what you want inside. I’ll put
in another bookmark so you can go off and do your thinking.
You may want to jump back to the first bookmark and use the
questions there to get you going.

If you are resisting this exercise, protesting
that you have no choice about your work setting,
I’ll say what I say to my clients: “You have a
choice about whether to like it.” And introverts,
in particular, have been told for too long to like
it—from the team meetings to the happy hour
after work. I’m not suggesting we start whining and feeling
depressed about our work setting; we may already be doing
both. What I am suggesting is that we do what we do best: seek
inner clarity. As you compare your ideal and real work settings,
you will start to get that clarity.

Whining is an indication of powerlessness, as when the
child whines about going to school. Inner clarity is a source of
power: the clearer you are about what you want, the more
prepared you are to act when the time is ripe. And the time
may be ripe now.

James Meyer, who specializes in placing IT (Information
Technology) professionals, saw the loss of identity that came
with the cubicle culture, and has helped to usher in an
increasingly popular option: telecommuting—commuting to
work via computer. Working at home has become a standard
part of the contracts Meyer negotiates for these highly skilled
professionals. “They’re much happier,” says Meyer, who also
works at home, “only now they complain about coming in for
a staff meeting.”
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But IT specialists aren’t the only employees working from
home, also referred to as teleworking. Here’s an idea that envi-
ronmentalists and conservative policymakers can agree on. In
addition to saving energy and reducing pollution, spreading
out work is being promoted as a solution to terrorism—take
that Osama! A 2007 survey by CDW Corporation reported
that forty-four percent of Federal employees now have the
option to telework. And, as Meyer observed, telecommuters
are happier employees. Results of a 2006 survey by Money
magazine and Salary.com, reported by Rob Kelley for
CNNMoney.com, revealed that satisfied workers had the most
work-from-home options and “the most stressed workers were
also least able to telecommute, with only a third saying it was
an option for them at work.” The report also found that flexi-
bility in hours and ease of getting time off made for happier
employees. And these happier employees weren’t slackers: the
most satisfied employees actually worked eleven hours more
per week than the least satisfied group!

Schlosser’s piece in Fortune also
discussed the telecommuting trend, as
well as the office located in a “third
space”—usually a quiet coffeehouse. The
home office and third space alternatives
were envisioned by the sixties’ revolu-
tionary Stewart Brand, author of The
Whole Earth Catalog, who has worked out
of a converted shipping container as well
as a beached fishing boat.

Even if the time is not ripe for you to claim your own office
space, here are some ways you can bring a sense of “mine” to
the space you have:

• Take your breaks! When the clock says it’s time for your
break or for lunch, get out. Start a list of places you can go
to reenergize. A client of mine lamented giving up smoking
because she missed the “smoke breaks.” Think of introvert
time-outs as breathing breaks. If your break isn’t long
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The brain is a wonderful
organ. It starts working
the moment you get up
in the morning and does
not stop until you get
into the office.

—Robert Frost
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enough to allow a complete retreat, have a book or journal
handy—both send the message, “I want to be alone.”

• Work unconventional hours. If you can flex, try working
earlier or later than your colleagues. Working a weekend
day in exchange for a workday can be a refreshing switch:
an empty office on the weekend, and a quieter world on
a weekday.

• Claim the space you have. Bring in an item from your
room at home, something quirky that only you could
think of. Clear clutter. Every so often, close your eyes and
breathe. Let your body language communicate, “I’m
working.”

• Find alternative space AT the office. Retreat to a spare
conference room to work on a project. Volunteer to make
a run to the post office, library, or storage facility and
savor the time in your car. In the sitcom Scrubs, medical
interns used the supply closet as a hideout when they
needed to have a panic attack or a good cry. If you seek
private space, you are much more likely to find it.

Regardless of where you roam in the course of your day,
don’t forget to take your mind with you—the ultimate private
space. Practice being honest with yourself. Make note of what
you like and don’t like, what feels right and what feels wrong.
Give mental space to your desires. Seek clarity. Make revisions
as needed. And be very, very kind to yourself. Your space will
expand. I promise.
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Chapter 7:
The Time to Think

Men fear thought as they fear nothing else on earth,
more than ruin, more even than death. Thought is
subversive and revolutionary, destructive and
terrible; thought is merciless to privilege, established
institutions, and comfortable habit. Thought looks
into the pit of hell and is not afraid.

—Bertrand Russell

You have your day scheduled out, given over to the expecta-
tions of others. You brace yourself for what’s ahead. Then you
get a call. The day is cancelled; everyone who needed you is
down with a three-day virus.

Is there anything more delicious? You know what I’m
talking about. We don’t like others to be sick, but we love
others to cancel. We become giddy at the prospect of “found”
time—time without plans or expectations. Time to think.
Time between time.

Why is it so hard to plan this kind of time? We take a day
off and then feel guilty that we’re not getting enough done or
not having enough fun — or both. Found time is a gift;
planned time becomes a demand, which, paradoxically, is not
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time at all. I return again to Whitman’s Song of the Open Road
and imagine him looking in every direction and inhaling
“great draughts of space.” What if we could not only experi-
ence such space but also inhale great draughts of time?

For an introvert, ample time would provide a cushion
around activity—the mental space we need to reflect, to make
meaning, to find inspiration. There would be lots of “time
between time,” and introverts would thrive.

This option is not just available in fantasy or in the intro-
vert’s version of heaven. Just as we can reclaim our space, we
can indulge in time. First, let’s look at what we’re up against.

TIME POVERTY
In America, time has become a commodity, and a scarce one
at that. We invent more and more ways of saving time, only
to find even more ways to spend it. When we say that “time
is money,” we make time a product—and produce, we must!
When we say that “time is money,” we really mean that
money is more important than time: that time has value to the
extent that it is redeemable in money. The introvert mode of
thinking first is not valued, because the thinking time is not
a tangible product. Even if the thinking time is on its way to
being a tangible product, we believe time is scarce, so we can’t
afford much of that kind of time. Those who think on their
feet, or simply use their feet and their mouths, seem to be
making good on the time-money trade. In our American
“just do it” society, doing takes the lead over knowing. Value
is associated with what you produce, what you show to the
world. And, like cheap talk, credit cards allow us to show
much, much more—whether or not we have anything real to
back it.

Likewise, our technology allows us to do much, much
more—whether or not we have the knowledge to back it. But
just as the credit card sucks away the borrower’s cash and
freedom, excessive doing leaves the mind vacant, clueless, and
increasingly dependent on, well, “doing.” We sit down to
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think, we become anxious, we pop up
again and get busy to restore the feeling
that we’re going somewhere. We have no
idea where, but at least we’re going there.

THE TICKING BOMB
MODEL
Introverts have a hard time keeping up, and this may be our
salvation—and society’s salvation. Introverts shut down when
there’s too much stimulation. We don’t have much choice. A
red light flashes, “OVERLOAD,” and we know it’s time to pull
back and think. The only problem is, we don’t have time. Or at
least that’s what we’re told.

We have built an entire mythology around the idea that there
is no time, using phrases like “running out of time” without
thought. Do we really run out of time? Or do we run time out?
And who thought of the term “deadline”? Are we really
supposed to be motivated by fear, by the idea that there is not
enough, by poverty? When I published my first book and we
were doing my final revisions, I was floored when the editor
nonchalantly informed me of the “drop dead date”—the date
when everything, absolutely, had to be in. This was a real
industry term! But the associations between unproductive time
and death don’t stop there. Stop to reflect, and you are “killing
time.” Such violent language is enough to make anyone anxious!

In our culture, time is chopped up into portions. Time
starts and stops, and all along the time bomb ticks. We feel
immense guilt if we don’t produce in the allotted time chunk.
Work starts when the clock says it’s time, and it is imperative
that you start, too. In our society, time is rigid, stingy, and
running out.

It is useful to make agreements about time, and I’ll be the
first to admit that having a “deadline” helps—but then again,
it’s the only system I know. But do we really need to be threat-
ened? Have we lost all trust in the creative process?

To achieve, you need
thought. You have to
know what you are
doing and that’s real
power.

—Ayn Rand
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FROM DEADLINE TO BIRTH TIME
What if we called the target date the “birth time” instead?
Birthing happens when the project—the baby—is ready. Most
of the work happens inside, naturally. The pressure builds until
that little life has to come out. But, as opposed to a deadline,
the pressure is internal. A terrified woman in the throes of
labor may want to call the whole thing off, but the creative
process takes over, and she is soon looking into the eyes of a
completely new human being.

Introverts have direct access to this internal power—the
power to birth fully formed ideas, insights, and solutions.
People ask me how I’m able to come up with enough material
to fill a book. I tell them, “I’ve been writing this all of my life.”
An introvert who sits back in a meeting, taking in the argu-
ments, dreamily reflecting on the big picture, may be seen as
not contributing—that is, until he works out the solution that
all the contributors missed.

The birthing model not only allows time to think, but it
allows time to stay alive. We can’t really kill time, and we can’t
really chop time up. We just don’t have that much control.
Time is time. It will be there whether we run ourselves ragged
or sit on the dock of the bay. And, for introverts especially, this
is very good news.

For almost twenty years, I have devoted my psychology
practice to “rehabilitating desire”: helping clients revive desires
that have been assaulted by external demands, and restoring
their trust in their own desire-based motivation. Though we
often think of desire in sexual terms—and sexual desire is a
good example of this motivating energy—I use the term in its
broader and richer sense. Desire is the seed of intrinsic moti-
vation, the natural impulse to create, to expand, to grow.

People often argue that desire is inherently bad or
burdensome, fostering either harmful behavior or greedy
consumption. Harmful outcomes do sometimes occur, but
they happen when desire is not given the proper attention—
and time. A person bent on getting drunk probably does not
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want to consume toxins and eventually become sick and
depressed; she desires a change in her state of mind. She didn’t
overindulge at all; she underindulged. She did not give her
desire enough time, thought, or attention. In fact, addictive
behaviors usually have more to do with a need to extinguish
desire. The thinking is: “If I binge, I won’t ever be hungry again,”
or “If I build a huge house with everything I need, I will never
have to move.” Why in the world would we want to eliminate
our experience of hunger or stop exploring new horizons?
Because time is running out, of course. We need to figure out
how to make babies quicker!

The paradox is, when we use the
desire model instead of the death model,
everything is easier. Desire, when it is
properly nourished, works like preg-
nancy and birth: once it gets going,
there’s no stopping it. But birthing
requires the capacity to hold, to tolerate the growing pressure
of what’s inside and to patiently wait until it’s ready. This
holding capacity is the hallmark of introversion. And it’s
extremely powerful. Here’s how it works:

• Step 1: Capture your wishful thinking. Pay attention to the
times you say to yourself, “I wish I could ________,” or
“Wouldn’t it be nice if __________.” Sometimes the
wish will be for something extravagant; other times you
will feel the desire to solve a problem or master some-
thing you’re working on. You may just want a break.
Whatever it is, take note of it. Feelings of desire come up
multiple times a day, but we often cover them over before
we recognize them. You may want to keep a Desire
Notebook. Putting your wishes in writing makes them
visible and tangible, and helps you notice emerging
themes. Warning: Be prepared for thoughts that interrupt
your desiring. They may tell you that what you want is too
much to expect, or mockingly ask you, “Who do you think
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you are?” Don’t let these thoughts trap you. Just return your
attention to the desire.

• Step 2: Look into the desire. When you catch a desire, stay
with it. If the desire seems harmful, ask yourself what
you’re really going for. Cheating on your partner will hurt
people (which undermines the desire), but the desire to
cheat is telling you something. If you want passion, why
should you settle for a part-time solution that leaves you
feeling guilty? Think bigger. Sometimes we focus our
desires on an obstacle to what we want. For example, you
may say, “I want this project done,” when you mean
“I hate this project and want it out of my life forever.”
Or maybe you just want the rest you will earn after
completing the project.

• Step 3: Fantasize. Once you get to the heart of your
desire, give it some room. Think the desire. Visualize the
desire. Edit the picture to make it just how you want it.
For example, if you want a vacation, imagine where you
are, whom you are with (if anyone), what you are doing,
and how you are feeling. As your fantasy becomes more
specific, your desire will build and gain power.

• Step 4: Allow new and conflicting desires. Once you hear
the voice of your own desires, you may feel a bit over-
whelmed by all that emerges. And sometimes two desires
collide—like the desire to play all day and the desire to
make money. Holding so much potential can feel over-
whelming at times. But this feeling usually comes from
the thought that you need to immediately do something
with the desire. Though introverts are less prone to this
impatience, society’s cry to “do” is persistent. Replace the
order to do with permission to allow. Simply allow the
new desire, knowing its time may be sooner or later. Let
conflicting desires sit side by side.

• Step 5: Allow fulfillment. Once you empower the desire
within you, it will automatically move toward fulfill-
ment. When you feed conflicting desires, you engage
your creative capacity to create higher-level solutions.
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The more you trust your desires and allow them to
emerge, the less effort you have to expend. You notice an
ad in the paper, a friend calls with a proposal, you are
moved by an invisible force to act. All that is left for you
to do is to respond and say “thank you.”

NATURE’S RHYTHM, SOCIETY’S
RHYTHM
In his fascinating book, Time Shifting, Stephan Rechtschaffen
discusses another factor in how we experience time: entrain-
ment. Entrainment is what happens when you set two
pendulum clocks to swing at different rates, and then put
them side-by-side. They start to move together. Since this
phenomenon was discovered in the 17th century, applications
have been found everywhere, from synchronized menstrual
cycles among women who live together, to separate heart
muscle cells that pulse together after being placed together. In
the same way, entrainment affects our sense of time. People
speed up in the hubbub of an airport, whether or not they
need to. You tap your foot to the beat of the music. A mother
holds a sleeping baby over her chest, and the two begin to
breathe in perfect harmony.

When we were more dependent on nature and its seasonal
fluctuations, the rhythms of time were cyclical. Now we expe-
rience time as a straight line with a beginning and an end—or
many disconnected beginnings and endings. Rechtschaffen
discusses the overall shift in our rhythm that came with the
Industrial Revolution:

If the days, the seasons, even lifetimes come around
again, then time never runs out. What is not completed
in the circle of today may be accomplished tomorrow. If
not this year, then the next; if not in this lifetime, then
in another…By contrast, our modern rhythm is
distinctly unnatural, mirroring society’s pull, not the
magnetism of the earth. We’re taught to think quickly,
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act quickly, accomplish quickly…We have superim-
posed on nature the rhythms of greed, of materialism, of
“having it all.”

Rechtschaffen also reminds us that nature is still with us
and many different rhythms are available in modern life.

THE RHYTHM OF INTROVERSION
For better and for worse, introverts are more naturally attuned
to nature’s rhythms. Because we are internally oriented, we can
more easily entrain with the rhythms of the body; and the
rhythms of the body respond to the cycles of nature—i.e., light
and dark, heat and cold.

As we discussed in Chapter 1, introverts have been found to
experience a higher level of mental arousal on an ongoing
basis. We seek to reduce the added stimulation offered by
society. By contrast, extroverts, who experience a lower level of
arousal, look to society for excitement. It follows that extro-
verts would be more easily entrained with the rhythms of
society, and another set of studies support this contention.

These studies, reported in The Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology between the years 2000 and 2006 (one
included over six thousand subjects from thirty-nine different
countries) consistently found that extroverts, when compared
to introverts, are more responsive to external rewards, espe-
cially those of a social nature. Extroverts also seemed to be
better at controlling and maintaining consistent and pleasant
moods. Introverts, on the other hand, experienced greater vari-
ability in their mood states, fluctuations that were less
dependent on external rewards.

The findings suggested that extroverts have an advantage,
but I read the results a different way. If the goal is to be consis-
tently pleasant, extroverts do seem to have the advantage. But
if the goal is to be attuned to the life cycle and its creative
potential, I think introverts have the edge. We only need to
reconnect with our power source.
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When I first saw these findings on extroverts and pleasant-
ness, I was pissed (again), and I figured out why. I have been
bothered for a while now by a New Age trend that, at its
extreme, suggests that thought control can and should elimi-
nate negative feelings. This, to echo Rechtschaffen, is
unnatural—it is flow without the ebb, day without night,
expression without examination, yang without yin. And this
societal orientation excludes introverts.

But, as quickly as I identified my anger, I realized that I
don’t really care—demonstrating both my fluctuating mood
and my lack of response to social rewards. The extroverts can
have society. I have nature.

To come full circle, as introverts like to do, time to think is
not only a luxury for introverts; it is a necessity. We need to pull
our pendulums away from social rhythms and access the life-
giving power of our own minds—our wonderfully aroused
minds. Let’s look at some ways to expand time.

Shift from “take” to “give.” I’ve been holding onto an
article for years, waiting for the time I had need of it. It’s a
piece I found in Parabola magazine, titled “Learning to Die,”
by Brother David Steindl-Rast. In the article, the Benedictine
monk discusses the awareness that comes with the “rule of
St. Benedict,” which is to “have death at all times before one’s
eyes.” The death he talks about is not the artificial death
imposed by goals, but quite the opposite: the giving over of
goals, purpose, control. Throughout his article, he reveals how
the language of “taking” is embedded into our thinking, and
how this mentality has created “an ‘underdeveloped nation’
with regard to meaningful living.” He observes: “We say we
take time; but we really live only if we give time to what takes
time. If you take a seat, it is not a very comfortable way of
sitting down but if you let the seat take you that’s more like
it.” To Steindl-Rast, this giving over, this attitude of “leisure”
is a virtue.

Practice giving. Give time to what you value. Give up a little
control. Work and play from a position of abundance, from an
attitude of leisure.
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Bring your pendulum with you. Remember that half of
us are introverted, so we have a huge impact on entrainment.
Regularly calibrate your pendulum to your breath, to the
rhythm of nature, to the pace of your thoughts. When you
are among people, you’ll feel more pulls to adjust your
pendulum. Instead of focusing on the loudest and fastest,
though, look at the quiet introvert reading in the corner, the
grass below you, or consider how long it took to construct
the building you are in. In conversations, ground yourself—
gravity opposes entrainment—and draw on the following
Bill of Rights for support:

• Unless someone is bleeding or choking or otherwise
at risk of imminent demise, you have a right to think
about it.

• Someone else’s pressure is their pressure. You have a right
to let them keep it.

• If someone makes a request and demands an immediate
response, say “no.” It is easier to change a “no” to a “yes”
than it is to get out of something.

• You have a right to not know until you know, especially
when you’re asked a big question. We all carry around a
sense of knowing—that internal, inexplicable sense of
when something is or isn’t right, but we can’t access that
sense while under pressure.

• You have a right to obtain more information. If you don’t
know, find out more.

• You do not have to jump in with affirming comments
when you don’t feel it. You have a right to remain silent.

Flow in circular time. This principle has been an immense
help to me in writing this book. With my deadlines, both
internal and external, I can get caught up in linear time, trying
to push forward from beginning to end. If I’m stuck, I keep
pushing. I try to flow without ebbing. I resist nature.

The introverted, or yin, principle teaches us to go back, to
reflect. When we marry this concept with the forward-moving
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yang, we start to cooperate with nature and ride its energy. So
now, when I’m stuck, I just flow around the block and return
to it later. The cycling back works so well that I often fill in the
blanks soon after I move forward. It’s that old phenomenon of
losing something: when you finally give up the search, you
instantly remember where you last placed it.

In my moving-forward mode, I was also accumulating piles
of material to read and organize. I kept telling myself that I
couldn’t afford to attend to the piles, even though I was eager
to dig in to the material. Something hit me as I was writing
about Japan and its yin nature. I gave—here’s where I would
normally say “spent” or “used” or “took”—a day to the piles. I
gave a precious writing day to reading, creating files for mate-
rial on each chapter, clearing the space in my office. I decided
to call it my yin day, and to have a yin day every week. Now my
papers don’t turn into piles. In Judeo-Christian traditions, the
Sabbath is a kind of yin day, a day to rest from labor, to reflect,
to atone for sins, and to express gratitude for blessings. College
students know the joy of a yin day after finals, when they get to
scoop up all the scattered papers and attend to the wonderfully
mundane needs that they neglected while studying for finals.

When we embrace the option to cycle back, we not only get
a chance to attend to neglected details, we can also reevaluate
and correct the mindless agreements we make while socially
entrained. For example, if you say “yes” to an engagement
because you can’t think of an excuse, you can go back and
correct the conversation.

Read or watch time-benders. Shake up your sense of time
by entering a new dimension. Pick up a DVD of old Twilight
Zone episodes. Read Einstein’s Dreams by Alan Lightman. In
his brilliant, beguiling, and extremely short novel, each of the
genius’ dreams create a different world operating on a different
time system: in one, time flows backwards; in another, people
live forever; and in another, people live their lives in one day.

Embrace limbo. If you have had the experience of traveling
to another country, you know that getting there can try your
patience. I think back to the experience of cruising the
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Caribbean with my husband and how much we had to go
through to just get to the boat—airplane, bus transport,
customs, all with maze-like corrals for waiting in line. Waiting,
waiting, waiting. I remember thinking of all the time we were
wasting in these uncomfortable settings. Then the thought
occurred to me, “If we have this much time to waste, we have
time.” What I realized is that the process of getting there was
transforming my sense of time. After a period of huffing and
checking my watch, I had to submit to a different pace. Once
I did this, I was really on vacation.

It can feel wonderful to indulge in time, to wander
aimlessly, to sit blankly. I especially enjoy sitting with the warm
sun on my face, knowing I could move, but deciding that
would be too much trouble. Just letting time pass, just
breathing the air. Letting time pass. How wonderful.

You don’t need to be on vacation to
have this experience. Just decide to let
time pass. Allow yourself to shift from
feeling you have to race time to feeling
you have time, all the time in the world.
And you will.
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“How beautiful it is to
do nothing and then
rest afterwards.”

—Spanish sayings
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Chapter 8:
The Right to
Retreat

It’s cluttered. It’s cramped. It’s noisy. Buzzing,
chattering, piles fill this world.

I was raised in this place. I had a hard time
following the rules. I got tired of buzzing.

One day, when I was carrying my daily load of
clutter, I heard a voice from beyond. Now with piles
so high, I’d never heard the beyond. But Beyond
called, “I am sky. I am wide.” I said, “Shh, you can’t
say wide. You’ll get arrested.” Sky replied, “I can’t be
held.” I said, “Can you hold me?” Sky replied, “I
have plenty of room,” and her gusting winds took
me up and away.

I landed in a meadow. I heard, for the first time—
nothing. I danced and did somersaults, lay down in
a bed of grass, felt the breeze.

And for the first time, I heard my heart, and I knew
who I was.

—Laurie Helgoe
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In the longer version of this monologue, Clutteria, I describe a
cartoon world committed to constant buzzing. The laws of
Clutteria prohibit listening, televisions are on at all times, and
conversation competitions are held regularly. All citizens must
contribute to the clutter piles, which shut out any awareness of
worlds beyond. Citations are written for anyone attempting to
organize the piles. And escaping is extremely difficult.

Escaping is also extremely pleasurable. I was well into my
thirties, and well into my therapy, before I allowed myself to
indulge a long-held fantasy of taking a retreat—all by myself.
To a married and working mother of two small boys, my
increasingly frequent and subversive fantasy of leaving every-
thing troubled me. These were people I loved, people who
needed me. So when I realized that I could leave everyone and
still have them, I was giddy.

I carefully researched the setting for my retreat, calling a
number of B&Bs within driving distance but beyond my
familiar turf. I located one in the woods of Wisconsin, near
the tiny artist village of Stockholm. The B&B owners made
a policy of keeping themselves scarce, except for the brief
time when they serve your made-to-order breakfast at the
time you specify and in the location you specify. This was my
place!

My experience there was magical. I went through the
requisite dip in mood initially, feeling the emptiness of
leaving Clutteria. I settled into my small suite with its spring-
cleaned freshness: four-poster bed, white linens, windows
looking out to the tiny road and surrounding woods, and
big, generous towels and candles waiting by a whirlpool tub.
I was happy to have a little desk for my books and journal.
The house was quiet, so I could freely snoop in the sitting
room and kitchen.

What to do? I could go into town—I did need something
to eat. I could sprawl out on the bed and read or write. I could
go for a walk outside. I felt a brief panic, a reverberation of my
entrainment to pressured rhythms: “Decide. Make the right
choice. You’ve been waiting for this—it had better be good.”
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The panic washed over. I entered boredom. I slowly started
to hear the silence and feel the space. I became a captive audi-
ence to my quiet inner voice—that soothing NPR voice that
gently notes the profound simplicities of life. I wrote. I
lounged. I went into town and savored dinner and dessert
alone. I sat by the fire pit that night, tended by the resident
singer-songwriter and housekeeper. I saw stars like I had never
seen, and ever so often, one would drop from the sky. I had a
quiet conversation with the young woman, with much space
in between. The next day, I walked a trail through the woods
to a place they called “the point”—a huge rock jutting out
over a vast glen, a pristine lake in the distance. This room with
a view was mine, and I settled there, shedding my backpack
and shirt, pulling out my journal and pen, and reclining on
the warm rock in the sun.

After lingering there for a timeless time, I packed up and
started walking back. As I reentered the woods, I spontaneously
broke into a run, feeling a lightness and energy I had never
experienced. I bounded into a broad meadow and gleefully
reclined in the cool, tall grass, creating another room. I
thought of my mother, who had died two years before. I
remembered her hanging clothes on the line, and the
wonderful feeling of a damp sheet kissing my cheek. A poem
spilled out of me into my journal. During my next trip into
town, I found a lovely handmade book for my poems. I told
the woman helping me about my memory and, upon her
request, I read the poem to her. Tears streamed down my face.
I hadn’t grieved this until now.

WHAT IS A RETREAT?
As the term implies, a retreat is a backing away, a withdrawal,
an experience in the realm of yin, an act of introversion. A
retreat can be a ten-minute break or an extended escape—
such as Paul Gauguin’s two-year artistic sabbatical in Tahiti—
but we usually think of a retreat as a weekend or
vacation-length trip “away from it all.” For an introvert,
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retreating is the ultimate indulgence: an inner life binge that
fills our depleted energy stores. Retreats, whether contempla-
tive or adventure-oriented, provide a sanctioned and tempo-
rary way for us to step away from our worldly pursuits. This
stepping away provides a perspective that we cannot obtain
while in the midst of things. This is particularly important
when we live in an extroverted culture that, like Clutteria,
pressures us to keep buzzing and to stay unconscious.
Retreats can also help us draw from a greater source of suste-
nance, whether we see that source as nature, a higher power
or the inner self, or all of the above.

HOW DO I KNOWWHEN TO GO?
Going through the Motions. When you feel like you’re living
on automatic pilot, when pleasures diminish and life feels dull,
it’s time to retreat.

“Too Many Notes.” If you’ve seen the movie Amadeus, you
probably recall the scene in which the king complains about
the complexity of Mozart’s new composition: “Too many
notes.” Now this phrase comes to me whenever I feel overstim-
ulated. When the clutter of life has confused your priorities,
when you don’t know what you’re doing here, when it’s too
noisy to hear your thoughts, it’s time to retreat.

Decision Time. When you’re about to make an important
decision in your life, and you’re having a hard time knowing
your own mind, it’s time to retreat.

Worn out. When you find yourself tired, susceptible to
illness, you can’t sleep or can’t wake up, when your energy is
depleted, it’s time to retreat.

Burned out. When the creativity is lacking, apathy sets in,
and you feel you have little to give, it’s time to retreat.

Just wanting to go. If you retreat in response to desire
rather than deprivation, the deprivation may never come.

It’s the season for your retreat. Recurring retreats become
a touchstone for renewal. When the time comes, you are ready
to retreat, and the retreat is ready for you.
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A SOCIETY IN SEARCH
OF INTROVERSION
Perhaps our society’s need for introver-
sion is best reflected in the explosion of
retreat centers across the United States.
The website www.findthedivine.com lists
over 1,700 retreat location in the U.S.
and Canada, and www.retreatsonline.com
provides a listing of over two thousand retreats worldwide. The
tricky thing is, as retreats become a commercialized cultural
phenomenon, they run the risk of losing their “away” quality.
Many retreats are marketed as high-end luxuries providing
spas, classes, health-related programs, and special diets.
Getting a little pampering may be just the thing: who wouldn’t
welcome a massage and well-prepared food? But some of these
programs have a decidedly extroverted feel, and others trans-
form retreating into another goal-oriented investment—lose
weight, get healthy! I am reminded of an episode of Sex in the
City in which the girlfriends gossip all the way through their
yoga session, even as they hold their poses. Beware of extro-
verts in retreat center clothing!

We even dare to use the word “retreat” for mandatory, task-
oriented work meetings held in an alternative setting. The one
time I sacrificed a weekend for such a retreat was enough—I
felt trapped and restricted in the enclosed circle of work asso-
ciates. Another television image comes to mind: Michael
Scott, the overly zealous boss of The Office, corralling his staff
into one painful bonding experience after another.

OVERRULING THE OBJECTIONS
The pleasure of retreating begins when you open your mind to
it. But first, you’ll probably encounter a rush of excuses. Let’s
look at the most common of these:

• “I don’t have time!” Re-read the last chapter. Give time to
a retreat, and time will expand. The retreat experience

Violent passions are
formed in solitude. In
the busy world no object
has time to make a
deep impression.

—Henry Home,
Scottish philosopher
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creates psychological time, the time that runs parallel to
outside time—time devoted to noticing, evaluating, and
finding meaning. Psychological time helps you know you
are in a joyful moment or to admit that what you’re
doing sucks and needs to be changed. You may go into
your retreat feeling time poor, but after you’ve submitted
to the experience, time will come home with you. Go.

• “I don’t have the money!” Of all the ways we can
replenish ourselves, a retreat can provide the most for
the least. You can pack a lunch and spend the day in a
natural setting near you. Or check out Jack and Marcia
Kelly’s book, Sanctuaries, to locate a monastery or abbey
in your vicinity. Call ahead first, but most of these
communities of quiet will welcome you to come for the
day—at no charge. But even a room and three meals a
day is a pretty affordable luxury. Usually, though, our
objections about money have little to do with what’s in
the bank account, and much to do with our priorities.
Can you afford to eat? Retreating is a necessary form of
sustenance for introverts, just as social gatherings are for
the extrovert. Do we tell our extroverted friends that
they can’t afford to attend these gatherings? Why the
double standard?

• “Other people will object.” Yes, they very well may. Or,
they might tell you it’s about time you got away. Our chal-
lenge as introverts is to adopt the attitude, based on the
introversion assumption, that your need to retreat
requires no explanation—it is self-evident. If they argue,
have them read this chapter. Of course, our right to
retreat does not exempt us from managing our responsi-
bilities, as wonderful as that sounds. By addressing what
others need from you up front, you’ll limit the potential
for opposition. So if you do the cooking, buy extra pizzas
and make ahead some easy meals. If you run a meeting at
work, prepare a coworker to take charge rather than
dumping the worry on your boss. A little extra effort will
multiply in dividends of peace.
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RETREAT DREAMS
Now for the fun part: let’s plan your retreat. Retreats can take
many forms, and you are the only one who can decide what fits
you. One introvert may need pristine natural surroundings;
another will savor the anonymity of a large city. Some introverts
prefer to have everything provided—meals, maid service—and
others prefer being entirely on their own. The retreat options
today are as varied as our interests. Here’s a partial list:

• Silent retreat
• Wilderness retreat
• Spirituality retreat
• Yoga retreat
• Meditation retreat
• Spa retreat
• Study retreat or sabbatical
• Reading retreat
• Writing retreat
• Adventure retreat
• Poetry retreat
• Shopping retreat
• Artist retreat
• Nature photography retreat
• Vision quest
• Heart-of-the-city retreat
• Beach retreat
• Ranch retreat
• Sailing retreat
• All-inclusive retreat

As you begin to plan your retreat, set practical considera-
tions aside. You can work those in later. You may want to grab
a pad and pen, or write your notes right here in the book. It’s
yours, after all. Now consider the following:

• What is your vision of the perfect retreat setting? Give
yourself time to look around in your mind’s eye. Take it
in. Spend as much time as you wish.
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• What do you see as you look around?
• What smells do you notice?
• What are the sounds around you?
• What is the temperature?
• What feelings do you have in this place?

Perhaps you’re imagining green grass, rolling hills and a
view for miles around. You might see yourself kayaking down
a rushing river. Or maybe your haven is a funky café in an artsy
village or bohemian borough. Once you choose your setting,
think about accommodations:

• How important is interior space to you? Maybe you don’t
want to go inside at all: you just want to bask in nature
and carry your accommodations on your back. Maybe
you don’t want to go outside at all: you want to lock
yourself up with good books or old movies and only open
the door for room service. Maybe you want the best of
both: a gorgeous interior with a magnificent view or pris-
tine surroundings.

• What interior style do you prefer? Do you envision a
sleek, contemporary suite, a cozy cottage with handmade
quilts, or a simple beach house with wood floors? Would
you like to try something exotic or very different from
your own living space?

• How do you like your meals? Would you prefer to have
meals included in your package so you don’t have to plan?
Or would you enjoy having a variety of restaurants
nearby to accommodate your culinary whims? Do you
want the option of eating in? If so, would you prefer a
gourmet kitchen, a fridge you can stock with snacks,
good local delivery, or twenty-four-hour room service?

Now that you have a feel for your retreat preferences, let’s
look at some options. Retreat centers usually provide a room
and three meals a day, and offer scenic grounds for roaming on
your own. The downside is that there are other people around,
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and meals are usually served cafeteria-style. However, these
centers, especially those designed for spiritual reflection, have
an ethic of quiet respect for other residents. Everyone under-
stands that you don’t want to disturb someone who is medi-
tating or has taken a vow of silence. Aha! An introverted
society! Some centers offer classes for self-enrichment and
others have spa facilities on hand. If you want a place to your-
self, some centers do offer private cottages or cabins.

If you want rustic, you’ll need to decide if you want a
“catered” rustic experience, with outfitters and guides providing
gear, meals, and possibly transportation. A nice option for
many is a rustic cabin with the essentials or a B&B in a natural
setting. Some introverts prefer an outdoor “room” under the
stars and others prefer a cushy bed with books strewn about. If
you want something different, rent a tree house, houseboat or
yurt—the modern version of the nomadic tent.

While some introverts want easy access to natural
resources, others enjoy having cultural resources at hand:
shops, restaurants, museums, and sources of entertainment.
A city retreat can be a wonderful source of anonymity, espe-
cially for those of us who become closed-in by the familiarity
of small town life. Whether you plan your retreat in the
Rocky Mountains or in the heart of Manhattan, identify
what resources are most important to you: a rushing stream,
a place to view art, anything that feeds you. As with the five
items for your room, consider the five essential resources for
your retreat.

Once you have your vision and your priorities, consider
how much time you want. Sure, you may decide to pare it
down, but allow yourself to consider
what would be most satisfying. And
when you look at your calendar, be
honest with yourself: how long does it
take you to settle in? Easing into a
retreat is like settling into sleep: some of
us fall asleep when we hit the pillow;
others need more time to settle down.
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I retreat when I’m
driving on the freeway,
with the music going
through me.

—Cecilia, who loves to
drive by herself, fast
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If we’ve been under a great deal of stress, you’ll need time to
downshift. Rather than rushing to get there, allow the trip to
help you transition. Feel the gaining distance.

As far as retreat length, just as each of us requires a different
amount of sleep, the amount of time we need for rejuvenation
will differ.

So now you have your vision, your priorities, and you’ve
thought about time and travel. Okay, you probably haven’t
sorted everything out yet, which is great because the planning
is part of the magic. What you’ll want to do eventually is to
place your vision beside the realities of your life and see what
you can work out. This is where creativity begins.

As a working woman with a young family, I find that vaca-
tion time tends to go to family excursions, which I cherish. But
this “time off” is not the same as a retreat. The challenge of
working out both has led me to many satisfying compromises.
Here are some ideas for how to expand your options:

• If you go away for professional training, workshops, or
conferences, stay an extra day or two and chill.
Conferences are often hosted in attractive places, and you
can probably arrange a private alternative to the block of
rooms reserved for attendees. When I attended a work-
shop in Fort Lauderdale, I soaked up every ounce of
private time I could, walking among the towering palms,
digging my feet into the sand, sipping a mango margarita
at a sidewalk cafe. I didn’t meet a single soul, but I
renewed mine. Bonus: If your employer pays for trans-
portation, you’ll just need to cover the extra days of
lodging and meals.

• Adding a Friday and Monday to a weekend gives you
four good days. Leave after work on Thursday, and you’ve
just given yourself another day.

• For parents, the kids’ week at summer camp is a great time
for a no-guilt personal retreat. Here’s the week you’ve been
looking for! Even if you want to share part of it with your
partner, you’ll have time for a solo retreat as well.
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• Creativity and study retreats or sabbaticals combine
getting away with mental stimulation, sometimes for an
extended period of time. When these experiences are
connected with your livelihood, you may be able to
obtain a grant, paid or unpaid leave, or even work it into
your job description. Sometimes getting what we want
just comes down to asking for it.

Though we all have practical realities to consider, many of
the objections we encounter, external and internal, have more
to do with fear than with reality. When you turn your retreat
vision into a reality, you learn that you can retreat, that others
can manage, and that it’s really not that hard to pull off. You’ll
wonder what took you so long.

MINI-RETREATS
As your ideas simmer for your big get-away, let’s look the kinds
of retreats you can take with minimal to no planning—Breath
Retreats, Daily Rituals, and Solo Dates.

A Breath Retreat is what we usually refer to as a break—a
short withdrawal from activity that allows you to slow down
and fill up. The pace of your breathing is a great indicator of
stress, and a helpful cue to retreat. When your breathing accel-
erates, your chest tightens, and your heart seems to be beating
faster and harder, you are in stress mode. Sometimes stress can
be useful, helping us push forward and get the job done. But,
more often, stress sucks. We get panicked, we feel like there’s
no time and we’re already behind; we can’t think, and life feels
oppressive.

Contrary to common wisdom—which, as we’ve noted, is
commonly unwise—we need more retreats when we are busy,
not fewer. A Breath Retreat is the energy bar for the hungry but
busy introvert—quick and surprisingly filling. To take a Breath
Retreat, just exit whatever you are doing or not doing because
you’re stuck. Get up and leave. Go to a different place—a place
like Winnie-the-Pooh’s “Thoughtful Spot”—where you can
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get a new vantage point. You may just want to relax into your
breathing, something that keeps going with no effort on your
part. Meditation techniques often begin with a focus on the
breath. You can bring a notepad or journal with you and write
out all the garbage taking up valuable space in your head. Or
you can simply look around and notice something new. Watch
a pet or the activity of birds, or look out at the patterns made
by traffic or pedestrians. After ten or fifteen minutes, you can

reenter your routine, motivated by
energy from inside, rather than pressure
from outside.

A regular daily retreat, or Daily
Ritual, is a cleansing practice you incor-
porate into each day, such as meditation
or silent reflection, a leisurely walk, or
writing in a journal. If the ritual involves
an activity, the purpose is not to further
a goal, but to open up reflective space.
When you work a retreat into your daily
routine, it becomes an anchor for your
introversion, assuring you that you will
indeed have time to yourself—today.

I got the idea for Solo Date from the
“Artist Dates” that Julia Cameron discusses in her classic
creativity manuals, The Artist’s Way and Vein of Gold. Cameron
assigns Artist Dates as a date with yourself, for at least an hour’s
duration, doing something “out of the ordinary.” You can see a
film, stroll through the park, or do anything that fills up your
creative stores. Similarly, a Solo Date is an outing with yourself
to satisfy some of your introvert cravings. And it is a delicious
treat. My favorite Solo Date is to go to a movie in the middle
of a weekday, by myself of course. When I started doing this,
my therapy practice was across the street from a cinema. I
blocked my Friday afternoons, and walked over to catch the
earliest showing of a film. Because these are the least attended
showings, I sometimes had the luxury of being the only one in
the theatre—a private showing!
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I start to feel this pres-
sure in my head, like
there’s no more room
left. When I meditate,
I realize “Wait, there’s all
this room around the
thoughts.” Meditation
puts spaciousness
around stress.

—Doug, who uses
meditation as a natural

antidepressant
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But what I came to enjoy most was the time just after the
movie, when I emerged from the dark into the world. I noticed
everything—a leaf rolling across the pavement in the breeze,
the sound of a car door shutting—as if I were still viewing the
big screen. I practiced stretching out this experience and devel-
oped my movie therapy technique, which we’ll discuss more in
Chapter 18.

Whatever retreats you design for yourself, do them regu-
larly. Protect them. Put them on your calendar and tell others
you will not be available during these times. Turn off your cell
phone. And melt.
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Chapter 9:
The Freedom of a

Flâneur

The spectator is a prince who everywhere enjoys his
incognito”

—Charles Baudelaire

I remember the moment I first read the words of Charles
Baudelaire. I was recovering from a surgery and enjoying—in
addition to the quiet—a video study course on Impressionism.
Baudelaire was a French poet associated with this radical
artistic movement. When I read his description of the flâneur
in his essay, “The Painter of Modern Life” (1863), I was
dumbstruck: “How did he know? This is me he’s describing!”
For the first time, I realized that there was a word for my
favorite preoccupation. As you read this excerpt, you might
recognize yourself as well:

For the perfect flâneur, for the passionate spectator, it is an
immense joy to set up house in the heart of the multitude,
amid the ebb and flow of movement, in the midst of the fugi-
tive and the infinite. To be away from home and yet to feel
oneself everywhere at home; to see the world, to be at the
centre of the world, and yet to remain hidden from the
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world—such are a few of the slightest pleasures of those inde-
pendent, passionate, impartial natures which the tongue can
but clumsily define.

We have no equivalent word for flâneur, or the feminine
flâneuse, in our language. The literal English translation, “idler
or loafer,” has little resemblance to Baudelaire’s “passionate
spectator” and would likely be considered an insult! We name
what we value, and we value the movers and the shakers. Here
in America, we describe the spectator by what she is watching
and by what she is not—not a participant.

THE ARTIST’S EYE
For the introvert, as for the flâneur, observing is not a fallback
position—something we do because we can’t participate. We
watch because we want to. There is something wonderfully
grounding about remaining still as others mull about—or
mulling about while others remain still. Against the backdrop
of the scene, the introvert feels more like an “I.” This enhanced
subjectivity is just the opposite of the entrainment that pulls us
in and renders us invisible. The entrained introvert becomes
overstimulated and shuts down; the flâneur shops for inspira-
tion and feels larger. It is as if the best parts of ourselves are
scattered about. As we stumble upon them in the world, we
discover who we are.

The Impressionist painters made this process tangible. They
didn’t sit in a studio and paint posed models; they walked the
streets of Paris and traveled the country, noticing the scenes of
modern life and painting what interested them. Recording
objective reality was not the goal. Impressionists captured how
they saw things, and what they saw was better, richer, and more
alive than what was out there. This kind of tampering with
reality outraged critics such as Albert Wolff, who wrote: “Try
to make Monsieur Pissarro understand that trees are not violet;
that the sky is not the color of fresh butter.” But the
Impressionists just got more impressionable: Gauguin and Van
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Gogh used shockingly intense (for the
time) color pigments to depict a more
primal and emotional reality.

Though introverts are drained by
interaction, we can take immense pleasure
in watching the scene around us: people
moving about, their dress, movements,
and preoccupations. The Impressionists
were masters of people watching. Degas
took a special interest in the movements
of ballet dancers, but not the performances as much as the
process: the stretching, rehearsing, resting. Mary Cassatt, who
was not as free to walk the streets due to her gender, painted
opera patrons and scenes of domestic life.

In contrast to the “frozen” historical paintings of the time,
these artist-flâneurs enjoyed recording movement and change—
whether the changing fashions on the street or the changing light
against the cathedral. Series paintings became popular, such as
Monet’s studies of light—paintings of the same landscape, one at
early dawn, another as the scene becomes illuminated, a later
version when the sun sets. Pairs of artists, such as Cézanne and
Pissarro, would sometimes paint the same scene, revealing how
their subjective interpretations distinguished them.

The flâneur, artist or not, has a talent for staying out of the
scene even as he is in the midst of it. This introverted observer
can draw energy from society because he or she remains the
interpreter of what is happening, the integrating action happens
inside. This skill—focusing outside while staying inside—can
come in very handy. Think of Renoir as he painted his famous
The Ball at the Moulin de la Galette, and for our purposes, let’s
assume he’s an introvert. Mobs of people are socializing,
laughing, drinking, and reveling. It’s noisy and chaotic. But
Renoir gets to engage in a solitary pleasure amid all of this. He
sees the color and the lighting; he gets to choose what story to
capture. And he’s not bothered or annoyed by the activity—he’s
a passionate observer. And his painting captures his passion. The
chaos is beautiful, sparkling with life and vitality.

There’s a part of me
that is always writing
the script of what I’m
viewing, processing it.
Then the muses go to
work on it.

—Doug, songwriter,
poet, and flâneur
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In our forward-moving, competitive society, it’s easy to
reduce our focus to the step ahead or the obstacles in our way.
We are too much a part of the action—and interaction—to see
what’s happening. Yet, flâneurie is a wonderful tool for the
introvert, whether roaming the city or stuck at a party.

Let’s say you’re talking to someone—no, someone is talking
to you—and that person is really enjoying the sound of his or
her own voice. You feel trapped and don’t have the energy to
withdraw. Try playing flâneur and look for the artistic, and
perhaps comic, value of the situation. I have observed very
boring conversations—no, monologues—come to life when I
look at the speaker as a work of art: the character lines on his
face, the way he or she gestures, the color of her lipstick. For
extreme talkers, it usually matters not if we are listening—they
just want to talk. (These are the talkers who continue the
monologue as we walk away.) Yet, their talking only distances
us. Sometimes we can actually feel more empathy when we
bypass the talk and look into eyes that are real, or internally
narrate a story about the conversation, or imagine what role
the talker would play in a movie. If you are cast as the observer,
you might as well relish the experience!

AMONG, YET ALONE
As I write today, I am sitting in a Starbucks. I drove an hour to
get here, even though I have my pick of coffeehouses ten
minutes from my home. I didn’t come all this way for the
coffee. As you recall, it’s the “house” in coffeehouse that attracts
me. I came to this particular Starbucks because I don’t know
anyone here or, rather, no one knows me. My identity is invis-
ible. And it is this invisibility that frees me to study my
surroundings. Samba music plays in the background, the cobalt
blue of low-hanging lamps accents the warm tones of the room,
and from my table next to the window, I can watch people in
here or out there, strolling, conversing, smoking, or studying.

The introvert who is not broadly known has an advantage.
While extroverts talk away, she is free to observe, to think, to
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enjoy the details and nuances of the situation. Though I love
to act and have had my Hollywood fantasies, I can imagine no
fate worse than being known everywhere. I recall the scene in
the movie, Lost in Translation, in which the American
actor/celebrity relishes a moment of anonymity at a nightclub
in Tokyo, only to have a couple of eager fans proclaim, “You’re
Bob Harris!” As if he didn’t know.

Walking in an unknown city is a
delight for an introvert. Unfortunately,
American cities have become less walk-
able. I have yet to live in a neighborhood
with sidewalks—these were eliminated as
suburbs became “bedroom communities”
and malls replaced streetside shops.
Edmund White, author of The Flâneur,
writes, “Americans are particularly
ill-suited to be flâneurs” because we are so driven to improve
ourselves. I would add that being a flâneur is difficult because we
are so driven to talk. Example: you are taking a thoughtful walk,
sorting out your feelings after a difficult conversation, and your
neighbor calls out, “Hey! Are you coming to the block party?”
Or you are browsing a bookstore, feeling that reverence that
introverts have for books, and an acquaintance recognizes you
before you have a chance to duck around the corner.

We have an assumption here in America that the kind thing
to do is to be “friendly,” which means being extroverted, even
intrusive. The Japanese assume the opposite: being kind means
holding back.

So, today I am in the city next door rather than my own. I
mentioned to my husband and boys my plan to come here to
write and they were thoroughly confused: “Why would you
spend two hours driving in order to write?” Anonymity is why.
The paradox is, when I travel and am assured anonymity, I feel
friendlier. I enjoy my exchanges with the shop owners and even
welcome a greeting from someone setting up a laptop nearby.
But, really, this makes sense. An introvert just needs time and
space, and interaction occurs more spontaneously. But because
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I’m never happier than
when I am alone in a
foreign city; it’s as if I
have become invisible.

—Storm Jameson,
author of more than

fifty novels
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we get so little time and space, we spend more time defending
our boundaries than we do reaching beyond them.

When I sent questions to introverts I knew to be very private,
I was surprised by their candid, unselfconscious responses.
Cecilia, my contact from Puerto Rico, explained: “Only when
we can be guaranteed anonymity, can we take our masks off and
bare our souls. When we are no one, we become who we are.”
As an author, I shouldn’t be surprised—I bare my soul quite
frequently. I’m just doing it on my time and in my own way.

FLÂNEURIE 101
To learn the art of flâneurie, or strolling the city without aim,
let’s look to the Parisian flâneurs for some tips:

• Give yourself a nice, open stretch of time. Vacations are
ideal, because you have already cleared the time, and
you’re likely to be away from what’s familiar. But an open
Saturday would work just as well.

• Go somewhere new. Explore a new area of the city. If you
live in the country or a small town, retreat to a neigh-
boring city for the weekend.

• Leave your goals behind and assume the perspective of
the child. Baudelaire captures this attitude: “The child
sees everything in a state of newness; he is always drunk.
Nothing more resembles what we call inspiration than
the delight with which a child absorbs form and colour.”
And White: “He (or she) is a Parisian in search of a
private moment, not a lesson, and whereas wonder can
lead to edification, they are not likely to give the viewer
gooseflesh.” Goosebumps are a good sign.

• White suggests staying clear of the tourist centers and
monuments—where people are checking off their lists of
“Major Sights”—to look instead to the unusual, the
“tilting paving stone,” and the details that often go unno-
ticed. This advice reminds me of a city stroll I took with
other members of my writers’ group. We met up at
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6:30 a.m. in our downtown
Charleston to find images for a
book we were writing. I realized
that I had never looked up at the
top of the old buildings. I was
transfixed as I saw the beauty archi-
tects and builders had taken the
time to create but I had been too
busy to see: elaborate trim, elegant
cornices, gargoyles, and even
painted art. As we looked upon one
building, we saw a large but aging
portrait looking out of an upper
window: a mystery waiting to be
solved. White sees an entirely
different Paris than the typical
tourist, including some very
different museums, such as the
Museum of Romantic Life and
museums of hunting, eyeglasses,
and perfume.

YOUR INVISIBILITY
CLOAK
Ever wish you could be invisible? If you were, where would
you go? What would you look for? What would you like to
overhear?

The invisibility fantasy is a popular one for introverts
because it allows the possibility of pure observation. Though
some of us like to get on stage, many introverts are content
to put on their invisibility cloaks and watch. But well-
meaning extroverts will have none of that! They need to draw
us out, invite us to participate—repeatedly—and question
why we are so depressed as to not want to join.
Unfortunately, J. K. Rowling has not yet patented a working
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At school, I hide in
my drawings. At home,
I hide in my room. If it’s
possible, I like to totally
remove myself, like
on the roof or in
another city.

—Solveig

Today I was thinking I
should put back up my
hammock on the
balcony. It’s really soft
and I can sit there unbe-
knownst to my neigh-
bors below. When I had
it up, I could watch the
breeze move through
the trees, or compare
which neighbor is the
worst car parker, or just
see clouds move by.

—Cecilia
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invisibility cloak like the one her fictional hero Harry Potter
found so useful.

Sometimes we can find a private vantage point for observa-
tion, like a rooftop, but this option is not likely to be available
during the meeting at work or at the local softball game.

In lieu of an invisibility cloak, you might find it useful to
have a “prop” on hand, such as a book, journal, or, for some,
a sketchpad. These props communicate that you are
involved in something and don’t want to be disturbed.
When I roam to write, I carry a number of props: laptop,
bookbag, and purse. My friends call me the “bag lady.”
Though you needn’t carry an entire office, having at least a
few props can help you stake out a space and, as Baudelaire
put it, “set up house in the heart of the multitude.” And
even a jacket can serve as a space-expander: put it on the
chair next to you and you’re less likely to have a “friendly”
intruder sit down to talk.

But perhaps we would do best by incorporating flâneurie
into the American vocabulary and imagination. We can
promote safer and more walkable cities. We can stop assuming
that just knowing someone is cause for conversation. Perhaps
we could don T-shirts with “Flâneur” printed on them as a way
of signaling the choice to remain anonymous. Sometimes
wearing black helps. Or we could pretend we’re invisible and
just not respond to anyone. But when familiar surroundings
and people close in, there’s nothing like hopping on the train
or into your car and finding a place where you are happily
unrecognized.
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Chapter 10:
Inroads to Intimacy

If successful, the link results in a merging of both
minds, essentially creating a single consciousness in
the two bodies.

—memory-alpha.org

As I read about the Vulcan mind meld in Memory Alpha, an
online Star Trek encyclopedia, I thought about how convenient
this gift would be for introverts. We could forgo the prelimi-
naries, develop some cue to identify others who wanted to do
the same, and meld away—no talking required!

The beauty of the mind meld, as I understand it, is that,
once you meld, you can disconnect, retaining an under-
standing of the other person. Then you can get to the real
conversation. Of course, introverts would require shields to
prevent unwanted intrusion, and would use the mind meld
very selectively, as apparently the Vulcans did. According to
Memory Alpha, “It is a deeply personal thing, part of the
private life, and not normally used on aliens.”

Psychoanalysts like Freud and Jung developed their own
techniques for going deep, or reading “unconscious commu-
nication,” in order to understand and help their patients.
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A familiar example is the “Freudian slip,” an accidental turn
of a phrase that reveals a more honest feeling. Mostly, though,
the approach just teaches the therapist to listen on different
levels at the same time. Though I was intellectually fascinated
by the approach, I think I pursued the training primarily
because I wanted to connect. I believed that if I had the whole
story, if I had the opportunity to really know the person I was
sitting with, there would be nobody I could not love. And my
idealistic belief found support.

Some clients shield me from access, and I have learned to
respect that—I have my own shields, after all. Some I cannot
reach—my powers are human, not Vulcan. But the ones who
let me in, regardless of how obnoxious they may be on the
outside, consistently reveal themselves to be loveable. There’s
really nothing that mysterious about it: we were all children
once, we’ve all been hurt, and each one of us has a story.

Let’s clear one thing up: Introverts do not hate small talk
because we dislike people. We hate small talk because we hate the
barrier it creates between people.

We want less—and more: less talk, more understanding.
The ultimate question of a capitalist, “What do you do?” keeps
conversation focused on activity rather than on motivation
and personhood. If you hate your job, the conversation will
have little to do with you. You’ll tell the inquisitor what you
do, he’ll ask more about it, and the conversation will move
further and further away from what you value. When I lived in
Minnesota, I was known as a psychologist, a smart professional
who listened to people. What people did not know about me
was that I was also an actor, a slow reader, a theologian who
once considered the ministry, that I had a secret wish to go to
Paris and study under a chef like Audrey Hepburn did in
Sabrina, that I was tired of classical music because I heard it so
much as a child, that I feared abandonment, that I still found
excitement in the bright-colored stories of Betty and Veronica
of the Archie comics.

Whew! Once an introvert gets going…anyway, when we
moved and I left behind my practice, I happily entered a place
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where I had no identity. I puzzled about how to answer the
dreaded question, “What do you do?” I could have easily said
that I was a psychologist and then get the standard response,
“So, you must be analyzing me.” Instead, I decided to just tell
the person what I was into that particular day. Some days, I
was a general contractor for the crew building our house.
Others, I was writing about Eve. Some days, I lingered in my
favorite shops. Most days were a mix of a lot of things.

We are all a mix of a lot of things, but conversation gener-
ally reduces us. So how do we get to the more inside? I started
to answer this by writing out some alternative conversation
starters—an extroverted method. But I caught myself, as I do
more readily now. For introverts, relationships begin inside.

Let’s use the desire-based method we discussed in
Chapter 7. Whether you are looking for a friend, love interest,
or small community, imagine having exactly what you wish
for. Get as specific as possible. These questions may help:

• Where are you? What setting are you in?
• Are you involved in an activity or just hanging out?
• How do you communicate?
• What do you appreciate about this friend or friends?
• What are you learning from the friend(s)?
• What does this friend(s) appreciate about you?
• What feelings do you have when you are together?
• What can you share with this person?
• What passions or interests do you have in common?
• What are your deal-breakers? What characteristics are not

acceptable in the friend(s) you choose?

As you build your personal ideal, notice people around you.
Play detective and observe what appeals to you and what turns
you off. Make note of relationships you witness directly or in
stories—film, literature—that you’d like to have in your life.
What is the potent ingredient in these intimate connections? I
still remember watching the movie Beaches when it came out
in 1988, and wishing for the kind of friendship the two female
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characters shared. But what it was, specifically, that I envied,
was the fact that the two women mattered enough to each
other that they could fight and feel hurt and run away and
come back. I had played it safe in relationships.

Some of my colleagues might argue that it’s a bad idea to
promote fantasy—that wishful thinking can lead to hurt and
disappointment. I would agree that hurt and disappointment
are quite possible when we seek out what we want, though I
also find that people who keep seeking generally find. But I
think that the concern about fantasy is based in the extrover-
sion assumption—the idea that we should just get out there
and meet people. This kind of advice is so woven into our
thinking that we don’t question it. Introverts are not oriented
that way. “Meeting,” in the introductions-and-small-talk sense,
is not our thing. Incubating the desire is our thing, and it
works: we get clear about what we want, excited about getting
it, and smart about our strategies. Good incubators are often
the ones who seem lucky—they happen to be in the right place
at the right time. Because the internal activity is not visible to
others, the good fortune seems effortless. And, in a way, it is.

Yes, wishful thinking may result in disappointment. But, if
you’re an introvert, putting what’s out there before what’s inside
is a formula for disappointment: your best stuff stays inside,
your energy runs out after the initial introductions, you limit
your options, you get discouraged, and, all the while, you’re
not having fun.

But do introverts expect too much? Might we drive
someone away with our intensity? True, those of us seeking
deeper connection can be intimidating to those who prefer
meeting and moving on. Note that, when I say deeper, this not
only refers to psychological or emotional depth. Deeper is
what we think about in our private experience, whether we
contemplate relationships or why the Cubs’ Mark DeRosa
swung at ball four with the bases loaded in a playoff game. In
one of my books on psychotherapy, intimacy was defined as
closeness to another person’s thinking. As with the mind meld,
the therapist attempts to get as close as possible to the meaning
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things hold to the client. In the consulting room, however, this
process goes in only one direction. In the relationships we
choose, two minds—or hearts or spirits—are trying to know
and be known by each other.

So what is it inside you that you want known? What kind
of inner life are you looking for in someone else? Whatever
that is, the introvert wants to get to it.

Whatever it is, go to it.

INTIMACY THROUGH
IDEAS
If you dislike parties, do you really want
to meet partiers? If you don’t drink, do
you want to spend your evening at a bar?
We know the answer (“no”), yet parties
and bars are often suggested for people
looking to meet someone new—espe-
cially a romantic somebody. It seems a
simple, but often-overlooked alternative,
to seek out the minds that interest us.

If your mind is a notebook, writing as
you go, take a writing course or join a writ-
ers’ group. If science is your thing, attend a
lecture series sponsored by a local college
and hang out for the Q and A sessions:
create the conditions for a meeting of
minds. Volunteers are needed everywhere,
for environmental projects, research, the
arts—you name it. Investing in a cause you
care about puts the idea first and the social
aspect second. If you’d rather just share the
silence, join a meditation circle.

But your search is likely to be more
refined than that. Sure, you may want to
meet a writer, but not just any writer. You
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My friend Christopher
and I once discussed
world religions. Both
of us expressed our
confusion over their
structure and people’s
willingness to follow. Our
conversation ventured
deep into the heart of
Catholicism, Buddhism,
Islam, and several other
dominating religions that
we felt were insane to
follow completely by the
rules. It ended up with
me emailing several
churches and temples
to find an answer,
and I found most of
their responses to be
quite inspiring. Our
conversations have
also ventured into the
theory of evolution,
world government, life
on other planets, and
carbon-based matter. We
tend to think deeply.

—Solveig, age fifteen
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also want someone who shares the values most important to
you. And it would be nice if that person enjoyed a form of
entertainment you enjoy. And so on.

This is one of the beauties of online profiles. All of the
above can be included, and more. Online friends networks and
dating sites, like the coffeehouse, are responding to the needs
of introverts. We can write, not talk. We can get to the good
stuff, and we can press delete as needed.

Whether you meet someone online or live, you’ll find a
better match if you give room to your desire, and you clarify
what you want.

This requires a huge shift away from our proximity-
oriented, “love the one you’re with” thinking. For extroverts,
who enjoy associating, getting to know a lot of people is not a
problem—in fact, it’s part of the fun. For introverts, who have
limited energy for interaction, we need to be more thoughtful
and deliberate about whom we meet—which, happily, is what
we do best.

But “going for it” is risky. When we acknowledge what we
want and apply energy toward it, we face the possibility of
disappointment and loss. When I moved from Minnesota to
West Virginia, I had my soul mate with me, but I was hungry
for some new female friends, a need I had neglected in the
past. I experienced my share of disappointment and loss: the
extrovert friend(s) who repeatedly brought someone else along
to lunch (the more the merrier, and the less intimate) and the
introvert friend(s) who didn’t have energy for another relation-
ship. But, looking back, these were proximity friends.

No surprise to me now, I met “my people” at a class on
memoir writing. I signed up primarily because I’d heard good
things about the class and the topic interested me. Again, in
retrospect, it makes sense to me that we often meet “the one”
when we aren’t looking, but are just engaged in what we love.
But I didn’t meet just one. I recognized one as a columnist I
admired. We talked after class—I am bold when it comes to
applauding another person’s writing—and it was love at first
sight. Cindy and I shared the same vision: I was authoring my
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first book, a desire she also held, and she had a column, some-
thing that was part of my vision. We shared an idea, not in a
competitive way, but in a reverent sort of way. Since then,
Cindy has launched her first book and I secured a column.

The instructor wanted to foster
family feelings among us, and scheduled
readings at peoples’ houses. Sharing our
writing gave us that immediate access
introverts crave. At one of the parties, I
met another woman, a warm, easygoing
introvert. Something had felt familiar
about her all along, as if we had grown
up in the same family. I trusted her, and
my trust was well-founded. Though our
lifestyles were quite different, we shared
a deep commitment to our values and a
hunger for truth. Beth is my best
friend—and so is Cindy.

During that class, a few of us gravi-
tated together and eventually formed a
writers’ group. That was about seven years ago. Now we have a
name, TheWriters’ Village, and we are writing a book together—
a book that brings a piece of each one of us into a mind meld.

STICKING IT OUT
Whether you are looking for your people or your person,
accept that you may strike out a few times before you hit a
home run. It’s not easy to lose a relationship that seemed right
at first. In fact, it’s one of the hardest experiences in life. But
unless you allow some relationships to be wrong, you are
unlikely to get to the one or ones that are right.

Whatever kind of introvert you are, some people will find
you “too much” in some ways and “not enough” in others. You
may be considered too intense or not enough into socializing.
And when you are seen this way, it hurts. And you question
yourself. That’s normal.
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I’m very loyal to my
friends, but I don’t have
tons of people I
consider friends. I hang
out with a lot of people,
but a good friendship is
not something that
happens very often.
The people I’m close
with I would do anything
for. I value honesty.

—Ben, musician
and producer
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But it’s crucial that you also see the other side of the equa-
tion. When you look back on someone who has disappointed
you or left you, he was probably “too much” in some ways and
“not enough” in others. Maybe he was too much into partying
and not enough into closeness. The signs were there all along,
but you didn’t want to see them, or perhaps they were covered
over by the hopes you both had at first. Or perhaps the person
came into your life for a reason, and the two of you helped
each other through something.

To sharpen your relationship awareness, grab a sheet of
paper and a pen. Along the left side, make a list of your past
relationships that didn’t work. Across the top, list the headings,
“Not Enough,” “Too Much,” and “Gift.” Then, for each
person, note what was not enough for you, what was too much
for you, and a gift you received from that person. If the loss is
fresh, feel free to leave the “Gift” column empty—especially if
you’re still angry and grieving.

As you look over your list, you’ll probably see some
patterns. Do you tend to draw people who are consistently
unable to give you what you need? Or, perhaps you attract
people who give you a lot of what you don’t need. When you
start to become conscious of these patterns, ask for honest
feedback from someone you trust, or give yourself the gift of a
therapist. By investing the time to figure it out, you’ll save
yourself time in trial-and-error relationships.

Comfort in relationships is key for introverts, so time is an
important factor in existing relationships as well. Sometimes it
just takes a certain amount of hanging out together before we

feel safe enough to disclose the good
stuff. That’s why family relationships can
be extremely important to introverts.
Siblings already share a history, so a lot
of groundwork has been taken care of. A
partner or spouse can become a safe
haven of intimacy in an overstimulating
world. Introverts also benefit from
knowing others are in it for the long

Insanity: doing the same
thing over and over
again and expecting
different results.

—Albert Einstein,
physicist and
novel thinker
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haul. My two sisters closest in age and my husband are the
people with whom I have risked the most honesty, and they
with me. We know we’re not going anywhere and that our
closeness is the ultimate goal.

GOING DEEP
So here’s where we talk about conversations, because you’ll
probably have one at some point. If you want a book on
icebreakers, this is not it. Icebreakers are usually just silence
breakers, and they’re usually designed to initiate talk at social
events. They can be extremely useful for those purposes, but
those are not the purposes we are talking about. Here are some
thoughts on how to “go deep” with people you find through
your introvert channels:

Don’t…
Introduce topics that bore you—i.e., “Where do you work?”
Ask questions that can be answered with “fine”—i.e., “How

are you?”
Do…
Ask questions you don’t know the answer to—i.e., “When did

you first know you wanted to teach?”
Ask for personal definitions—i.e., “Help me understand.When

you say the film was ‘dark,’ what does that mean to you?”
Observe. Notice how it’s going. Allow silence. Don’t try too

hard.
Being authentically introverted in relationships may feel

weird at first. That’s because, in our society, we equate
relating with being extroverted. In the next section, we move
into the spaces we share with extroverts, and practice staying
where we are.
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Part III:
Standing Still in a

Loud World
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Chapter 11:
The Conversation

Conundrum

The difficulty with this conversation is that it’s very
different from most of the ones I’ve had of late.
Which, as I explained, have mostly been with trees.

—Douglas Adams

Many introverts find great companions in pets—and trees—
because they don’t talk. When I walk my dog, I can tell her
everything on my mind, and she doesn’t interrupt; she doesn’t
top it with a story of her own—she just walks with me. Ah, if
people were only so easy. There is probably no area of greater
conflict for an introvert than in the arena of social conversation.
That is, if there are extroverts involved. Here’s an example:

Extrovert: How is your day going?
Introvert: (taking the question in, thinking)
Extrovert: I have had the craziest day…
Introvert: Yeah? (distracted from thinking)
Extrovert: Yeah, it all started this morning when…

(continues for five minutes or so) … So you’re doing well then?
Introvert: Yeah. Oh, I gotta get going. See ya!
While the introvert is reflecting on the question (thinking

first), the extrovert takes this as an invitation to fill the void
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(talking first). As long as the introvert doesn’t interrupt, the
extrovert continues to fill the interpersonal space with talk. But
as long as the extrovert talks, the introvert can’t think and stays
mute. Mute means the invitation is still open, and continued
talk assures that the introvert remains mute. By the time the
extrovert pauses to ask, the introvert’s head is pounding and he
or she just wants to get out so she can think. The extrovert just
assumes the introvert had nothing to say, and moves on.

Not all extroverts converse this way, of course. In her book,
Intimacy and Solitude, Stephanie Dowrick refers to these
“needy, talkative, self-absorbed, and unselfconsciously intru-
sive” people as “exhausters.” Emotionally sensitive introverts
tend to attract exhausters, or as I call them “extreme talkers.”
When I work with extreme talkers in therapy, I give them feed-
back that if they block me out, they aren’t likely to get much
help from me. They invariably respond with the request,
“Please interrupt me.” Though this is not my preferred
approach, I have found that they do accept my interruptions
and pay attention. And there really is no other way in; these
talkers have the uncanny ability to keep pauses just short
enough to block any possible response.

Whether I cut in or not, I have learned to keep my mind
about me amid the talk. I’ll share some tricks of the trade later
in this chapter. But outside of my office, I rarely interrupt, and
I avoid conversations that require me to do so. Emotionally
needy people need therapy, and emotionally healthy introverts
need to avoid oppressive conversations. This may sound crass,
but I make a clear distinction here. For introverts, extreme talk
is not cheap at all—it takes a huge toll on us. Besides, our
listening doesn’t really help the talker! If the talker makes his
way into therapy, however, the annoying excess—the part that
is caught up in something, refusing to move on—is welcome
and becomes the focus of treatment. We all have excess, and
even the most reserved introverts can become extreme talkers
in therapy. Some are so relieved to finally have airtime that
they rush to get everything in while there’s time. In Ovid’s
myth, Narcissus keeps looking at himself in the reflection of
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the pond because he does not yet know himself; therapy facil-
itates this self-knowledge.

If you get trapped in a conversation with an extreme talker,
by all means, cut in—then cut out. Keep in mind that the
talker may actually expect this, since he or she gives you no
other alternative. Once you exhaust your polite efforts, cut in,
say a quick “Gotta go—bye!” and cut out—just walk away.
Don’t look back. He or she is probably still talking.

You think this is rude? If you were being beaten on the
head, would walking away be rude? For introverts, being
“talked to death” is very much like being beaten on the head.
Some of us end up with migraines, some of us get slimed by
the anger spewed in our direction, and most of us feel drained
of life energy. Talk can hurt us, and protecting ourselves from
harm is not rude.

In contrast to extreme talkers, many extroverts strive for
balance in the conversation, or even focus entirely on the intro-
vert. These extroverts often ask direct and specific questions,
moving the interaction along in a rhythmic fashion. The intro-
vert, who prefers open-ended questions, may dutifully answer
the extrovert—the path of least resistance—while becoming
increasingly frustrated and bored. Though the extrovert may feel
she’s getting to know the introvert, the introvert can easily feel
bypassed. Remember the tent analogy? The important activity is
inside; the aide outside is answering the questions. By contrast,
the extrovert’s good stuff is right out where you can see it—so
no wonder she assumes the same of the introvert.

My husband is one of these “inquisitive extroverts.” By the
end of a party, he has spoken to everyone there and seems to
discover something interesting about each attendee. I recall
one of these parties. We drove together—big mistake—and he
was still enjoying the party well past my burnout point.
Because the host was a friend of mine, I felt comfortable grab-
bing a book from her bookcase and plopping down in a cozy
chair. Ironically, the book was Stephanie Dowrick’s Intimacy
and Solitude, a lovely book that kept me company until I was
able to pry my escort away.
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Inquisitive extroverts are easy to like and good at gathering
information. My husband often updates me on my own
family! But I’ve learned not to go to parent-teacher conferences
with him. His interrogatory approach leaves me in the dust,
and I either sit stupidly or fume until he catches my death stare
and gives me some room.

Regardless of the intentions of the extrovert, the underlying
dynamic remains:

• Extrovert outpaces Introvert.
• Introvert either tries and gets tired, or listens and gets tired.
• Extrovert fills the void.
• Introvert gives up, and looks for a way out of the conver-

sation rather than a way in.

Add more people, and the introvert may not enter the
conversation at all.

So how do we make an appearance in these conversations?
Do we even want to? Let’s look at our first example again, but
we’ll pry open some space for the introvert’s feelings, and turn
up the volume:

Extrovert: How are you?
Introvert: (taking the question in, thinking)
Extrovert: I have had the craziest day…
Introvert: Wait a minute! WHAT ARE YOU DOING? Don’t

fill the void. I LIKE the void! I need the void to make room for
my thoughts. So if you really want to know how I am, leave the
void alone until I come up with something. If you don’t want to
wait, that’s cool—just find someone else to talk to. I’m really quite
content to be alone.

Alternatively, in the ancient words of Lao-tzu, as translated
by Stephen Mitchell, we might ask:

Do you have the patience to wait till your [my] mud
settles and the water is clear?
Can you remain unmoving till the right action arises by
itself?

—from the Tao Te Ching, or The Book of the Way
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Waiting for the “right action”—or in this case the “right
words”—is what introverts do naturally; but extroverts don’t
easily let the mud settle. They stir it up! So try as we may, our
water does not become clear.

THE RISK OF PLAYING
There will always be those conversations that we just get
through. Sometimes both parties are just being polite. But it is
important to know that when we nod and allow extroverts to
dominate we can pay a price. The extrovert ultimately loses
too, but that’s another book.

One problem with playing along is that, in the absence
of talk, extroverts are easily able to project their own
thoughts onto us. We know that we’re not really present in
the conversation, but the extrovert does not know this. To
the extrovert, silence is just silence. The void is devoid. Or the
void is agreement. Or the void is whatever the extrovert
needs it to be—not because the extrovert is evil, but because
he or she is oriented to external action. It just happens that
the only action being recognized is the extrovert’s. Let me
provide some examples:

• A reporter asks, “So what are your thoughts on the situa-
tion?” As you think about it, he continues, “A lot of
people are feeling this way…” You nod to indicate that
you’re listening. He quotes you as saying what he just told
you “a lot of people” have been saying. This scenario actu-
ally happened to me. Even though I had eventually shared
my own thoughts with the reporter, because I nodded and
did not actively dispute his statement, he assumed and
even quoted my agreement. I read his thoughts, attributed
to me, in the newspaper the next day.

• Your extroverted partner talks with you about a problem
the two of you need to address. You listen, not sure what
your thoughts are on the matter. You may nod to indicate
that you are listening. Because you don’t say much, your
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partner assumes agreement, but you don’t follow through
on her expectations. Your partner is mad.

In these examples, the extrovert carries away potentially
damaging assumptions about you. In one case, you are
publicly misrepresented. In the other, a loved one sees you as
neglectful or inadequate, or both.

Even though these responses may cause harm, the greatest
harm occurs when we start to take on the beliefs of the extro-
vert. This happens very subtly, and we may not even realize
what’s happening. Though we think we’re dismissing the extro-
vert by providing a patronizing response, we also dismiss
ourselves. Let’s consider the example of you and your partner:
he or she brings a specific set of assumptions to the conversa-
tion. Your partner assumes something is wrong, and that he or
she has a solution. Because you haven’t had a chance to think
about it, and it sounds pretty good, you go along with it. But
then you find yourself, and your partner finds you, not
following through on the solution. You and your partner both
conclude that you are neglectful or inadequate, or both.

But, more likely, you haven’t really bought in to your
partner’s way of thinking, and this is why you aren’t following
through. If you take your partner more seriously, and take
yourself more seriously, you would need time to explore your
own assumptions about the proposed solution. Once you do
so, you may discover that you have a whole different take on
the situation. You’re not a bad person after all—you just have
not entered the conversation!

But if you don’t take the time to find your own truth
and you conclude that you are just a bad person, the harm
goes deep. You wonder why you’re so negligent, so lazy, so
thoughtless—actually, you haven’t thought enough, you
become alienated from yourself, and you’re on your way to
that self-hating syndrome called depression.

STOP! It is time to stop the conversation, stop the self-
reproach, and start tuning in to what you think. When my
own psychoanalysis gave me the time to tune in, I was struck
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by how much I had inadvertently agreed to. After one of my
sessions, I wrote this poem, which I titled “I Will Decide”:

You used to soak into my pores
you infiltrating, me accommodating.
I became your wants and needs
I became you.
I used to disappear into your opinions
My head nodding, my “uh-huh” echoing
You represented me.
Then I woke up
A neonate, but with a powerful cry,
“I am mine, and I will decide.”

SLOWING IT DOWN
So how do we stop the action, or at least slow it down, so that
we can let our mud settle and discover our thoughts?

The answer is simple, but challenging: Hold your
ground. Notice that I didn’t suggest you think of a witty
retort: we suck at that. Holding is very different than
responding. Holding your ground means doing whatever you
need to do to stay centered. In this sense, it is a kind of medi-
tation, a practice in stillness. For some of us, this means
holding your head steady, resisting your tendency to nod and
say “uh-huh.” Let your face show that you don’t know yet.
Tune in to what you are feeling. Your head may trick you, but
your gut is usually dead-on.

Holding your ground also means staying free of the pres-
sure to entrain, to succumb to the spell of extrovert intensity.
Social skills training stresses the importance of eye contact, but
limiting eye contact may be necessary when you need to
unlock from the gaze of an intense extrovert.

Psychoanalytic therapists learn to maintain a position of
neutrality so that the client remains free to express himself. For
introverts, maintaining neutrality is a way to remain uncom-
mitted until you have an opinion or response. This skill takes
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discipline. When someone is laughing and you don’t find it
funny, you don’t laugh. When someone says, “You know what
I mean?” and you don’t know what she means, don’t say
“yeah.” You don’t even need to say “no,” because the question
is rhetorical. Doing nothing is amazingly powerful.

As you wait for your mud to settle, notice what’s going on
inside you. Turn up the volume on your internal voice. For a
psychoanalytic therapist, the inner voice helps lead to insight
about the client. For example, when I am bored by something
the client is saying, that is an indicator to me that the client is
stuck in a neurotic repetition—same story, different day. My
boredom tells me that the client is avoiding something.

In the case of a casual conversation, your inner voice is for
your use. Here’s an example:

Extrovert: We need to talk.
Introvert: Silent. (Thinking: “Why?” “I don’t feel a need to

talk.”)
Extrovert: We aren’t spending enough time together.
Introvert: What do you have in mind? (shifting the discus-

sion from “we” to “you”; getting more information)
Extrovert: I want you to be around more.
Introvert: Silent. (Thinking: “Noooooooo! I don’t get

enough time to myself as it is!”)
Extrovert: Why aren’t you saying anything?
Introvert: (Honest) Because I’m thinking about what you’re

saying.
Extrovert: So what do you think?
Introvert: (Puzzled, internally-focused look) I’m thinking a

lot of things (slowing it down).
Extrovert: (Impatient) Well?
Introvert: Let’s see (slowing it down). I want to respond to

you, but I’m also worried.
Extrovert: About WHAT?
Introvert: Silent. (Thinking: “Back off! Why are you so

mad?”)
Extrovert: (The silence amplifies the extrovert’s overreac-

tion.) Okay, sorry. Go on.
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In the example, the introvert stays silent when the
question requires a betrayal of self. The introvert also talks at
the pace of his or her emerging thoughts and feelings. I am
reminded of the game show, Who Wants to be a Millionaire? As
contestants on the show search for the right answer, they are
encouraged to talk through the process. By bringing the
internal process out, they are better able to focus on their
thoughts—rather than on external pressures like television
cameras and the clock.

Introverts, you have a right to remain silent. You have a
right to not know. You have a right to ask for more informa-
tion. We’ll talk more about caring for intimate relationships in
Chapter 15, but remember that many conversations are
optional, and that most conversations can be postponed until
you feel more up to it. Here are some other tips for making
space in conversations:

• Look down—or sideways or up—as a way of temporarily
unlocking from the expectant gaze or flow of words
directed at you. Show that you are thinking by furrowing
your brow, scratching your head, or whatever body
language comes most naturally to you.

• Work in a break. If someone asks a hard question, say,
“That’s a hard question. I want to sit with it a bit. Let me
shoot you an email later.” If you can’t think of anything,
say you need to hit the restroom. It’s not a lie. You do
need a rest!

• Pick your medium when you can. If someone says, “I’ll
give you a call” and you detest phone conversations, say
“Could you email me instead? I’m harder to reach by
phone.” Even if you answer all your calls, this is not a lie:
you are more defensive and harder to reach in a phone
conversation.

• Give yourself a break. There will be days where you will
forget all of this, or you’ll just be too tired to try. Like
meditation or physical exercise, this is a practice, not a test
you either pass or fail.
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• Give yourself second—and third, and more—chances. If
you think you betrayed yourself in a conversation, and
you will, you have the right to go back and edit what you
said. My kids don’t like when I do this and will protest,
“But you said…” I just hold my ground and say, “Yes, I
did say that. Now I’m saying this.”

CONVERSATION PREPARATION
The most terrifying experience of my life, other than jumping
out of a plane, was taking unscreened phone calls on a live tele-
vision news show. The clock was ticking—it was a four-minute
segment—and callers often asked questions that would take
about a year or three of therapy to answer. Slowing things
down was not an option. When I jumped out of a plane, I at
least had a parachute to slow my fall!

There are some conversations that cannot be slowed down.
A job interview needs to cover a lot of ground in a limited time
frame, and media interviews barely give you time to introduce
yourself. If your words aren’t ready at a moment’s notice, you
may lose an important opportunity. Though quick responding
is not the introvert’s forte, you can nail these forums by
preparing. Consider this: most authors (as well as many actors)
who provide media interviews are introverts. The secret is to
practice these conversations before you have them. Here’s how:

• Find someone you feel comfortable with to play the
interviewer. Have him or her shoot you questions, get
stumped, fumble and flub, get over it, get it together, and
get through it, over and over again.

• Take a break between each practice session and think
about what you want to say. Jot down and memorize a
few key points that you want to cover. Keep it as simple
as possible: you just need some ideas to get the ball
rolling. You’ll be able to take it from there.

• Have your practice interviewer change his or her ques-
tions so that you get flexibility training.
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• As you practice, ask for feedback or videotape your
responses to see how you come off. Recall the metaphor
of the general in the tent? If you tend to keep your genius
inside and send an aide to do the
talking, you’ll want to make sure that
aide is well trained.

Though some interview situations are
high pressure by definition, we can often
make formal conversations more introvert-
friendly. Consider the following:

• With media interviews, indicate that
you’d like to provide “talking points” or
a list of questions to help the interview
run smoothly. Most hosts appreciate
this.

• Do your homework. Listen to the
show, talk to the producer about what
to expect, Google the people who are
interviewing you for the job. Don’t let
your imagination run wild and scare
you. Get the facts.

• Call the shots. I have asked inter-
viewers to send me questions in
advance, I have told newspaper
reporters that I need to think on a
question and get back to them, and I
have said “no.” You often have more
power than you realize.

• Remember that you know more about
you—your research, your qualifications,
your opinions—than anyone else in the
room.

Another pressured conversation that
deserves mention is the doctor visit.
Doctors, especially those working for an
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When I was sixteen or
so, I had the dreaded
session with the school’s
guidance counselor. I
remember…answering
her questions with my
trademark short and
quiet answers. After
about five minutes of
this she said to me,
“Why don’t you look me
in the eye when you talk
to me?” She really
caught me off guard as
no one had ever called
me on that before.
Frankly, I had never
realized I did that. I have
never forgotten that
conversation. It seems
obvious, I’m sure, to
most people, but from
that day on I started
looking at people when
I talked to them. It
actually helped me…feel
less alone.

—Ingrid, day job:
internal auditor;
passions: travel,
reading, wildlife
(to name a few)
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HMO, are characteristically rushed. How many times have
you had your head filled with questions for the doctor, only
to come up blank when he or she asks, “Anything else?” The
doctor is halfway out the door, you can’t think, so you answer,
“I guess not.” Then, the minute you get home, a flood of
questions comes back to you, and you want to kick yourself.

Or you’ve hired a lawyer or accountant, and you pay for
your conversation, so short is indeed sweet. In these cases, it
helps immensely to write down what you want to cover; tell
the doctor (or lawyer or accountant) at the beginning of the
appointment that you have a list. After all the school they’ve
gone through, they know how to complete assignments, and
the written word carries power. And professionals are
concerned enough about their lawyer’s fees to see to it that
your list is attended to.

MUSIC TO OUR EARS
The conversations that are free of conundrums are the ones,
usually with another introvert, in which there is plenty of time
for the mud to settle, and for clarity to come. These are the
conversations that lead to discovery—of self as well as the
other. They happen with extroverts, too, but require more
commitment and effort. The yin-yang conversation between
opposites in love can generate amazing insight and growth—
that is, if you can both stand it. We’ll indulge in these more
rewarding conversations in Chapter 15.
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Chapter 12:
The Anti-Party

Guide

At every party there are two kinds of people—those
who want to go home and those who don’t. The
trouble is, they are usually married to each other.

—Ann Landers

If we wanted to sort introverts from extroverts without the
help of the MBTI®, we could just send everybody to a party
and note what time each person leaves. A party is one activity
that seems to polarize introverts and extroverts. Extroverts
love them; introverts avoid them. Introverts may enjoy a
party—for a little while—but will start looking to the exits
long before the extroverts come up for air. And, even though
more than half of the population would rather stay home with
a book or a close friend, our society equates party with “fun!”
Tell someone you don’t particularly enjoy parties, and you
might as well say, “I’m no fun.”

Though many of us freely admit to our anti-party senti-
ments, many of us also secretly wonder if we are “party
poopers”—people who are not only un-fun, but also spoil the
fun for others. If you want evidence for society’s extroversion
assumption, just tell an extroverted friend that you don’t want
to go to the party or, if you’re there, that you want to go home.
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First of all, unless your friend is unusually
enlightened, she probably won’t believe
you. The extroversion assumption says,
“Everyone wants to go to the party.”
Secondly, she will probably interpret
your reluctance as shyness or a need to
feel wanted. The extroversion assump-
tion says, “Because all people want to go
to the party, a refusal means that the
person needs encouragement.” So the
extrovert freely encourages you: “You
have to stay! It’s just getting good! You’ve
only been here two hours! Don’t be a

party pooper!”
Would a friend as freely pressure you into helping her clean

her kitchen? An introvert may actually prefer this option,
because the two of you could at least talk in a quieter, less pres-
sured setting. But, unless he or she is a really close friend, such
an invitation would be considered an imposition. Not so with
the party. Parties are fun!

It is hard for extroverts to understand how truly oppressive
a party can be for an introvert. See if this sounds familiar:

You have come to this party because a friend insisted. The
friend who talked you into coming spent five minutes
with you and introduced you around a bit. He is now
heartily mingling. You do not know anyone else very
well, and you’ve participated in as much small talk as you
can stand. It’s too early to leave gracefully, so you linger
at the snack table for a bit, make a call on your cell, spend
a little extra time in the bathroom, and, if all else fails,
drink heavily. You feel trapped. You have no interest in
working your way into a banal conversation (unless
perhaps you chose to drink heavily); you don’t want to
look pathetic by shadowing your friend; and sitting alone
would look downright pitiable—besides, there’s no place
to sit! Your energy level is taking a nosedive, and you just

I have friends who don’t
understand that when
I want to leave a party,
I really want to leave.
Their pleading with me
to stay is not going to
change my mind. They
may want to socialize all
night, but I don’t!

—Ingrid, who has much
more fun at home
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want to go home, change into sweats, and turn on some
good music. Help!

A situation like this—especially if you are dependent on an
extrovert for a ride—resembles some forms of torture, such as
forced sleep deprivation. In both cases, you are trapped in a
state that becomes increasingly painful to maintain. It’s an
extreme comparison, I know, but most introverts know what
I’m talking about. By contrast, many extroverts have absolutely
no clue what we go through. And even the more empathic
extroverts, and even introverts, are not socialized to question
the universality of the “Party equals Fun” equation.

So we question ourselves: “Why can’t I be more fun? Why
don’t I have more fun? Everyone else is having a great time!
What’s wrong with me?” This self-alienation is a part of the
torture. If you felt alone in your desire to leave, you feel alien
when you scan a room full of laughing, smiling partiers. I’m
one of those introverts with well-honed social skills, and I have
even danced on the occasional table, but I have felt sheer panic
when my exhaustion precedes my exit. It’s like the Cinderella
story with a twist: I want to get out of there and into my duds
before midnight—or ten, or eight.

Now an extrovert, or even your therapist, might suggest that
if you’re stuck, “just make the best of it” and join in. Let’s get this
straight: making the best of it and joining in are mutually exclusive
at this point in the game. Why? Because whatever small ration of
energy you have left will be consumed by such an effort. Deep
down, you know this, which is why you remain frozen at the
fringes, even as you tell yourself you really should join in.

Fortunately, there are ways we can make things better. And
they won’t involve acting like an extrovert. Remember, your power
source is introversion. Let’s look at how to drink in some of that.

“NO” IS AN OPTION
Yes, saying “No” is an option.

“Thanks, but no.”
“No thanks.”
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“Hell, no.”
Whatever works for you, it’s your option.
Though this two-letter word is the simplest and clearest

response, it’s not easy for many of us to say. Why? Because,
according to the prevailing extroversion assumption, inviting
you is a nice gesture, and pressuring you is a compliment—an
indication that you are wanted. How many times have you
equivocated on or even declined an invitation, only to be asked
again—and again?

So, if your friend is being nice, you certainly don’t want to
look a gift horse in the mouth and say “no!” That would be
rude! Out of curiosity, I looked up the gift horse proverb. The
gist of it is: if you are given a horse as a gift, just be grateful;
don’t scrutinize the horse by looking at its teeth—an indicator
of the horse’s age and value. In other words, take it “as is,” and
be grateful.

But just as receiving a horse is a problem if you have no
room for it, the offer of a party is a burden for many introverts.
So if your friend knows you at all, she is being rude by pres-
suring you to do something that is bad for you. Yes, bad for
you. Engaging in a painful activity that leaves you feeling
crummy about yourself is self-destructive. But your friend is
probably not a jerk—you wouldn’t have chosen her for a friend
if she were. She’s just following the social rules. And you may
be following them too.

I have certainly caught myself supporting the extroversion
assumption as I decline an invitation, feigning disappointment
and loser status: “Darn, that sounds so fun, but I have plans
that night/am swamped with work/need to take care of my
sick dog.” These responses come so automatically that we may
not even realize how misleading they are. We convince others
that we are truly disappointed, thereby assuring continued
invitations. We even do this with close friends! This finally
sunk in for me when my best extrovert friend invited me, for
a second time, to a “can’t miss” annual Halloween costume
party. I smiled and said to her, “That’s an introvert’s idea of
hell.” She smiled back and said, “Really?” I said, “Yep.
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Especially if it’s big, and I don’t know very many people.” She
said, “Yeah, there’ll be a lot of people there. You won’t want to
go.”

Though many introverts struggle with the “gift horse”
problem, we may also avoid “no” out of FOMO, or Fear Of
Missing Out. We worry, “What if I’m wrong? What if I’m
really missing out on something I would love?” Add all the
party propaganda coming our way, and our FOMO gets us to
go “just this once” to check it out. After going just this once to
every social event in town, you make the “A” list and have
sealed your reservation in hell.

If you cringe at the idea of going, avoid the long detour
home that is the party, and say “no.” Yes, you’ll miss out. You’ll
miss having to meet people you’ll never talk to again. You’ll
miss being cornered by the party’s extreme talker. You’ll miss
working overtime without pay. And you’ll miss out on the
alienation and self-reproach that come hand-in-hand with
trying to have a good time.

But while “just say no” campaigns sound good, they are
often unhelpful when it comes to real life situations. The chal-
lenge is to take the clarity of NO and adapt it to the invitation
conversation. Let’s look at an example:

Extrovert Friend: Hey, my friend Jane and her husband
are having a party this weekend. Their parties are
always great, and they’re going all out this year. You
should come!

Introvert: Hmm, I don’t think so. (The introvert is
thinking, appropriately cautious, and slowing the
pace of the conversation.)

Extrovert: Oh, come on. You’ll have a great time!
Introvert: You see, I’m different from you that way. That

kind of event is not that fun for me. (changing a
universal assumption to a subjective, individual one)

Extrovert: Oh, but this is different than a lot of the
lame parties in town…
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Introvert: But that’s just the problem. The more
“successful” the party, the less I’m likely to enjoy it.

Extrovert: Okay, now I’m totally confused. (good—
you’ve deconstructed the assumption)

Introvert: I can see why you’d be confused. When it
comes to parties, you and I are probably opposites:
you like them big and stimulating. I don’t like
parties very much in general, but the ones I like are
small and intimate.

Extrovert: (at this point the extrovert may get it, or
may push harder) That’s too bad. I was really hoping
you’d go with me.

Introvert: That’s sweet of you, but think about it: you
won’t want to hang with me all night. You’ll want to
talk with everyone, and as you mingle, I’ll feel
abandoned.

Extrovert: I would never do that!
Introvert: That’s not my point. I think it’s great that you

enjoy talking to so many people! It’s just not my
thing. If I spend time with you, I like you all to
myself. It is not fair for me to expect that of you at a
party, and it’s not fair for you to expect me to mingle.

Extrovert: Hmm, that makes sense.

This kind of conversation is easier one-on-one, especially
with a close friend. But it can also be hard for a good friend to
realize that something he enjoys is no fun for you. Your friend
has a right to feel whatever he feels about it, but that doesn’t
mean you need to change how you feel. Introvert-extrovert
friends often negotiate compromises once these differences are
acknowledged. It is one thing to go to a party to help out a
friend who needs you and appreciates what it means for you to
go. But it’s another, much harder, thing to go under the
oppression of an assumption that excludes you.

As in the example above, saying no to a friend can be the
beginning of understanding. Some friends may admit that
they don’t really like parties that much either. Once you start
challenging the extroversion assumption, it will start to
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crumble all around you. You may be
surprised at the anti-party sentiment that
others had been keeping at bay.

But what if the person inviting you is
not a close friend, and you don’t really
want to get into it? You may still want to
do a little introvert activism and tell the
person that you don’t enjoy large gather-
ings, but appreciate that he or she thought
of you. If you want to get to know that
person better, you could suggest getting
together for lunch instead.

If you just want to get out of it,
there’s always the introvert backup:
“other plans.” Be prepared for an intru-
sive extrovert to inquire about your
plans. You don’t have to honor the ques-
tion: just look at the person as if you are
sure you heard him wrong (the “surely
you didn’t just ask me to explain what
I’m doing” look) and go on as if he truly
did not ask.

Regardless of the situation, adopting
the introversion assumption will help. If
we assume introversion, we can assume,
“Parties are generally disappointing and
stressful, and there are loads of better options.” It will take disci-
pline and practice to resist the knee-jerk impulse to apologize
and/or defend your reasons for not going. Stay somewhere
between “No way in hell” and “I hate that I’ve got plans that
night—it sounds so fun!” Acknowledge the good intentions of
the person inviting you, and then decline without equivocation.

PROS AND CONS
What if you have mixed feelings about going? There is a great
deal of variability among introverts and among parties: some
introverts have a lot of extrovert in their personalities, and
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I prefer to interact with
people one-on-one. Any
more than that, and the
dynamic becomes
competitive and then
I get bored easily
when I’m not directly
participating in the
exchange. I have fought
this for years, feeling it
was more “polite” or
appropriate to chime in
with pieces of my mind.
Not anymore. I’m fine
sitting back and letting
others try to outshine
each other.

—Suzanne, paralegal
by day, who would

rather spend her down-
time reading, crafting,

painting, writing,
running, walking, or
shopping—alone.
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some parties have introvert appeal. Get the information you
need to make an informed choice. Look at these factors:

• How big is the party? Get a guesstimate on how many
people are expected. As a general rule, more people will
mean more energy drain.

• What is the setting for the party? An indoor party in the
middle of winter will probably feel more confining than
a summer party on somebody’s farm. Consider the
people-to-space ratio. Are there places to hide out and be
alone? Are there places to sit? Can you easily take a walk?

• Do you know most of the people there? This is a huge factor
for introverts. A party of intimate friends is a completely
different animal from the “meet and greet” type of party.
The fewer people you know, the more oppressive the
party will be. And even if you know people, do you know
them well enough to cut past the preliminaries? Will
introverted friends be there?

• Is there something to do other than talk? The worst parties
for introverts are in uncomfortable and confined settings,
where the only options at hand are to talk or to stand and
watch other people talk.

• How easy will it be to leave? Here’s another biggie. If there
is a lot of ceremony involved, it may be very difficult to
extract yourself without seeming rude.

In addition to the party setup, you’ll want to consider the
person inviting you. There are good reasons to attend even the
worst kind of party, like when your boss invites you, or when
your partner really wants to take you, or when your extroverted
friend just got dumped by his girlfriend and needs the party and
you. But even in these cases, there is often room for negotiation.

ESTABLISHING YOUR TERMS
The toughest party situations usually have to do with work. If
your boss tells you to go, it’s probably a good idea to go.
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It helps to be clear in your own mind that this event is work,
and to think about the role you are being asked to play. If your
company is hosting a party, see if you can volunteer to help
out, preferably behind the scenes. This will give you something
to do other than talking and will also impress your boss. Of
course, playing bartender or running for supplies may not be
an option if you’re a high profile employee. If your job is to
mingle, think of yourself as an actor, playing your work role
while reserving a part of yourself to observe and narrate the
situation. But be clear with yourself: the party is work, and
does not count as your weekend entertainment!

What about a party that is really important to a loved one?
Here are some negotiating points to consider:

• Introvert time. You’ll need downtime to restore your
energy. How will you get that? If you’re a couple with
kids, your spouse may agree to entertain the children the
next evening so you can have the house to yourself. If you
know you won’t get enough one-on-one time with your
date, work that in too. Making an appearance and going
out afterwards can be a nice compromise.

• Driving arrangements. Drive separately, agree on a depar-
ture time, arrange to leave early with another introvert, or
have your date spring for cab fare home.

• Establish a “no abandonment” rule. If your partner or
friend really wants you along, he or she can also be a
friend by staying with you or “checking in” if you mingle
separately, and by taking “breaks” with you for one-on-
one activity or conversation. You can even establish
nonverbal signals to communicate your status, such as
“break,” “bored,” and “done.”

There are rare circumstances that may call for a full
immersion in the party scene in the name of love. When a
dear extroverted friend of mine was reeling after a tough
breakup, I accompanied her to a huge, high-end party that I
would not otherwise be caught dead attending. My only
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reservation was the cost, which she happily covered for both
of us. I stayed by her side, endured the numerous introduc-
tions, helped her snub her ex, who was also there, and even-
tually got out of the way when she met up with a former love
interest of hers. As they danced, I took a long walk in the
moonlight, sat on the hillside, made a couple of calls on my
cell, sat in my Miata and looked up at the sky. I checked in
on my friend between these excursions, and even accompa-
nied her to the after party—the dance partner was also
headed that way. I stayed until I assessed that she was in good
hands, and finally drove home sometime before dawn. I
knew my presence meant a lot to her, and I didn’t carry away
an ounce of resentment.

INTROVERTING AT THE PARTY
If you decide to go, be a good friend to yourself and stick with
your introversion. Here’s how:

• Plan your escape. Before you go, develop your exit
strategy. If your date or friend has agreed to leave early
with you, have a backup plan. Agreements can break
down—your friend falls in love, your partner gets a
chance to talk to an important contact. Work out in
advance how you’ll get home if “Plan A” fails. If you are
not driving separately, have a taxi service or friend or
both on call, phone number programmed into your cell.
Bring money. Also think through how to escape
confining conversations and how to leave unfashionably
early. You can always ask a friend or family member to
call at a certain time and “need you.”

• Be a flâneur. This approach is best suited to a large party
with mostly strangers. Bringing a notebook, camera, or
sketchpad will establish a boundary and vantage point for
observation. Pretend you’re invisible and walk among
people without trying to engage. Being comfortably alone
at a party communicates confidence; trying too hard to
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engage actually puts you in a weaker position. If you’re in
someone’s home, study the artwork and bookcases; look
through picture albums and coffee table books that have
been placed out. Use the party as artistic material.

• Bring your cell phone. A cell phone is an automatic excuse
for privacy. There doesn’t even have to be anyone on the
other end! You can dictate a story about the party into
your voice mail at home.

• Go for a walk. A walk in the fresh air can help restore your
energy. To avoid having a search party looking for you, let
your escort or host know you’re stepping out for a bit but
will be back.

• Find an animal or child. Play with the family pet or rock
a baby as the mom mingles. These less verbal compan-
ions can provide comfort while meeting a need.

• Find an introvert. See if you can identify the introverts
in the room. By consciously looking, you will notice
people who are bored, off somewhere else in their
minds or trying to convince a friend that it’s time to go.
You’ll see people sneaking out early. Look to the fringes
of the party and in the shadows. If you find someone
who looks as lost as you feel, risk saying “hello” and
perhaps, “are you as bored as I am?” You may have
found a friend.

• Be real. If you want real, be real. You don’t have to keep
small talk small. You can be polite without selling out.
You can acknowledge someone without grinning from
ear to ear. Let your depth be evident in your manner, and
the people you meet will actually meet you.

The challenge of maintaining your integrity as an introvert
in the context of a party can actually be a strengthening expe-
rience. But then again, so can walking on hot coals. Know
what you’re getting into, get out before you burn out, and
congratulate yourself for making it through.
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Chapter 13:
Why Did I Want to
Work with People?

I don’t want to achieve immortality through my
work…I want to achieve it through not dying.

—Woody Allen
Introverts spend a lot of time pondering the big questions.
Our love of ideas often inspires us to pursue noble work. But,
as we soon find, these jobs don’t pay us for sitting in a soft
chair and thinking big thoughts. Once on the job, we
discover—to our horror—that we are expected to carry out the
big ideas, and that usually means talking to PEOPLE. Usually,
by the time we discover this, we are up to our ears in debt—
not just for the student loans, but also to our own ideals.

Of course, at some level we knew we’d be working with
people, whether as clients, customers, or coworkers. But we
were having so much fun studying the ideas that we put off
that reality. Time to look at that dreaded question, “What do
you DO?”

DOING VERSUS THINKING
It is typical of our extroverted, externally-oriented society that
we define ourselves by what we do rather than what we think
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and feel. “Doing” is the observable part and, for many of us,
says very little about our work. If you were to observe me in a
psychotherapy session, much of what I do is hidden: listening,
integrating ideas, looking for patterns, and searching my own
experience for empathic links. Most of the statements I make
in a session result from a complex internal process. Likewise,
much of my internal process remains hidden but forms a foun-
dation for my overall understanding.

For introverts, the ideas behind the work are what
matters most. We like to produce and create too, but we
know that there is always “more than meets the eye.” This
is why it is sometimes hard for introverts to find words: we
really hate to compromise, and words are always a compro-
mise. And if words are a compromise, work is often a big fat
disappointment.

Like many introverts, I was drawn to
my field because I loved the learning of
it: exploring the mysteries of the mind
and its mechanisms, understanding and
developing theories to make sense of it
all, and applying what I learned to my

own psychology. I’m not sure when it hit me—when it really
sunk in—that my focus would necessarily be reduced and
impeded when the work became interactive.

Though we also learn through our interactions, introverts
prefer to learn through independent analysis. Leave us alone
and we’ll figure it out. But how much time do you get at work
to be alone and figure it out, without interruption? What if
your job is interactive? How well does the work you wanted
match up with the work you have?

WHAT IS WORK?
When we work, we expend energy in exchange for some kind
of reward. I find it helpful to distinguish two different kinds of
work: Natural Work, the work you are compelled to do because
of who you are, and Imposed Work, the work that is hard not

All paid jobs absorb and
degrade the mind.

—attributed to Aristotle
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only inherently, but also because you have to push yourself to
do it. For me, working through conflict with my husband is the
former; it takes energy and can be quite difficult, but nobody
has to tell me to do it. I hunger for the intimacy and under-
standing that such work generates. I hunger for him. Nobody
could stop me from doing this work. This is Natural Work.

Another kind of Natural Work I do is writing. It takes energy,
sometimes it is extremely hard, and sometimes it takes every-
thing I have. But I am compelled. I have filled journal after
journal, voluntarily, since I was a young child. I need to write. I
love books: the feel of them—they are sacred to me. And words!
Searching for the “just right” words is worth an exhausting
journey; finding them, whether they are mine or someone else’s,
is like holding something precious and delicate—a rare jewel, a
newborn baby. I love everything about writing: the paper, the
pens, the desk and drawers. I love it even when I hate it, just as
I love my husband even when I hate him.

When you start to look at your Natural Work, you’ll prob-
ably find many examples in your own life. We are compelled
to have babies, even though they ask much more than they can
give. We are compelled to create and invent and tackle the
mysteries of life. Use the following questions to help you iden-
tify your Natural Work:

• What is your greatest gift? Your gift is something you may
not think much about, because it comes easily for you.
You would probably do it whether you were paid for it or
not. But it is not easy for everyone. Others may marvel at
your gift because for them it is a mystery, something they
can’t imagine doing. Are you indulging this gift through
your work?

• When do you feel “in your element”? Some call it being in
the flow. I call it that “sweet spot” where work and play
intersect. You are present, engaged, and free of conflict.

What do you do naturally? Do you attend to the details
others neglect? Are you good at making difficult concepts
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understandable? Do you secretly love to clean? Do you chart
out everything on paper without even thinking about it? Get
input from the people closest to you, and ask family members
what you were “into” as a child. Pull all of this together, and
write a job description, outlining the Natural Work you engage
in, paid or unpaid, mundane or profound. Can you identify a
theme? Perhaps your nature compels you to create beauty, to
find solutions, or to heal the suffering. See if you can come up
with a title to capture the essence of this work. Are you a
“Truth Seeker,” a “Nurturer of Life,” a “Freedom Promoter”?
What is your core purpose or priority?

In America, we don’t talk much about what is at the core.
We talk about the “top priority” and the “bottom line.” We
talk about goals and ends rather than constants. Introverts
have access to something much more stable—and powerful.
That is, if the Imposed Work doesn’t pull us off center.

Imposed Work, like Natural Work,
takes energy and can be difficult. But on
top of this, Imposed Work involves the
work of defying nature—the work of
pulling yourself up, pushing yourself
forward, playing a role. The tricky thing
is that, for introverts, we seek out
Natural Work and often end up with
Imposed Work.

Some introverts hit the right career
on the first try, but many of us find
work disappointing at first. We may
pursue work for practical reasons or
because we are good at something, or
because we have a compelling vision of
what the work will mean. I pursued
psychology, because I love analysis. The
courses were fascinating, and I was
compelled by the mystery of it, just as I
am compelled by the mysteries of spiri-
tuality and the mysteries of love. I find
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When I worked at the
hospital on the post-op
unit, I would have about
six patients per night.
The amount of energy
and courage it took for
me to walk in and intro-
duce myself to the
patient and usually
family members
was sometimes over-
whelming. The first time
I had to do it in nursing
school was terrifying.
I just had to FAKE it.

—Margit, who knew
she’d be a good nurse

because of her capacity
for empathy
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it both challenging and comforting to explore fields that I
cannot master. Looking back, I hadn’t really imagined myself
providing therapy. I liked the idea of therapy, but I didn’t
consider the immense amount of Imposed Work involved:
meeting the clients, diagnosing, keeping records, translating
session content into a language insurance companies could
understand. The “paid job,” as Aristotle noted, was degrading
to my ideals.

This conflict is particularly tricky for Accessible Introverts.
We go into people work because we can see within people: the
nurse or physician sees the rich complexity of the body; social
scientists see the complexity of the mind and human behavior.
But we can’t just go right in, and we often work with—and
for—people who do not share our fascination with the subject.

I see this frustration among introverts in the environmental
field: they are compelled to support and nurture what is natural,
but end up doing the Imposed Work of fighting human nature:
lobbying for policy change, schmoozing supporters. They spend
much of their time working against, pushing and promoting,
when what they love about nature is that it works together and
evolves organically. When we were kids, my older brother—now
a doctoral-level fisheries biologist—practically lived in the
woods. He thrived on the richness of nature and eagerly memo-
rized the genus and species names of every animal in the thick
reference book that became his bible. Now he spends much of
his time in an uphill battle to restore what worked best in the
first place. He does get to work outdoors, restoring rivers, but
much of his work is indoors, in meeting rooms, with people.

But the frustration of Imposed Work is not specific to any
field. The introverted engineer with a natural affinity for
building may be frustrated by having to deal with the environ-
mentalist! What we share as introverts is the love of ideas and
the desire to explore them with minimal interruption. We
want and need input, but we’d rather get it through reading,
research, and rich conversation than through unfiltered talk.

As you go through your workweek, make note of when you
are in Natural Work and when you are pulled into Imposed
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Work. You might even want to put an “N” or “I” in the
margins of your day planner or try to estimate the ratio of
Natural to Imposed. Then consider how you might alter that
ratio in favor of Natural Work.

Though we care the most about Natural Work, some-
times we get in our own way, buying into society’s elevation
of form over substance. I have two jobs, author and psychol-
ogist, and my workweek is split between the two practices.
So what do you think gets pushed aside for a doctor
appointment or errands? Well it used to be my writing
time—that is, until I recognized how little respect I was
giving the work I love the most. I don’t like to cancel clients,
but I have become just as reluctant to cancel myself, so I
compromise and treat both equally. If a client is at a turning
point, I’m more reluctant to interrupt that process. If it’s
deadline week for my writing, I do not see clients and they
don’t plan to see me.

It is only in the past year that I’ve talked to my clients about
my writing. It has made my life so much easier to have their
understanding, to have them know what “deadline week”
means. They don’t always like it, but I think they like having a
therapist who is finding success as an author, and I think they
benefit from seeing me practice what I preach.

It is not only good for us to honor our Natural Work. It is
our responsibility. Look for that “sweet spot,” and expand your
time there. Once you get out of your own way, though, you’ll
have another challenge.

A CULTURE OF INTERRUPTION
While Accessible Introverts often do “people work,” Shadow
Dwellers are more likely to find careers that allow more soli-
tary work. And whether the profession requires crunching
numbers or molding a sculpture, the introvert wants to
concentrate on the work at hand. The introvert may ask ques-
tions or provide input, but would prefer to do so without the
fluff of excessive talk. The introvert at work wants to work!
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But even the introverts who have the luxury of sticking to
their Natural Work are victims of all the Imposed Work asso-
ciated with the extroverted culture of the American workplace.
Walls have come down and cubicles replace offices, team-
building meetings provide yet another place for us to talk
about work, and just to make everything “homey,” we have to
endure potluck lunches and birthday celebrations. As so
scathingly captured in the sit-com, The Office, efforts to make
work fun only annoy most of us, especially the introvert.

I talk with many Shadow Dwellers who are mystified by the
fact that chatty workers are rarely reprimanded. Sit and gossip
and you are fun; close the door (if you have one) and you are
antisocial. And we’re talking about work here, not a party!

Executives and managers need to consider how introverts—at
least half of their employees—produce. Employees require energy to
produce and, conveniently, introverts come with their own gener-
ators. Instead of trying to entertain us, mute the chatter and give
us some space. Instead of rewarding the introvert with a party, give
her a gift certificate to a restaurant, spa, bookstore, or coffeehouse.
Instead of requiring attendance at a staff retreat, give introverted
employees their assignments and send
them to private cabins. Instead of insisting
that introverts attend meetings, give us the
option to submit written ideas. Employers
are learning that, for many employees, less
is more: less discussion, fewer meetings,
and less so-called fun.

Another common misunderstanding
is that focused workers are grumpy, as if
happiness is measured by how much we
talk! One introvert complained to me
about a coworker: “Every morning she
asks me ‘What’s wrong?’ or ‘Are you
okay?’ I hear all the time, ‘why don’t
you smile?’ I’ve been hearing that my
whole life!”
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Worst thing about
my version of Monday
morning: having
to interface with
extroverted types who
want to engage me in
what I call “laundromat
talk”: chatter about the
mundane, menial, and
morose.

—Don, minister who is
drawn to “introspection
and spirituality at my

pace and in my natural,
internal way.”
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If we are grumpy, perhaps it’s because we’re tired of being
interrupted and interrogated. Short of posting a LEAVE ME
ALONE sign on your door (if you have a door), how do you
minimize the Imposed Work of responding to people? Here
are some ideas:

• Identify and communicate your “no talk” zones. If you
need time to settle in before talking to anyone, let your
coworkers know. If you generally prefer to lunch alone,
let your coworkers know. They will be spared any para-
noid musings, and you’ll be spared the “friendly fire.”
Consider staggering your work hours so that you arrive
earlier or leave later.

• Disarm potential intruders. Make rounds to the people
who are likely to intrude on you before you get focused.
Tell them that you are organizing your day to minimize
interruptions. Ask them what they’ll need from you, jot
it down, and once you’ve collected these demands, retire
to your space.

• If you truly want privacy, be polite and discreet. Shadow
Dwellers have discreet down, but can actually attract atten-
tion by being too abrupt. Silently walking past other
employees and slamming your door will probably generate
more concern and curiosity than offering a simple “Good
Morning” as you head toward your office. Though social
niceties can serve a protective function, Accessible
Introverts can be too nice. Stop with “Good Morning” and
forgo the “How are you?” Also, tone down the smiles and
head nodding. A kind but focused attitude will make it
clear you are occupied without ruffling extrovert feathers.

• If you can, designate “office hours”—a time every day
when you are available for interruption. Planned inter-
ruptions are much easier for an introvert.

• Claim some office space. Review the tips we discussed in
Chapter 6, and find out the options offered by your
employer. If these don’t fit, offer your employer some
options. Don’t assume you have to sit where you’re put.
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• When you negotiate a new job or a raise, consider
including some peace and quiet in your terms. Be upfront
that your strong suit is your ability to work independently
and pursue answers without interrupting others. Add that
you do best in a setting that allows you to dig in with
minimal disruption. The fact that you know your work
style and strive to do your best will only impress a poten-
tial employer.

• Many work settings utilize the MBTI®, so you may have
the opportunity to take the inventory and discuss your
work style in this context. You can also express your
desire to take the inventory. If you know your “code
type,” use this as a launching point for discussing your
preferred work conditions.

• Though walls are best—and if you’ve got them, a closed
door works wonders—there are other ways of estab-
lishing boundaries in a cubicle world. Your facial expres-
sion, posture, and way of responding to people can
indirectly communicate to people that you are inside
yourself and the door is closed.

INTROVERT EXPLOITATION
Another work hazard for introverts is the tendency for super-
visors to load work on the people who complain the least.
People are often drawn into introvert space because it is less
chaotic than extrovert space. Unfortunately, these people
bring the chaos in and stress us out. Because we keep our
stress inside, extroverts can misread this as, “Sure, I’ll take
more work!”

Because I give clients so much space in their sessions, some
of them are surprised to see me stop the sessions on time. These
clients sometimes start a new topic after I have noted that we
need to end. I am very clear with myself that I cannot be fully
available to my clients unless I respect my limits. When clients
push it, I stay firm. When the client seems particularly needy, I
suggest we meet more frequently—this means paying more, so
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the offer is only accepted when the client
is really invested, a win-win. Sometimes I
tell them frankly that I am no longer
attentive once the session time has
ended, and that what they say has too
much importance for me to listen half-
heartedly. I have also sometimes shared a
simpler truth: “I like my breaks!”

We cannot ask others to respect our
boundaries unless we respect them
ourselves. Leave when you say you’re
going to leave. Ask for the time you need
to complete the project—at your pace.
Introverts can be chronic underestima-
tors, cutting out the thinking time we
assume will not be provided. Assume
differently. Assume correctly. If you are
an introvert, assume introversion. Give
yourself the time to get clear, live your
clarity, and your assumptions will infuse

the air. Words won’t be necessary. A look will send them
running.

CHANGING YOUR MIND
As you assess your work situation, have the courage to, as I
tenderly phrase it, “admit what sucks.” If you feel like you’re
back in junior high, surrounded by gossip and social games,
move on to adulthood and get a serious job. If you’re being
flooded with compliments in lieu of pay, take your skills seri-
ously and find a place where value is rewarded with more than
words. If you worked your butt off to get to where you are and
where you are is disappointing, perhaps it’s time to stop doing
so much Imposed Work. Or perhaps it’s time to move on. A
good rule of thumb is that any environment that consistently
leaves you feeling bad about who you are is the wrong environ-
ment. Have the courage to evaluate your job, to demand more
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The worst thing about
going to work on a
Monday morning is my
cheerful co-workers who
want to interact and
chat the minute I walk
in. I once had a boss
who had a five-minute
rule…as in, no talking
in the first five minutes
while you get settled,
get your coffee, put
away your stuff, etc.
I think that should be
instituted in all work-
places! Maybe she was
an introvert too.

—Karen
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from it, to put it on probation when it is failing you, and to
terminate it when necessary. Dream job or no, you have a right
to change your mind.

As you admit what sucks, also note those times when your
work excites you, when you feel in the zone and positively
gleeful about what you’re discovering and contributing.
Introverts know these experiences because we delight in ideas,
and we have the patience and focus to get to the good stuff.
Because we work best independently, we can earn ourselves a
great deal of freedom. Many of the introverts I corresponded
with have found work situations that work:

• I’m so comfortable in my current work setting where I
have my own office, and sometimes most of the day can
go by without me interacting with a co-worker.—
Suzanne, paralegal for public defender team

• Most of my sense of accomplishment comes from
working with people in individual settings, by listening,
advising, encouraging, helping. In the past, some people’s
personality styles would throw me off track or discourage
me from engaging with them to find common ground. I
can now meet each day’s stress and chaos by applying well
established (internalized) reasoning and negotiating
tactics.—Phil, health and safety funding specialist

• I am fortunate to have a private office so I can isolate
myself and get on task.—Julie, hydrologist

• I like my decorated cubicle world, love where the office
is (third floor, away from tribal warfare on the second),
love my boss. I love that I can walk down three flights
and hit the street, just to stride, to see, to breathe fresh air
and feel wind, rain, sunshine on my face.—Doug, editor
and producer of online multimedia magazine

• What I love about my work: It’s got just the right mix of
working alone and working with other people…I like
meeting people by working with them and getting to
know them that way. It’s a lot less tiring to me than being
at a party and having to make small talk with people
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you’re never going to see again. Through work I’ve made
many friends (and acquired a husband).—Ingrid,
internal auditor for a large electric utility

• I have a very private cube and a quiet general area, and I
do like my immediate group…I love the mental chal-
lenge of work, [especially] when I get absorbed.—Karen,
corporate real estate finance specialist

IDEA, INC.
Whether you work in a bustling office building or in a wilder-
ness reserve, you were brought there by an idea. Perhaps, like
Ingrid, the idea of mastering puzzles and fixing problems led
the way. Or, like Doug, you looked for a vehicle for your
evolving creative ideas. Like many of us, you might have had
an idea about how you could help.

As we get busy with the work, however, it’s easy to forget
the idea that started it all. Anchoring yourself in your idea is a
great way to restore meaning to your work—or to find work
that has meaning.

Think back on books, television programs, or movies that
inspired you, and read or watch them again. In 1980, the
movie Ordinary People solidified my idea about becoming a
therapist. I watched it again twenty years later and was
surprised that its power had not diminished. And there was an
added richness: I recognized myself in the story.

As you dig up ideas from your past, you might learn some-
thing new about what you were looking for. You might read
your own journal entries in a new way or notice a theme
running through your sources of inspiration. In contrast to
Ordinary People, I was also inspired by a more lighthearted
source: psychologist Bob Hartley of The Bob Newhart Show. As
I’ve revisited the sitcom, I saw my love of acting, comedy, and
quirkiness added to the idea of becoming a psychologist.

Another way to recharge your idea is to attend a conference
or lecture on the topic. If you left a treasured idea behind when
you started working, all the more reason to look into it. If old
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ideas no longer fit, notice how your thinking and values have
evolved. You might even want to create a narrative or timeline
of your evolving ideas.

Respect your introversion and your ideas, and the
power will come. Richard Florida, in his book, The Rise of the
Creative Class, proposes that our society is moving toward a
“knowledge-driven economy.” The Internet doesn’t require
golf outings and schmoozing; we can connect through ideas—
develop a business, teach a course, conduct research—at our
own pace and from our own space. Ideas are becoming
society’s power centers, and introverts are natural generators.

Perhaps we can begin to share ideas in place of “what we
do.” And our ideas can become what we do. Florida’s book and
others, like The Opt-Out Revolt by Lisa A. Mainiero and Sherry
E. Sullivan and Free-Agent Nation by Daniel H. Pink, note that
lifestyles are increasingly built around individuals and ideas
rather than groups and organizations.

Ideas are us. Introvert power can, if properly managed, effi-
ciently advance every field of human endeavor, from science to
business, education to politics. Leaders need only drop the
scales from their eyes to produce more, much more, with the
people they already employ.
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Chapter 14:
The Downside to
Self-Containment

One may have a blazing hearth in one’s soul, and
yet no one ever comes to sit by it.

—Vincent Van Gogh

Houses have long been seen as symbols of the self. You bring
into your house what you value. You decide what comes in and
what you take out. You select what to put on the walls and in
the rooms. But not only is the house a container; it is also a
structure with particular features. A house may be vertically
oriented, like a city townhouse, or horizontally expansive, like
a one-story ranch home. The house may be mobile, or rooted
in a deep foundation. Materials range from a stone or brick
fortress to the polyester of a yurt.

You probably drew houses as a child, whether sponta-
neously or for school, and you had a particular way of
drawing them. What did they look like? I remember that the
windows in my houses always had mullions and curtains—
the tieback kind. Were there any special features you always
included in your house? If you’d like, draw a house right now.
Don’t think about it. Just draw a house, and see what you
come up with.
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If we think of the introvert as a house, he or she may have
many windows but few entrances. The home’s style is highly
personal. There may be, as Van Gogh put it, a “blazing hearth”
inside, burning with insight and creativity. The décor may be
utilitarian and minimalist—emphasizing key values or prac-
tical considerations—or it may be filled with collected treas-
ures. The upper floor might house libraries or laboratories,
simmering and bubbling with ideas. When we talk of “what’s
going on upstairs,” we are using the house metaphor.

Though entrances for people are usually closed, and some-
times locked, your house may be open to other life sources.
The top floor might have an entrance to worlds beyond—the
realms of spirit or fantasy. The ground floor might be the
womb of nature, dirt as flooring and living trees as beams. Your
home may have a level descending deep into the earth, a place
of psychological or historical excavation.

The introvert loves exploring this space, and here finds
entertainment and resources for living. While selected people
have the code to get in, many others are curious about the
home but don’t have access. Directions to the house may be
complicated and obscure.

THE LONELY HEARTH
So what’s wrong with this picture? Our interiors are comfort-
able, interesting, and protected from intruders. My muse
for answering this question is a risky choice: Vincent Van
Gogh. He is risky because he was mentally ill—post-
humously diagnosed with bipolar disorder and, as we’ve
discussed, introversion is a normal personality dimension.
But I remember an important lesson from my graduate
training: every mental disorder is only an extreme of the
human condition. If you want to understand human vulner-
ability, study mental illness.

And if you want to know the extreme “poles” of introver-
sion, study Van Gogh. The artist’s inner fire lit up his canvases
with brilliant color, texture, and feeling. But he longed to share
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his gifts with a companion, to bring someone in who would
not be threatened, but warmed, by his fire.

Van Gogh was an introvert with an amazing interior, an
interior that was the best of him but eventually got the best of
him. It is interesting to note that he found an old house in the
south of France, transforming it into what would be known as
the Yellow House—the space that would become the seat of his
dreams. In a fascinating book, aptly named The Yellow House,
art critic Martin Gayford describes Van Gogh’s color scheme:

The outside walls were the fresh, almost edible color of
butter. The shutters were vivid green, the door inside a
soothing blue. There, in and on the house, were the
major notes in the color scale—yellow, green, blue, and
the rich red of the studio floor.

Gayford, who chronicles Van Gogh’s story in astonishing
detail, also notes that the primary decorative feature in the
house was his collection of paintings, generously adorning the
walls of every room. In addition to painting the house, he
painted paintings of the house and of some of the rooms. The
yellow house was art.

Like Van Gogh, we want our best to be seen. Most of us
have had the experience of creating beauty, whether by
cleaning a room, planting a bed of flowers or hanging a
painting. Our first impulse is to say, “Come and see! Look
what I did!” Though it may be a long time since mom or dad
came to see, we still have the need to share—to be seen,
acknowledged, appreciated. But it’s more than approval we
seek; we want to extend the joy. We want someone to help us
make it more real, to linger with us in the warmth.

We are wise to be selective about whom we let in. But it is
also good to find worthy guests.

A LIMITED VIEW
Van Gogh had taken Paul Gauguin into his imagination long
before they shared an actual house. Van Gogh admired
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Gauguin: Here was a real poet. Gauguin would be a friend
who could appreciate Van Gogh’s fire. They would have a
studio together and build a sort of monastic community of
artists. In the house of Van Gogh’s mind, they were aspiring to
something great.

As humans, we have the ability to hold relationships and
conversations inside, and this capacity helps us work through
conflicts, tolerate separations, fall in love, and remember. In
fact, imagining a prototype of the person you want in your life
can help you find a desirable partner. The stronger your desire,
the more likely you will “go for it” and meet someone who
matches your criteria.

Van Gogh had a highly developed imagination, and was
bold in pursuing the man he was sure would fulfill his vision.
He even prepared a room for Gauguin in the yellow house. His
vision would become reality.

There was only one problem with Van Gogh’s vision:
Gauguin. The chosen collaborator was very reluctant to move
to the studio, and only gave in after a financial incentive sweet-
ened the deal. Though the collaboration was artistically
fruitful, the relationship was a disaster.

What is sad to me is that Van Gogh had a beautiful vision.
He was just unable to see enough of what was happening outside
to realize that Gauguin was not a good match. At the extreme,
this unwillingness to modify fantasy becomes a schizoid defense.
The idea is, “by keeping people inside, in fantasy, I can stay in
control and can’t be hurt”—though this reasoning is not
conscious. Van Gogh did risk a real relationship with the real
Gauguin, and was hurt—irreparably. After only nine weeks,
Gauguin reluctantly shared his plan to leave and the already
unstable Van Gogh unraveled. That night, the visionary marked
his descent into madness by cutting off his left ear.

I think Van Gogh is such a sympathetic character because
we know what it feels like to invest in someone who does not
or cannot reciprocate. The vision or idea of the relationship
can be very powerful, and has a magnetism of its own. These
are the visions that seduce lovers and break down defenses.
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But, if not checked by reality, even the most beautiful idea can
break down and break hearts.

It is easy to forget that our inner representations of people
are always limited. And, even when we look out of the house
called the Self, we can get the wrong impression through our
windows. Let’s say a friend walks by with a scowl on her face.
Then you go up to your imagination library and tell yourself a
story about why she’s mad. In your mind, you overhear her
saying all kinds of bad things about you. By the time the real
friend stops over, you’re the one who is mad.

If you had asked her, you might have found out that she had
just gotten fired and was deep into her thoughts about it. She
didn’t even see you. Though everyone fills in blanks about other
people, introverts are particularly vulnerable to this. Because we
limit our interactions, we may miss opportunities for “reality
testing,” or checking our perceptions with the source.

Beyond the problem of Van Gogh’s choice is perhaps a larger
question: Was the artist’s unwillingness to compromise insepa-
rable from the fire that created such otherworldly beauty? As he
prepared and lived in the Yellow House, Van Gogh completed
over two hundred paintings, including the Sunflowers paintings
and The Café Terrace at Night. Van Gogh’s own words suggest
that he had some awareness of the price of his passion: “It is
better to be high-spirited even though one makes mistakes,
than to be narrow-minded and all too prudent.”

Though the question I pose can never really be answered,
and Van Gogh’s illness no doubt made him more vulner-
able, the artist’s legacy provides valuable insight into the
risks of self-contained fantasy. Perhaps the lesson is to be
“high-spirited” or high-minded in preparing the house, but
more prudent when deciding whom to invite in. Or maybe
we’ll “go for it,” but with eyes wide open, knowing that some
mistakes are worth it. Then hopefully, after dusting ourselves
off, we’ll get up and risk making more worthy mistakes.
Whatever we do, we can be more conscious. And with the
tool of choice, our power will not only be in the vision. We
can have our vision and reality too.
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SELF-REPROACH
Introverts tend to internalize problems. In other words, we
place the source of problems within and blame ourselves.
Though introverts may also externalize and see others as the
problem, it’s more convenient to keep the problem
“in house.” Internalizers tend to be reliable and responsible,
but we can also be very hard on ourselves. And we can
be wrong about ourselves. Van Gogh would not have been
an easy person to live with—when manic, he was prone to
verbosity and could become redundant and annoying. He
was a slob and a bad cook. But Gauguin wasn’t a cup of tea
either—he was known to be arrogant, self-absorbed, and
grandiose.

With all of Gauguin’s complaints about Van Gogh, the
latter artist seemed blind to his colleague’s limitations. Even as
Gauguin was walking out the door, Van Gogh felt he was
losing someone he desperately needed. And Van Gogh blamed
himself.

As an introvert, you can be your own best friend or your
worst enemy. The good news is we generally like our own
company, a quality that extroverts often envy. We find comfort
in solitude and know how to soothe ourselves. Even our will-
ingness to look at ourselves critically is often helpful.

But, we can go too far. We can hoard responsibility and
overlook the role others play. We can kick ourselves when we’re
down. How many times have you felt lousy about something,
only to get mad at yourself for feeling lousy?

As a therapist, I see this tendency in extroverts as well as
introverts, but extroverts are more likely to seek out reassur-
ance from others. And introverts are more likely to use inter-
nalization as a convenience: if we keep things in-house, we
don’t have to involve extroverts.

It is helpful for introverts to remember that we can keep
things inside and still recognize what’s outside. An introvert
playing the Van Gogh role in a relationship can choose to face
facts and, rather than turning on himself, can just let the other
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person go—preferably before that person moves in. Here are
other ways to stay on your own side:

• First, notice how you talk to yourself. It can be very
helpful to write down an inner conversation, especially
one that includes a stream of judgment and criticism.
You can also use feelings as a cue: if you are feeling “beat
up”—depressed mood, low energy—see if you are
beating yourself up. What are you telling yourself?

• Stop the destructive conversation, and “call out” the
hurtful message. When I catch myself, I might just say,
“That’s mean!” and start over, addressing myself more
kindly. In an approach called narrative therapy, problems
are purposely externalized to allow for these confronta-
tions. For example, if it’s Guilt that goes after you, you
talk back to Guilt. If it’s Fear, you’ll give Fear a piece of
your mind. I worked with a musician who learned to tell
Pressure to back off so he could enjoy his performances.

• When we criticize ourselves, we often disown aspects of
ourselves that we value. Try changing your criticism into
an affirmative statement. For example, “I’m too sensitive”
is critical, but “I’m sensitive” is neutral. You are stating
and accepting the truth as you see it. Where “too sensi-
tive” imposes an external criterion, “sensitive” stands
alone. You are in the center.

• Practice being kind to yourself. Lovingly observe your
way of being in the world. See the wisdom in your pace,
your manner, and your choices—even the bad choices.
It’s fine to want to change some things, but change is
easier from a position of acceptance. Treat yourself with
respect.

• Give others credit for their part in problems. You don’t
have to confront everyone who makes a mistake, but it
helps to be clear about the location of the problem.
Sometimes we just need to let the other person wrestle
with it.
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STALE AIR
Introverts are not afraid of being alone, because we know that
solitude is generative. We prefer to take problems and work on
them in isolation. We’re not big on study groups or commit-
tees. And most of us do very well on our own. But, sometimes,
staying closed off can become a burden and deprive us of fresh
perspectives. Sometimes we need to unload, shake out the
rugs, and let in some air.

If you pay attention, you can probably tell when the air
inside is getting stale. You feel mentally stuck, bored with
your own thinking, or overwhelmed by the intensity within.
You’re not having any fun. Ironically, these may be the very
times you feel immobilized. The introvert preference for
“figuring it out” keeps you locked inside. Writers know this
experience: we torture over a sentence, writing and
rewriting. Then, when we finally have the courage to leave
the scene of the bad sentence and go for a walk, the right
words pop into our minds.

Sometimes a Breath Retreat does the trick, but other times
we need the fresh perspective of a new mind, a sounding
board. Sometimes it’s a relief to let someone else do the
thinking as you rest your mind. And sometimes, talking does
help—that is, if the other person knows how to listen. As you
talk it through, your ideas become more tangible—as if
projected onto a virtual reality screen, where you can move
them around, sort them out and get to the “ah-ha!”

A related pitfall for introverts is “information deprivation.”
We can waste a lot of time going through mental contortions,
searching for an answer when a quick question might be all
that is needed. Because this option does not readily come to
mind, the beauty of asking for help can be a startling revela-
tion to the introvert. Though the Internet is a great resource,
we can get stuck in our cyberspace searches as well. Sometimes
there is no substitute for a live contact.

So how do we know when it’s time to reach out? And when
it’s time, how do we leave that nice, cozy interior of solitude?
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Try these strategies:

• Observe yourself. Just notice when solitude feels genera-
tive and when it feels confining. Do you want to be here,
or are you just stuck in your thoughts? At the end of your
day, note what worked and what didn’t. Remember to be
a kind observer.

• Do you actually need more solitude? Sometimes, even
when we’re alone, our surroundings—the phone, email
messages, and clutter—distract us. If this is the case, you
may need a retreat rather than a person. Close your
mailbox, step away from the computer. It’s hard, I know.
Just. Walk. Away. Practice leaving the demands behind,
even for five minutes. Get air.

• Other times, you may experience “introvert overload” and
become either overwhelmed or bored with your own inner
process. Maybe your head is cluttered because you have
taken too much in and thrown too little out. Or, alterna-
tively, your inner space has gotten a bit drab and could use
some fresh furnishings. These are times when human
contact helps. Share what you’ve got and bring in some new
ideas.

• As we’ve discussed, sometimes we take in concerns that
really belong to someone else. Sort out what is yours and
what isn’t. Clean your house: if it isn’t yours, delegate it,
throw it out of your mind, or give it back. Because intro-
verts seem to have a lot of room, we can become storage
facilities for the problems of others. You don’t have to
accept every delivery that arrives at your door.

• Sometimes it’s refreshing to have someone else talk, to
have a distraction from our own problems. If you’re bored
with your own company, ask somebody in your world to
tell you what’s new. Learn about something entirely new.

• Sleep on it. Anecdotal and experimental evidence
support the wisdom of letting ideas simmer overnight.
People who sleep on it seem to do better than those who
toil away. If you’re stuck, try calling it a night.
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LOSS OF COMMUNITY
Because introverts often keep “one foot out” of the group, we
can lose a sense of belonging—a sense that we are part of
something. Like Van Gogh, you may have an idea of the kind
of community you crave but have a hard time finding it. When
I moved to West Virginia, I envisioned myself as part of a
bohemian artists’ community. As a wife and mother of school-
aged boys, this may have seemed like a stretch—and it was. I
needed to stretch beyond my immediate surroundings to find
“my people.” I was overly eager. I made mistakes and got hurt.
But, ultimately I found my community by pursuing what I
loved: writing, acting, art, coffeehouses. And my community
evolves as I evolve.

For introverts, the best associations start with ideas. If you
don’t feel a part of your neighborhood association or the happy
hour regulars after work, don’t force it. The community that
surrounds you may not be your community. Give yourself the
gift of an outside world that represents you. Volunteer for a
cause you care about. Post an online profile and find other
people who love Elvis, quantum physics, and tennis. Audition
for a play or audit a college course. Attend a workshop or a
conference on something that fascinates you. Do what you
love a little more publicly, and your people will come.

We like communities that are easy, where people welcome
us without binding us. However, it is not always necessary to
meet to feel the comfort of a community. We establish remote
associations when we read, pray, or listen to music. And, as an
introvert, you are automatically part of a very large commu-
nity, though we aren’t likely to set up any meetings.

As with Van Gogh, when your ideas hit the world, the plot
thickens. You encounter disappointment and frustration—
every good story has these elements. As long as you stay on
your own side and keep your eyes open, learning as you go, the
downside won’t keep you down.
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Chapter 15:
Showing Up for
Relationships

Oh, the comfort—the inexpressible comfort of
feeling safe with a person—having neither to weigh
thoughts nor measure words, but pouring them all
right out.

—Dinah Craik

For introverts, relationships create a paradox. We crave safe,
comfortable, intimate, small-talk-free connections. But we also
want ample time to ourselves, space of our own, and quiet.
Some of us want a relationship at the center of our lives, and
some of us want solitude at the center. Many of us want both.

How do we work this paradox? How do we maintain rela-
tionships—close relationships—and still have the alone time
that sustains us? What happens if we marry? And what if we
want kids?

We are culturally conditioned to want and seek out the rela-
tionship side of the paradox, but we get very little validation
for the “alone time” part. I am married, very happily, and we
have two boys that I couldn’t wait to conceive and bring into
our world. I am one of ten children, though, and I needed
therapy to help me accept my scandalous wish to stop having
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children at two. I knew that I would shortchange the two we
had if we added more. I was certain I would shortchange
myself; I had reached my interpersonal maximum. Thankfully,
I had the space of my analysis to sort this out and to contend
with all my training to believe “the more the better.” I have
never looked back.

But if it was scandalous for me to stop at two, what about the
many introverts who prefer not to have kids? What about those
who prefer to stay single? In “America the extroverted,” relation-

ships are good, and even if they are very
bad, they are better than no relationship.
Introverts don’t think this way. Many of us
want and have great relationships, but we
generally prefer “no relationship” to a bad
one. Quality matters. We conserve our
relationship resources, because we know
they are limited. We probably see

ourselves as having less to offer a relationship than we actually
do; extroverts generally think they have more to offer. This is not
because extroverts are arrogant, but because America is about
quantity, and extroverts revel in quantity.

But when an introvert is self-aware enough to say “no” to
a relationship that he is not willing to invest in, we assume he
is afraid or selfish. When a woman says “no” to having babies,
we assume she is selfish and “missing something.” In these
assumptions, we neglect what is often missing for the socially
preoccupied extrovert: the nourishment of the inner life.

While in my analysis, I had a series of dreams about babies.
The repeating theme was: I had the baby, and then would
forget her. Depending on the dream, I might have left her at
the hospital or in her crib, or forgotten to feed her. I would
suddenly remember my responsibility, then be horrified that I
had forgotten. The other running theme in the dreams was
that the baby was precocious: she would talk or walk almost
immediately; she learned how to manage. I still feel the heart-
break of recognizing this baby who was forced to grow up
without nourishment.
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That baby, of course, was the neglected part of me: my
introversion. Caring for the part of you that is not ready to
talk, that part that is waiting for you to slow down and notice,
is your responsibility. And we also have a responsibility to the
people we choose to have in our lives. How do we attend to the
life inside and our loved ones outside?

THE PROBLEM OF FAMILY
In America, the term “family values” has become a political
and social rallying point. We don’t really know what it means,
but we know it’s good—something we should have. Any spin
on this theme tends to get swallowed without question:
“Family comes first,” “Family is the bedrock of society,” blah,
blah, blah.

Introverts are often very close to family members. We like
the familiarity, the shared history, the opportunity to bypass
small talk. But the “family comes first” idea is often foreign to
introverts. We are wired to start inside: many of us couldn’t
start outside if we wanted to. We are centered inside, and we
like it that way.

Family was at the center of my childhood home, and I knew
that I was not a part of that center. I was loved—that wasn’t it.
I just didn’t function that way. The physical structure of our
home mirrored this reality. The living room was the “family
room.” This room was the gathering place, the center. I did not
live in the living room. And I still don’t. My husband, the extro-
vert, lives in the living room. I do more of my living in my room
and visit the living room, as I did in my childhood home. The
exception to this is when I have the house to myself: then the
entire house is “my room.” These days are sweet.

My impulse right now, from my cultural programming, is
to explain how much I love my boys and my husband, but I
really don’t want to do that. I don’t talk a whole lot about my
family, because I don’t talk a whole lot about people. When I’m
with them, I’m really with them, but I don’t tell everyone what
they’re doing, and I won’t suffer “empty nest syndrome.”
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My center will not be torn when my boys go off to college. I
will miss them, but my relationship is less dependent on prox-
imity. I hold them inside wherever they are.

It’s different for my husband, the extrovert. He will be torn,
and he knows it. His interactions with the boys, and with me,
are at his center. He holds them inside too, but that’s not his
center. Let me illustrate with a conversation we had recently.
I’ll use “E” for him, the extrovert, and “I” for me:

E: At dinner, you look like you can’t wait to leave.
I: That’s true; sitting at dinner is hard for me.
E: But it’s dinner! The family meal. The time we are

together! How could anything be more important?
I: It’s not my thing.
E: It’s the family meal. It’s the thing!
I: Yes, for you it is. But who says it has to be the thing?

I like to respond to the kids when they’re hungry. I’d
just as soon feed them individually. I also prefer
talking with them, and with you, individually. Is
that not as valid?

We had been married twenty-four years, and this was the
first time I said these words out loud—in the affirmative rather
than in an apology. My husband, a passionate trial attorney,
respected my argument. I actually like the fact that he rallies us
for dinner, and I think there is a place for family rituals. But I
don’t share his desire, and it is freeing to say so. My individual-
ized approach to meals has also benefited our boys: they only
eat when they’re hungry and eat only as much as they want.
But that un-American concept is for another book.

INTROVERSION AND INTIMACY
Even though introverts are good at sustaining relationships
internally, we need to inform and update our inside versions of
loved ones. If we don’t update, we might hold onto a fantasy,
as Van Gogh did, or an earlier version of a person—something
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that happens in many marriages. In order to update, we need
contact. When an introvert cares about someone, she also
wants contact, not so much to keep up with the events of the
other person’s life, but to keep up with what’s inside: the evolu-
tion of ideas, values, thoughts, and feelings.

When we live with someone, we can more easily move in and
out of contact without too much planning. With a friend,
keeping up is more of a challenge. I have two best friends, and I
love being with each of them. Two of my sisters are also my inti-
mate friends. I want time with each of these loved ones, but
sometimes that desire is more theoretical than practical. Because,
when I’m feeling low, I’m more likely to seek out solitude instead
of a friend. When I’m tired, I recharge through solitary activity.
When I want to see a movie, I prefer to go alone.

Yet, the older I get, the more I value my friends, and by
some miracle, I am a good friend to them. Here are the strate-
gies behind the miracle:

• Schedule a standing date. This works great with a
partner, child, or friend. Cindy and I have a standing
lunch—a long lunch—every Wednesday. If one of us
can’t make it, we just cancel, but otherwise there is no
need to set anything up. The regular time becomes a
touchstone. We have moved it to after work at times
when lunch isn’t good, but we can count on seeing each
other regularly. When I feel too much distance in any of
my key relationships, I set up a date. This has worked
well with my sons. I enjoy, as Anne Morrow Lindbergh
wrote about in Gifts from the Sea, the “across the table”
time with just one other person. Though I may be effi-
cient at the family table, I linger at the table for two.

• Get away together. My husband and I try to match up
short work excursions—he goes to court, I write. The
drive time gives us leisurely time to talk, away from the
distractions of family life, and we sometimes work in an
overnight stay. I also have enjoyed retreating with one or
two introverted friends: a mini monastic experience—
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though sometimes with tequila. We stay in a cabin in a
natural setting and enjoy quiet time, some solitary, some
shared, and very, very low-key. The ample space of the
retreat allows us to move past the layers of daily concerns
to the stuff we really care about.

• Email your updates. It often fits better into the flow of
my day to send an email update to a friend than to call.
Like many introverts, I am freer with my fingers than
with my mouth anyway, so they get the real deal more
quickly. When I vent via email, I show a crude side of
myself that few people see.

• Get together for solitary activity. Beth and I do this: we
meet at a coffeehouse to write or read, and intersperse
conversation into the flow. I find this “alone together” time
very soothing, and try to foster this atmosphere in our
home. I think of Fred Pine, the child development theo-
rist, who wrote about the importance of “quiet pleasure,”
or “low-keyed pleasure in nonthreatening doses” to the
development of healthy children.

Ironically, introverts often crave more time with the key
people in their lives. We need this time to allow the inner life of
both self and other to emerge without force. Lindbergh captures
this organic quality in her description of the “pure relationship”:

The pure relationship, how beautiful it is! How easily it is
damaged, or weighed down with irrelevancies—not even
irrelevancies, just life itself, the accumulations of life and
of time. For the first part of every relationship is pure,
whether it be with friend or lover, husband or child. It is
pure, simple, and unencumbered. It is like the artist’s
vision before he has to discipline it into form.

LOVING OUR EXTROVERTS
The scenarios I have been describing flow quite easily with
another introvert. When the extrovert enters, as much as we
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love him or her, things get a bit more complicated—or a lot
more complicated, depending on how much extroversion we
are talking about.

Before we get to the “why can’t we all be friends” part, I’ve
gathered some complaints we, the introverts, need to get off
our chests. So, here it is: The Introvert Power “Extroverts at
their Most Annoying” Top 10 list:

10. When everything has to be a PARTY!
9. When E will not accept that you really want to leave

the party.
8. When E calls too often, talks too much, and says too

little.
7. When “E The Intruder” enters your space, uninvited,

and handles your stuff.
6. When you go out together and E talks to the stranger

sitting beside you.
5. When an E you don’t know asks, “Are you okay?” just

because you’re quiet.
4. When E calls to respond to the email you sent because

you didn’t want to talk.
3. When E brings someone along to your “one on one”—

as a surprise.
2. When E takes cell phone calls during your time alone.
1. When E assumes every silence is an invitation to

TALK.
1. When E talks at length without a single pause.
1. When the above behavior requires you to interrupt in

order to speak.
1. When you finally get to speak, and your words remind

E of something else to share.
1. When E is oblivious to all attempts to end the conver-

sation, including “goodbye” and walking away.

Okay, we had a few more than ten, and a few competitors
for number one. But before my extroverted sisters and friends
start calling me with complaints (when I’d really prefer they
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send an email), I will say that the socially oblivious extroverts
do not represent the whole. As with introverts, social skills are
independent of extroversion: some are skilled, some are not.
The skilled ones know how to listen. But in contrast to socially
unskilled introverts, who keep to themselves, socially unskilled
extroverts insist on socializing.

Introvert conversations are like jazz, where each player gets
to solo for a nice stretch before the other player comes in and
does his solo. And like jazz, once we get going, we can play all
night. Extrovert conversations are more like tennis matches,
where thoughts are batted back and forth, and players need to
be ready to respond. Introverts get winded pretty quickly.

But, as challenging as our extroverts may be, they provide a
balance we crave. The introverts I polled described extroverts as
“upbeat” and able to “keep things light” and “cheer you up.”
Some admired the ability of extroverts to “work a room” without
self-consciousness. Even when I am annoyed with my little sister
for talking to everyone in close proximity, I admire how much
she loves people. She is a best friend to the world, and people
respond to her with as much love as she radiates. I have especially
appreciated this quality in her when she is around my friends.

Having an extroverted friend or partner can be an advantage.
He can clear a path through the social jungle, answer phone

calls, and haggle with the salesperson. He
can also keep the introvert informed of
the social world on a “want to know”
basis (though we don’t want to know all
that much). Having an extrovert attend
to externals frees the introvert to indulge
in her preference.

When I consulted with my extro-
verts, they said they appreciate introverts
because we listen well and don’t compete
for attention. Just as the extroverted host
frees an introvert to keep a low profile,
we give extroverts room to talk and
enjoy the spotlight.
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The problem is, introverts don’t always enjoy listening,
and extroverts don’t always enjoy greeting the guests. In an
introvert-extrovert relationship, the introvert often sees the
extrovert as selfish in conversations—interrupting or too easily
responding with her own comments. The extrovert sees the
introvert’s need for alone time as selfish.

If we are to work through our differences, both sides need
to throw down the selfish accusation, acknowledge that we are
different, and communicate. When we accept and respect our
differences, the rest is not that hard. What this means, on both
sides, is admitting the limitations of our understanding and
becoming more curious about each other. If all extroverts can
say about us is that we’re weird, they don’t know us. And if all
we can say about extroverts is that they’re shallow, we don’t
know them. The wonderful thing about loving an extrovert is
that there is so much to learn about each other—there’s little
room for boredom. Jung said that we choose partners in order
to expand who we are. After almost three decades of knowing
each other, my husband and I keep discovering new dimen-
sions of each other. He recently shared a painful dimension of
life with an introvert:

The way you relish being away from me…it’s painful—
literally. You withdraw an energy source. I gather life from
being around other people. When you “drift away,” I lose
energy. I lose life. It’s as if I’m watching a movie and
somebody turns the power off. I’m sitting there,
wondering why the movie stopped.

This was a revelation to me, because my husband seems to be
so independent. He does not always want to talk, and we both
have our own interests and friends. But I have sensed his annoy-
ance when I drift away, and we’ve even talked about it before.
But this time, he showed me what he experiences, and that made
all the difference. When an extroverted friend begs you to stay
at a party, she may not get how hard it is for you to stay, but
perhaps you don’t get how hard it is for her to see you leave.
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The irony of my husband’s disclosure is that I have felt a
similar frustration with introverts from time to time. I know
what it feels like to lose a reclusive friend who “drops off the
face of the Earth” indefinitely to sort something out, unable
or unwilling to give me any read on what was going on. It
sucks.

My husband—I love this about him—did not ask me to
stick around more, but just asked that I provide “more loving
separations.” For the friend at the party, this might be: “I know
you’re having a lot of fun and it doesn’t feel good for me to cut
out, but I’m really shot.” This simple act acknowledges the
impact of the introvert vanishing act. It ultimately helps us
too, because when our extroverts are reassured, we can relax. I
feel my husband’s frustration when he expects me back in a
minute and I’m gone for a half hour. Ironically, keeping him
apprised frees me up.

A simple adjustment—that is often what it comes down to.
Here are some other adjustments you might try:

• Attend to your flock first. What introverts don’t always
realize is that withholding our attention can set us up
for intrusion. Child-development expert T. Berry
Brazelton advises parents just getting home from work
to give ten minutes of undivided attention to their
children right away. Assured of the parents’ presence,
the children soon get bored and go back to their activ-
ities. Introverted parents can then relish some guilt-free
solitude, without the children tugging at them,
demanding attention. This works with spouses and
coworkers too.

• When you go to lunch with an extrovert who gets inter-
rupted by her cell phone, try using the disruption as a
slice of solitude within the conversation. Bring some-
thing you’re reading or a journal to write in, or just sit
back and observe the scene around you. Let the extro-
vert’s detachment work in your favor, creating that “alone
together” feeling.
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• As an experiment and as an act of love, try sticking it out
with an extrovert, whether the “it” is a party or a group
conversation. When I have done this, I notice something
shifting for me. I submit, lose my concern about time,
and realize that it won’t kill me. I expect very little, and
there’s something liberating in that. I think the same
thing happens when extroverts submit to solitude: they
move past the restlessness, realize it won’t kill them, and
enjoy giving in to the experience.

RELATIONSHIP ASSESSMENT
In Chapter 13, we looked at the difference between Natural
Work and Imposed Work. This is a useful distinction to make
as we assess relationships as well. The relationships that we
naturally work to improve are the ones that keep getting
better—and easier. The ones that we have to push ourselves to
attend to, either because the other person is neglectful or
because we’re not that interested—or both—are the ones that
keep getting harder.

Introvert-introvert relationships generate less conflict, are
more comfortable, and flow more easily. Less time is spent
forging the relationship, so more time can be spent expressing
the relationship. But because there is no extrovert in the
mix, the functions of initiating and maintaining outside
contacts are either shared by the couple or picked up by the
more extroverted partner. There is less of a “one out front,
one behind the scenes” arrangement. Introvert-extrovert
relationships are more prone to conflict and require more
communication and self-awareness. They can also promote
more growth.

However, either combination may be Natural Work for an
introvert. The key is not the combination of personality types,
but the mutual desire to be together. When you’re in the rela-
tionship out of some sense of obligation, or for any agenda
other than desire, even the easiest combination will be work—
the kind we avoid.
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One of the gifts of introversion is that we have to be
discriminating about our relationships. We know we only have
so much energy for reaching out; if we’re going to invest, we
want it to be good. When your assessment is done and you hit
on a winner, just don’t forget to show up and reap the rewards.
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Part IV:
Outing the
Introvert
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Chapter 16:
From Apology to
Acceptance—and

Beyond

I said to myself, “I have things in my head that are
not like what anyone has taught me”…
I decided to start anew—to strip away what I had
been taught—to accept as true my own thinking.

—Georgia O’Keefe

I remember first reading O’Keefe’s words and considering her
radical choice. How would my life be different if I accepted as
true my own thinking? The idea was so simple, yet incredibly
liberating. “Accepting as true” would mean no more
reaching, defending or explaining—no more contorted
attempts to line myself up with the world. If I were to accept
my thinking, life would be straightforward. I’d free up a lot
of energy. As O’Keefe noted, acceptance requires stripping
away, unlearning, cleaning out the additives we heap on top
of our thinking.

If we are to reclaim our power as introverts, we would do
well to follow O’Keefe’s lead. We have talked about unlearning
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old assumptions and stripping away the clutter of our extro-
verted culture. In this chapter, you will unlearn the habit of
apologizing for introversion, and learn to accept as true what
you really think.

Try accepting as true the thought, “the party will not be
fun.” Imagine looking curiously at the extrovert who talks
about how fun the party will be. Consider staying rooted in
your own thinking while others flail about.

Feels good, doesn’t it? The shift from apology to accept-
ance, while monumental, does not require a speech or even a
witty retort. In most cases, words are not necessary. In fact, we
more often use words to defend our thinking, which usually
implies that the thinking needs something else—support, justi-
fication, apology.

APOLOGIES, EXPLANATIONS,
AND EXCUSES
How often do you apologize, explain, or make excuses for
being introverted? If you were to track these behaviors for a
day or two you may be surprised. Introverts often pull out all
three methods—the apology, explanation, and excuse—in
declining an invitation:

E: Why don’t you come along after work? A bunch of
us are going out for martinis.

I: (feeling caught) Oh…shoot! I’ve gotta…I promised
Julie I’d pick her up, and the kids have stuff…Darn,
I’ll have to catch you next time. I’m really sorry. It
sounds like fun.

E: You could invite Julie along.
I: Yeah, thing is, I know she was working late and she

just wanted to keep it low key. But thanks for
suggesting it! You guys have fun!

E: Well, if you’re sure.
I: Yeah, but thanks again. Drink an extra one for me!

I’ll have to catch you next time!
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For some of you, this conversation probably seems over-
the-top. Others of you will wonder if I’ve been recording you.
It is a quirk of human nature to make up the more elaborate
excuses for the things we want to do the least.

But we often don’t stop at making excuses. We also feign
enthusiasm and regret—again, it seems, in proportion to
how little we want to go. Let’s try this conversation the
O’Keefe way:

E: Why don’t you come along after work? A bunch of
us are going out for martinis.

I: (feeling caught) Hmm…I don’t think so, but thanks!

That’s it! In this scenario, the introvert declined without
explanation or apology, while also thanking the extrovert for
the invitation. Let’s say the extrovert pushes it:

E: But it’s really fun! They have twenty-four different
kinds of martinis!

I: [You could stay silent, indicating that your choice
stands, or clarify] Wow. Yeah, it’s just not what I
want to do. Sounds like you’ll have fun, though.

E: Yeah, I always have a good time when I go there.

What’s nice about this conversation—and the introvert is
being nice—is that the introvert allows the extrovert her reality
(“it’s really fun!”) without making it his reality (“not really
what I want to do”). The introvert gets to keep her reality
without asking the extrovert to relinquish hers.

As a Minnesota native, I believe in nice. But I don’t believe
in misrepresenting who I am, even though I have done so
through my apologies. We misrepresent ourselves when we
feign disappointment—when we really feel thrilled—that we
cannot attend something. We don’t mean to lie, but it just
comes out! Does this sound familiar? Someone asks you to go
to a social event, and you hear yourself saying, “Oh, I already
have other plans. I’m really disappointed. Maybe next time!”
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Then you realize that you have just asked to be invited to the
next event.

I caught myself doing this when I was invited to a meeting
in our neighborhood. A part of me was standing back and
watching me lying through my teeth about how I really
wanted to make it next time. The observing me was thinking,
“What the hell are you talking about? You have no interest in
joining that club!”

But that’s how programming works: society’s assumptions
sink in, and we don’t even know it until we hear ourselves
restating those assumptions—automatically, without thought.
We change by becoming aware. We become aware by
observing: watching our own conversations, noticing the lies,
seeing the truth. And once we get clear about the truth, we can
try something radically different: honesty.

Responding honestly on the spot is
not easy for introverts, but doing so
not only feels better but also makes
things easier for us in the long run.
Excuses only get us out of things
temporarily and guarantee that the next
invitation is just around the corner.

THE PLACE FOR APOLOGY
For all its problems, “I’m sorry” can be a lovely sentiment, even
when the problem is not ours or not our fault. We apologize to
show respect for another person’s feelings. We also apologize in
service of social convention. You say, “I’m sorry” when
someone loses a loved one through death. You are not taking
responsibility for the death. You say you are sorry because the
other person is hurting, and because that’s what you say.

As we discussed in Chapter 5, the social conventions of
Japan require a lot of apologies. The Japanese are loathe to
bother anyone, and introverts share this value. We don’t like
bothering others because we don’t like being bothered—the
Golden Rule in practice. Deference is not such a bad quality:
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Never apologize for
showing feeling. When
you do so, you apolo-
gize for the truth.

—Benjamin Disreali
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it communicates a respect for the importance of another
person, her space and her privacy. Where deference is a social
convention, you will find a more introverted society.

In America, deference is a very unpopular notion. Why
would you put yourself “one down” when the whole point is to
move up? Why would you back off when you’re supposed to
get ahead?

These are loaded questions because they assume extrover-
sion. In Introvertia, we take turns stepping back. We see the
beauty in the lower position and wisdom in waiting. In this
light, the apology question becomes trickier. Do we really want
to relinquish the social graces of the Accessible Introvert, or the
“out of the way” position of the Shadow Dweller? Do we really
want to be more assertive—more extroverted?

But being polite protects boundaries, and in this way
serves introversion. I recall the culture shock of moving to
urban New Jersey after living in Minnesota, Colorado, and
Nevada. In this brave new world of traffic circles and
“jughandles” and fast-paced speech, I noticed something
different about sidewalk behavior. Here, when I encoun-
tered someone in my path, he didn’t move over—at all. I
would automatically move aside, and was accustomed to the
other person doing the same. In fact, I was so accustomed to
this mutual accommodation that I hadn’t thought about it.
Now, I was the only one accommodating. Welcome to life as
an introvert.

Ironically, introverts assert introversion by demonstrating a
more respectful way of interacting. We listen, because we value
listening and want others to listen to us as well. We try not to
get in other peoples’ way, because we don’t like being inter-
rupted. We follow the writer’s dictum: “show, don’t tell.” But
there’s a problem here. Extroverts don’t get it. Other introverts
may not get it either, because Americans are programmed to
ignore the subtle. If you say, “I’m sorry” about not participating,
others easily translate that as a bow to extroversion: “I’m sorry I
can’t be a better extrovert.” In Japan, both participants bow; in
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America, if you bow, you are the only one bending over—a very
vulnerable position.

We don’t live in Introvertia, but this is not Extrovertia
either, as we have been taught to believe. We live in the middle,
and I think there is a middle way: a way of addressing the
world that is neither rude and aggressive nor harmful to
ourselves.

We know that “sorry” is intended to show regard for the
other person’s feelings, rather than to apologize for our feelings.
But in our diverse society, and especially when communicating
with extroverts, it helps to be more deliberate about what the
apology is for. You might say:

I see that you really want me to come. I like that part, and
I’m sorry to disappoint you. But what I really want is
some time to myself.

This way, you not only show respect for the other person,
but you get to be part of the equation.

You can also dispense with the apology and just be polite.
Try “No, thank you. I’m looking forward to an evening at
home.” This is polite, but more accurate than “I’m sorry, but I
really need to stay home tonight.” In the case of my neighbor-
hood meeting, I could have simply said, “I appreciate that you
took the time to include me, but I don’t want to add anything
to my schedule right now.”

INTROVERT INTEGRITY
I used the word “want” in the above example, because this word
changes everything. To express want is to own the desire, to
stand in your own reality. The easier alternative is the language
of impairment: “I can’t come because I’m run down, over-
worked, under the gun, tired, sick, or not up to it.” The under-
lying message is, “I cannot attend because I am impaired,”
rather than the more honest and self-respecting response:
“I choose to not attend because I prefer the other option.”
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By coming off as impaired extroverts, we not only diminish
ourselves, but we perpetuate the extroversion assumption.
Over and over, we send out messages: “Gosh, I really wish I
could, but I’ve got all this stuff and I’m tired and I just can’t do
it, but I’m so sorry because it sounds so much better than what
I have in mind and of course going out with people is the
better choice and being by myself is pathetic and weak and I’m
going to spend the evening regretting that I didn’t come and
for being such a loser.”

Communicating the preference for introversion requires
practice. Start by noticing your internal and external conver-
sations. As you catch yourself in a lie, stop, think, and try
something else. Give yourself lots of room to mess up.
Rehearse with your partner or a trusted friend. Try out
phrases like, “I like to keep my evenings open,” “I’m on a
writing high and prefer not to be disturbed,” or “I prefer
small group gatherings.”

We want to create a world that is more respectful and we
want and deserve respect. We cannot afford to wait for extro-
verts to get it. Introverts have the advantage of an inward
perspective, and this is where we can start. How much respect
do you give your introverted preferences?

One of my introvert passions is writing. Although I have
made space in my life for writing, and I am now fortunate
enough to get paid to write, I still catch myself making state-
ments like, “I can’t [insert extroverted activity]; I have to write.”
At least this is true: I am often on deadline, and publishers
expect me to produce. And “having to write” is a great excuse
for getting out of things. I can use it any time, because there is
always something to write.

The lie here is subtler, but perhaps even more damaging to
my integrity. While there are times I “have” to write, more
than not, this is what I want to be doing. For me, apologizing
for writing is like apologizing for time with a lover: “Sorry, I
have to be with my true love.” The content of what I am saying
is true, but the implication is a betrayal of myself and a deval-
uation of what I love.
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Introvert integrity means going the
distance for what we love: moving from
apology to acceptance, from acceptance
to acknowledgement, and from acknowl-
edgment to activism. And just as distance
running requires training, we build intro-
vert integrity through practice. We give
ourselves regular sessions of solitude. We

find friends who listen. We exercise the right to talk less and
think more. We allow others to be uncomfortable, disappointed,
and different. We practice trusting our own thinking, even when
the thoughts “are not like what anyone has taught” us.

When you can say with a smile, “Yes, I’m not an
Extrovert,” people will want to know what you’re up to.
They’ll wonder what they are missing out on by being so
social. And, if they are wise, they’ll back off, shut up and
wait. Maybe they’ll even apologize.
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I cannot find language
of sufficient energy to
convey my sense of the
sacredness of private
integrity.

—Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Chapter 17:
Celebrating
Introversion

[The Introvert] is…in good physical, emotional,
and spiritual health…You will find her outside
sitting on a large rock looking out over the water or
inside looking out the window with a pensive
appearance, sometimes reading… Yes, I like this
person very much. She is me.

—Donna

Alienated? No. I feel very human; I think I’m more
connected than most people.

—Ben

I enjoy horseback riding, reading, hiking, flower
gardening…I like that I am not afraid to be alone. I
am not afraid of being with myself. I can find lots of
things to do if faced with time alone.

—Julie

I feel comfortable with my place in the universe. I’m
at peace with my spirituality and humanity. I like my
stubbornness. That tenacity is what allows me to stick
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with things until I’m done. I seldom look back and
say, “I wish I’d tried harder.”

—Dave

The person whose company I enjoy more than
anyone’s is my own.

—Margit

Introverts are alive and very well. In the midst of assaults from
an extroverted society, pathologizing assumptions, lies, and
pressures to conform, we are here—in larger numbers than
extroverts! And the same quality that gets attacked, our inward
focus, is what keeps us strong.

To some degree, introverts will always be outside of society,
and this is not only the key to our health, but to the health of
society. We bring something “not of this world” to the world.
We have access to a wealth that is not dependent on the gross
national product—or subject to the national debt. We reflect
while others move ahead. We invent while others rely on what
is established. We seek while others produce. We create while
others consume. We stay rooted while others waver.

Introverts carry the yin function of life. Though personality
tests describe introversion in a superficial (westernized) way,
the ancient concept of yin tells us much more. Yin is dark,
cool, and receptive, oriented to the moon and the earth. Time
to turn out the lights and celebrate the introvert!

LIFE IN THE DARK
In Western society, “dark” has become synonymous with evil.
We are taught to distrust what we cannot see. But darkness is
also where dreams are made, where babies are formed, and
where insights are discovered. The moon symbolizes the genius
of introversion: the ability to illuminate this other side of
life—the inner life.

Darkness also represents the mysterious beauty of introver-
sion. We are not completely knowable, and this is a key to our
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attractiveness. Where extroverts air their thoughts as they
come, we keep ideas inside as we work them out. The ability
to withhold gives us credibility: we are less likely to blurt out
statements we can’t support. In the 1980s, a commercial for
the investment firm E. F. Hutton became a popular mantra:
“When E. F. Hutton talks, people listen.” I recall a boss of mine
telling me, “When Laurie Helgoe talks, people listen.” This
was because I was often silent during team meetings, but when
I spoke, everyone paid attention. And I had instant power.

Introverts don’t need to get every-
thing out into the light. We focus better
in the dark. Rather than putting all our
cards on the table, we can wait until the
time is right, until ideas are fully formed,
and until people are ready to hear. I
could waste a great deal of energy giving
my perspective to a client, but if I wait
until she asks for it—if I respond—my energy is matched by
her interest, and she hears me. The squeaky wheel may get the
grease, but people don’t like to listen to it.

Dark is also associated with depression, something that is as
misunderstood as introversion. Clinical depression is an illness,
but dark moods are part of life. In Western society, we keep
coming up with new strategies for eliminating the dark. In the
’50s, we had “the power of positive thinking”; in the ’80s,
“Feeling Good”…through positive thinking; and, in 2007,
“The Secret” of…well, positive thinking. Like Icarus, we
convince ourselves that we can merge with the sun without
getting burned.

There is a lot to be said for positive thinking, and an exclu-
sive focus on the negative can be destructive. But denial of the
negative is just as dangerous. Extroverts describe themselves as
happier than introverts; as we discussed in Chapter 7, “pleas-
antness” is a priority for extroverts. Extroverts like the light.
Earlier, we challenged the assumption that “parties are fun.”
But there’s an assumption within this assumption: fun is the
ultimate goal.

[I have] a pronounced
dark side (not evil,
though) that is my
“zone of refuge.”

—Phil
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Here is the problem with evaluating someone else’s reality
with an assumption that is not shared. Extroverts want us to
have fun, because they assume we want what they want. And
sometimes we do. But “fun” itself is a “bright” word, the kind of
word that comes with flashing lights and an exclamation point!
One of Merriam-Webster’s definitions of “fun” is “violent or
excited activity or argument.” The very word makes me want to
sit in a dimly lit room with lots of pillows—by myself.

It helps to think of introverts as people with sensitive night
vision. We enjoy the comfort of darker surroundings, and there
we are free to focus on the ideas that emerge. Pull us into the
bright light, and our pupils close tight; we shield our minds from
the harmful rays. Words like “party” and “fun” may turn us off,
but try “intimate” or “casual,” and we might want to hear more.

Extroverts worry when we hang out in the dark, sometimes
for good reason, but often because they
fear the dark. Internal space is more
threatening to extroverts, so they
project their concerns onto us. The
introvert, in the meantime, may be
quite content. We are more trusting of
the dark. We know that, if we allow
our eyes to adjust, we can see. We
know that the stars are brightest when
the artificial light is extinguished. And
we know that, like the stars, some
truths only emerge after the lights go
out. We revel in a more muted light.

Introversion allows us to see what is
less visible in the light: the world of
ideas. Ideas, by their nature, start
inside. They are original to the extent
that they come from someplace else—
from the “just right” mix of thoughts,
and sometimes from dreams or sources
we can’t identify. Jung compared
dreams to stars, warning that both are
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Q: What do you like
best about being you?
A: Resilience. I get
depressed, disgusted,
despairing, distraught,
distended, disturbed,
and deeply bummed.
Two days later, I am
playing guitar, mountain
biking in the back-
woods, meditating in
the deep night, writing
the story of my life,
nuzzled with my
daughter watching “The
Big Bang Theory,” and
all is fine and good.

—Doug, who knows
his way in the dark
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best seen obliquely; looking too directly causes the light to
diffuse. The brightness of a star is dependent on the darkness
of the sky.

Similarly, a dark mood can illuminate neglected realities,
reveal what is not working, and inspire change. I love the
phrase “sweet melancholy,” because it captures the paradox-
ical comfort that comes with pondering difficult realities.
The verb “brood” comes from a Germanic root referring to
the incubation that leads to hatching.
Rescuing a brooding introvert may
thwart the birth of an original idea!

Introverts are drawn to mystery,
complex ideas, and inner realities. If
extroverts seek stimulation, introverts
seek to be absorbed, to be fascinated.
And, as we succeed in this endeavor, we
become fascinating!

INTROVERTS ARE COOL
Yin is associated with the coolness of earth, whereas yang holds
the warmth of the sun. Extroverts want to heat things up; we
like to chill out. We use words like “cool” and “chill” to refer to
people who are relaxed, comfortable with themselves, and don’t
require a lot from the outside.

Introversion holds the ability to step back, cool down, and
get perspective. Heat may forge, but it takes cool to clarify.
When people get too close to the action, they lose perspective
and get lost. As a psychologist, I help people develop the
capacity to keep a part of themselves out of the action, unaf-
fected, cool. When this observing capacity is strong, it gives us
the ability to not just live, but to know we are living. While one
part of us plays out the drama, another part gets to sit in the dark
of the movie theatre and watch. This is how we make meaning;
this is how we learn.

Introverts may seem cold as we pull away from the drama, but
we’re also the ones overheated extroverts seek out for perspective.

Hail divinest Melancholy,
Whose Saintly visage is
too bright
To hit the Sense of
human sight.

—John Milton, from
Il Penseroso
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And just as the darkness exposes unseen light, the removed
perspective of the observer invites the warmth of meaning.

WIDE RECEIVERS
Yin is often described as a feminine function, because it is
receptive and open. In this context, “feminine” does not refer
only to females; in fact, the introvert-to-extrovert ratio is
higher for men than for women. Clint Eastwood would prob-
ably not be confused with a female, but he has a strong yin
function. He describes himself as quiet, receptive, and open to
new learning. He describes himself as an introvert.

Yet, the receptive function is no better captured than in the
metaphor of birthing. Introverts take in raw materials and
create something new. A writer takes in observations and
creates a story. A scientist takes in evidence and produces a
theory. A therapist listens and develops insight. The ability to
receive and hold is essential to the creative process. The more
receptive we are, the more complexity we can manage and the
more we are able to integrate. The holding capacity of intro-
version gives ideas time to simmer, to incubate. When we give
birth to ideas and books and inventions, we channel some-
thing larger than ourselves. We participate in creation.

THE YIN CELEBRATION
We celebrate introversion when we gaze at the beauty of a full
moon. We touch introversion when we feel cool earth under
bare feet and when we rest in the shade of a tree. We behold
introversion in open expanses of nature and in uncluttered
interiors. We savor introversion by candlelight and starlight, in
the pages of a book, and in the meeting of minds.

An introversion party is three people sprawled on couches
and pillows, reading and occasionally talking. Or a couple
cuddling by a fire at camp, savoring the music of crackling wood
and crickets. Your introversion party might be a solitary walk
where thoughts are exposed to air and become clear. You might
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find your party in meditation, when time
expands and everything seems possible.
Your party might come with popcorn as
you passionately observe the big screen of
the theatre, or with a steaming cup of
Ethiopian blend as you watch people
from your table at the coffeehouse, or
with a cold beer as you watch the world
go by from your porch.

Notice introversion. Celebrate the
subtle. Passionately wait. Make a date
with the moon. Go barefoot. Tackle the
tough questions. Have a really good
conversation. Savor a glass of good wine
or the delicate flavors of French food. Let
an idea sit. Trust the dark and the
unknown. Allow babies to remind you
what comes of receiving, waiting, and
trusting. Celebrate your natural specialty.
And, while you’re at it, raise a glass, mug, or whatever you have
on hand to introverts everywhere, content in the knowledge
that this celebration can take place right where you are.
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I use my thoughts to
gain insight, sometimes
empirically, sometimes
intuitively. I often do not
share my insight—for
many different reasons.
But while I often dwell in
my own cave, I am not
withdrawn in social situ-
ations and will readily
reveal my opinions,
display my abilities…
For me, the excitement
and action are internal.

—Sandy, sixty and
excited about her new
career in technology
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Chapter 18:
Expressing

What’s In There

If you are not afraid of the voices inside you, you
will not fear the critics outside you.

—Natalie Goldberg

While others chat, introverts listen, observe, analyze, and
collect impressions. We also entertain ideas from internal
sources: memories, dreams, reflections. In our minds, we work
out theories, plan ahead, sort out what happened, converse,
compose, draft, and design.

Sometimes we feel weighted down by all that is inside. As
ideas become fully formed and take on significance, we want
and need to express them. Sometimes, we have no choice. I
recall a time during my analysis when my psyche was
churning out insights at an unprecedented rate. And feel-
ings—ones I had been too scared to acknowledge—were now
available to me. On an ordinary day during this extraordi-
nary time, my husband made the mistake of saying some-
thing that set me off.

I started screaming—not at him, though I was compelled to
block his voice, to block anything more from coming in. The
scream sounded foreign, and carried a power that both
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alarmed and satisfied me. I moved away from my husband,
bent down on my knees. I knew I was supposed to stop; I had
children in the house. But I didn’t. It felt too good. I released
another wave of raw, aggressive sound.

I’ll never forget my talk with my son that night. I apolo-
gized for scaring him, but I also told him what I had learned:
I had let too much feeling build up inside me, and I needed to
find a better way of letting things out—a way that didn’t hurt
me or the ones I loved.

That was my only primal scream—except for the planned,
collective scream I had joined during finals week at college.
Perhaps I enjoyed my spontaneous scream so much because I
knew I would never risk such a display again. But I have
screamed on paper. I have screamed in plays. I have expelled
power I didn’t know I had in me.

I remember a particular play rehearsal: my character, a
bitter, angry woman, was confronting the man who had aban-
doned her, pregnant, many years ago. The director kept
asking me for more: more anger, more venom, louder, scarier.
I was thrilled! Here was a place where my “more” was safe.

As my scream had revealed, I needed to find a big vehicle—
or vehicles—for expressing myself. Introverts don’t use the
little vehicles, like small talk and rapid-fire conversation.
Besides, we enjoy keeping ideas inside for awhile. But when
we’re ready, when the elements come together and we have
something to say, we’re really ready. In fact, we may feel ill or
depressed if we don’t get it out.

WRITING IT OUT
If Goth is an archetype of the introvert subculture, the writer
is the archetype of the introvert. On the blank page, the
writer’s inner world rules. She can write anything, and
nobody will interrupt or argue the point (at least until
submission time!). Even when an author is not writing,
she is living in her head, developing ideas or characters. And
writing demands an extremely high tolerance for being alone.
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Writing also demands an extremely high tolerance for
holding. I use the term “holding,” as I did in the last chapter,
in the sense that a pregnancy requires holding. When intro-
verts are accused of withholding, the life-giving aspect of
holding, or “growing an idea,” gets overlooked. Holding is
such a natural part of writing that even our literary mentors
often take it for granted. Manuals on writing emphasize the
discipline of “pen to paper,” or “fingers to keyboard,” but
attend less to the writing that happens in your head. Author
Carolyn See is an exception. She starts her book, Making a
Literary Life, with the instruction to hold:

The wonderful thing about your inner life is that it’s your
inner life. Think about your writing when you’re making
toast or suffering through a meeting at work or spacing out
watching baseball on TV. Something’s in your head, or your
chest, that wants to get out. But keep it there for awhile.

Introverts don’t really need this advice; I include it to
remind you that you’re already halfway there! “Prewriting” is
essential to good writing. But so is writing, and See recom-
mends you hold onto your writing as well:

Write your stuff, hide it, let it stack up. Reread it. Don’t worry
about it. Don’t look for perfection. To switch metaphors, your
first writing is as delicate as a seedling. Don’t show it to some
yahoo who wouldn’t know an orchid from kudzu.

Whether or not you identify yourself as a writer, putting
thoughts, ideas, and feelings on paper is a great way to get the
inside out. Because cathartic writing, or journaling, is for your
eyes only, you get to release what’s inside while maintaining
privacy. Go ahead, scream on the paper or whisper your
secrets. It’s your paper. Whether you just need to vent or have
a book inside you, here are some tips for getting started:

• Write daily. Even a small chunk of time, fifteen or twenty
minutes each day, gets your mind oriented to what you’re
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putting on the paper. Just as small, frequent meals aid
metabolism of food, small, frequent writing sessions aid
metabolism of ideas. I tell my clients that the time
between sessions is as important as the time in session.
Therapy is most effective when the client has the capacity
to metabolize ideas raised in the sessions, to come in
hungry next time, and obtain more food for thought.
Writing works the same way. The best writing generates
more to think about, and more to write.

• Make it easy. Have your materials ready. If you want a
special “container” for your thoughts, take the time to
browse the aisle of journals at your favorite bookstore. I
think of a journal in the way Mr. Ollivander of the Harry
Potter world regarded the right wand: it will pick you. On
the other hand, some beautiful journals are left
untouched because the writer is afraid to spoil it. A
journal is not effective if it inhibits the writer. Sometimes
a cheap notebook is a better option. Or, look in the dollar
bins at a large craft or discount store. I have found some
lovely journals this way, and I feel free to waste as many
pages as I want.

• Write crap. As Ann Lamott puts it in Bird by Bird, write
“shitty first drafts.” If you are writing only for yourself, the
function is just to get it out: forget punctuation and
grammar. Practice not editing. Write down your shopping
list if that’s on your mind, or write about why you don’t
want to write. See if you can “talk” on paper. Listen to
your thoughts and record what they say. If you are writing
for literary purposes, practice shitty first drafts, and go
back and edit your work as many times as necessary.

• Tell the truth. This is the writer’s mantra. You’ll feel
tempted to filter and soften what’s inside you. Catch your-
self, and write the raw truth. As Natalie Goldberg says in
her inspiring manual, Wild Mind, “Writing is the crack
through which you can crawl into a bigger world, into
your wild mind.” Take on the challenge of finding words
for the truth, rather than making truth fit your words.
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• Write your pain. James W. Pennebaker and his associates
at the University of Texas have conducted extensive
research on the benefits of journaling. His findings: if
you want relief, write about your most upsetting experi-
ences, write through the pain, and connect painful events
with your life story. Getting to the tough stuff was a key
factor in helping people feel better and move on.

• Respect your writing. If it is time to write, don’t wait until
you have time. Make commitments to yourself, and ask
others to hold you accountable. You can commit to a
certain amount of time each day, or to a quota. For her
creativity course, Julia Cameron assigns three full
“morning pages” per day and, for those wanting a literary
life, See insists on one thousand words a day. Find what
fits you, and fit it in.

• Record life. Anne Lamott emphasizes the importance of
taking notes rather than trusting memory. Her advice:
always carry a pen and some index cards. Jot down enough
to remind you of your ideas and observations, then pull
out your cards at your daily writing session and expand.

BEYONDWORDS
Are you a doodler? Do you salivate at the sight of paints and
brushes? Are you looking for an unrestricted form of expres-
sion? Art and music go beyond words to capture what is inside.
The artist may not even know the
meaning of his creation until stepping
back from it in the end. Sometimes
meaning does not emerge, only expres-
sion. The vast range of artistic and
musical styles reminds us that the inner
life is rich and exciting, and that there is
plenty to go around.

The tips for writing apply to all art
forms: make room, get your stuff,
commit, and have the courage to create
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Artists wear black to
keep the paint stains
from showing so much.
But honestly, I like to
be in the background.
Black helps me feel
that way.

—Mark Wolfe on why
artists wear black
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crap. Get a jumbo-sized box of crayons and access your childlike
freedom of expression. If you want to get serious, pick up a guide
to materials and techniques, such as The New Artist’s Manual by
Simon Jennings. If you don’t like to paint or draw, cut out images
from magazines, arrange them on posterboard, and create a
collage. If you are drawn to the refined, take up calligraphy or

grow a bonsai. Through dance or yoga,
your body can do the talking. Sing your
own song or pound on the piano or
drums. If talk bores you, there are plenty
of other options for self-expression. Find
your language and develop it.

Julia Cameron’s creativity manuals,
The Artist’s Way and Vein of Gold, are
great resources for helping you discover
and express your gifts. If you’re intimi-
dated by artistic expression, surrealist
painter Salvador Dali offers these
helpful reminders: “Those who do not
want to imitate anything, produce
nothing,” and “Have no fear of perfec-
tion, you’ll never reach it.”

HAVING THE STAGE
Yes, many introverts love the stage. This reality is baffling to many
extroverts: “You must be an extrovert—you like to perform!”
Extroversion has very little to do with performing. In fact, the
expression of internal contents without interruption is a very
introverted desire. Doing improvisational work may require more
extroversion, but acting requires a good dose of introversion.
Good acting relies on developing a character: a flesh-and-blood
person with a history, a style, and a story. An actor also needs to
be able to access memories of feelings and reactions and, as acting
coaches point out, the ability to listen is key.

Performing, whether through drama, comedy, music, or
dance, is attractive to many introverts. Introverted thespians
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I like music you can’t
classify, that you can’t
put in a certain genre,
although they do it
anyway. I like heavy,
insane, beautiful,
melodic, screaming.
It can’t stay the same
the whole way though,
it has to take you to
different plateaus.
Extreme bliss to infinite
sadness.

—Ben, musician
and composer
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enjoy the freedom of expression that acting allows, but also
appreciate the protection offered by character and script. This
is why the actor who is flawless on the screen may be awkward
and rather tongue-tied during a live interview. Let’s hear from
some of our natural performers:

I [am] far more comfortable getting up and speaking
or even performing before a crowd of people than
most of the extroverts I [know]… But put me within
a large social group where everyone is randomly
interacting, I many times feel it’s simply not worth
the effort to make myself heard.

—Suzanne

For me, I get to hide behind my guitar.

—David

I used to perform in high school plays/musicals and
loved it. It was an opportunity to be someone totally
different. I would say introverts enjoy performing
because it allows them to express…feelings,
emotions…they would not usually express in their
“real” life. I think sometimes the assumption is
made that the introvert does not have these feelings
or passions, but they do…they are just slow or loathe
to express them.

—Karen

The stage is a place where I can assume…a larger
personality than what I show in mundane daily
life…My wife often remarks how reticent and
reserved I can be sometimes on social outings, but
put me on a stage and I become this much more “out
there” figure. The stage is a place of unlocking those
parts of myself I don’t give permission—or am not
given permission—to express in daily life.

—Doug
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Comedy is my everything. It pumps through my
blood. I love making people laugh, making them feel
good, which is why I like to perform.

—Jessica

Even if you have no interest in getting on stage, the ability
to assume a role can be extremely useful in stressful situations.
If you pretend to be a more expressive person, the character can
say what you script, while the rest of you watches.

INTROVERSION DIVERSIONS
As an alternative to releasing what’s inside, a compelling diver-
sion can help you out of your own head for a while. For me,
there is nothing like a dark movie theatre and a big screen to
pull me into a different world. Getting lost in a book, walking
in nature, listening to music, meditating in silence—whatever
it is, find your introversion diversion and let it take you out,
regularly. Let’s take a closer look at some of our favorite alter-
native realities:

Books, books, books! We can’t seem
to get enough of them. A good book is
like a friend waiting for you at home,
providing comfort and familiarity
alongside excitement and adventure. In
contrast to “quick fix” diversions, a
book lets the reader inside. You have
time to get to know the character—her
thoughts and secret yearnings—to live
inside of a story, or to master a subject.
Through a single book of nonfiction,
you can obtain inside knowledge
gleaned from a lifetime of experience.
And through fiction, you can inhabit
another life, another time, even another
world. Reading is like travel, allowing
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I have a bookcase
inside my closet in my
room, and I love
opening the closet door
and sitting in front of
my bookcase, to either
read certain passages,
reminisce with certain
books or notebooks, or
just rearrange them. I
never realized how
books can be almost
erotic.

—Cecilia
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you to exit your own life for a bit, and
to come back with a renewed, even
inspired, perspective.

And books themselves, even
unopened, have an enchanted quality,
especially for introverts. I think this is
because, in a bookstore, library, or next
to a bookcase, we are with our people:
thinkers, dreamers, others like us who
relish time and solitude.

If a good book is a friend, some
become lifetime companions—or as one
instructor put it, your “soul books.” The
story that calls you back, over and over
again, is like your greater Self, ever abun-
dant and generative, yet completely
yours. Discovering your soul book, or
your soul author, is like coming home.
Sure, you are fed and strengthened by
the story. But, mostly, you just like
hanging out inside.

Melting into the movies. Art, litera-
ture, music, and film all offer a bigger
version of our experience, allowing us
to fold inside something safe and relax.
The elements of the movie theatre
contribute to this embrace. You sit in a
cushioned seat, comforting food beside you, in the dark
womb of the theatre, and the Big Screen becomes your
world. Ideally, you would have the theatre all to yourself, and
I have actually enjoyed this luxury during some of my
midweek, midday screenings. But even when the space is
shared, anonymity rules, and other viewers soon become
swallowed in darkness.

Many introverts prefer their movies at home, especially if
the cinemas within reach are overcrowded. While I love the
movies brought in by our local film festival, I often pass
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Books and movies both
create the same
response. I can
become part of either.
If something embar-
rassing happens in a
book or movie, I will
actually blush. I won’t
even tell you what
impact the line
“Scarecrow, I’ll miss
you most of all”
still has on me.
(I’ve watched The
Wizard of Oz a couple
of dozen times, and
I always identify most
with the Scarecrow.)
I’ve read The Lord of
the Rings over twenty
times. I can become
so absorbed that once
I read the whole trilogy
in a single weekend.

—Dave
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because I know too many people at the showings. But when I
can be anonymous and melt into the darkness, nothing rivals
the real thing.

You sit back and see a place: a bar, perhaps, or a front lawn,
or a war zone. The filmmaker creates a mood through lighting,
color tones, and the angles of the camera. You just ride.
Whatever is on the screen takes on significance: the green of
the grass, the heroine’s lipstick, the sound of footsteps. In the
safety of the theatre, you can laugh out loud and cry tears you
have held too long.

After the credits roll, as you leave the theatre, you hold on
to your perspective as a viewer. You notice things: people
exiting and dispersing in various combinations, the coolness or
warmth of the air, the snap of a car door as it closes. Your
mind’s eye is also sensitized: you reflect on the movie and on
your life. From the perspective of the viewer, your life seems
more interesting than usual, more significant.

This cinematic perspective is what inspired me to develop
my version of “movie therapy,” or what I have sometimes
called “movie meditation.” Here’s how it works:

Schedule a movie a week, and clear at least twenty minutes
for post-movie reflections. Pick a show time when the
theatre is less crowded, and go solo. Bring a notebook or
journal if you like, and have a comfortable place to go, by
yourself, after the show. Having a coffeehouse or café close
by is ideal, or you may prefer to walk outside.

Then try it. Leave your cell phone off after the movie and
savor the afterglow. If you have a journal, you might want to
write your reflections, or begin the screenplay of your life.
Try writing the scene around you and describing yourself in
third person.

The practice of movie therapy can help you appreciate and
enjoy the artistic value of your own life. In life, we strive for
control and guarantees. In a movie, we like not knowing.
Practice viewing your own life cinematically. Step back and
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enjoy the not knowing. When things get harder or life takes a
turn, see the challenge as plot thickener and remind yourself
that the plot will resolve. Notice the artistic quality of your
day, i.e., how you get dressed or put on makeup, what you see
as you walk to your mailbox, the expressions on the face of a
loved one. Add music for effect.

Eclectic expressions. Introverts find many and varied ways
of expressing and stepping back from the action inside. Here’s
a very small sampling:

• Studying languages is one of the most prominent ways I
express myself. The way English words sound does not
always express my ideas and feelings accurately. For
example, hermosa expresses the word beautiful far better
for me, but hermosa is Spanish. I’ve been working to close
language gaps almost every day.—Solveig

• One quirky thing I like to do is visit cemeteries…I think
they are beautiful. Not sure too many folks enjoy them,
but I do. Especially if it is foggy and cool.—Karen

• Golf, lately.—David
• Running alone. This gives me complete control over path

and speed. It allows me to shake up my thoughts and
emotions—literally through movement. Running lets me
express what is inside of me by enabling it to flow
through my entire body…I tend to move from running to
writing to talking if I really want to express and understand
what is inside of me.—Beth

• [Watching], whenever possible, a major league baseball
game.—Don

• I’m passionate about figuring out what my problem is
and becoming peaceful. I also like little art projects like
snowflakes, cards, and boxes. I love cleaning. I LOVE
NATURE!! HIKING, OCEAN, LAKES, RIVERS,
FIELDS, EVERYTHING!! I love one-on-one conversa-
tions. —Jessica
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• Creating things like good meals in the kitchen and good
letters for fonts on the computer.—Annie, font designer

• Crossword puzzles…Playing with and walking our dog
and helping get dogs adopted at Arlington’s animal
shelter.—Ingrid

Though our discussion has focused on the personal benefits
of self-expression, there’s more to this story. Introverts para-
doxically pull away from culture and create culture. We
provide perspective that is seasoned by time and experience,
nourished by thought and imagination, and fueled by desire.
And our hungry society is ready to hear from us.
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Chapter 19:
Moshing on Your
Own Terms

You have to systematically create confusion, it sets
creativity free. Everything that is contradictory
creates life.

—Salvador Dali

Ben is an introvert: thoughtful, rooted, “chill,” yet kind and
gentle. He has a calming manner about him and, in his pres-
ence, people feel safer and more relaxed. He’s a big guy, and
typically wears black; he recently traded in his dreadlocks for a
cropped, jet-black haircut. His appearance may seem intimi-
dating to strangers, but it filters out the ignorant. He embodies
a beautiful mix of Shadow Dweller and Accessible Introvert.
He’s smart and he works hard, landscaping or delivering pizzas
between his shifts as a lab engineer and production instructor,
playing industrial metal guitar, composing, and producing.
His music contrasts with his calm demeanor, as do his favorite
bands. And Ben has been known to mosh.

There is no such thing as a “pure” introvert. We all have
times when we want to get into the mix, even if the mix
happens in bed with a lover, or at the family table in the midst
of a heated political debate. My extroverted friend recently
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told me that I am more extroverted one-on-one than she is: I
like a good argument with my husband; she prefers intimate
exchanges to flow without conflict. In general, introverts
become more extroverted when the group is smaller and inti-
mate, and/or when participants share a common interest. A
Goth may be reclusive during school, but at a party among
close friends, he rises from—or I should say with—the dead.

But because of the ongoing pressure introverts feel to
convert to extroversion, we reflexively duck when the topic of
extroverting comes up. How do we maintain integrity as intro-
verts, and at the same time allow our natural extroverted
tendencies to emerge?

The answer: organically. We mosh best when we feel like
moshing. The T’ai Chi symbol illustrates that introversion
(yin) flows into extroversion (yang) and extroversion flows into
introversion. Each specialty houses the nucleus of the other.
When the introvert is safe, she can extrovert. When the extro-
vert is safe, he can introvert.

But note that, before yin flows into yang, yin expands—
just as a wave swells before it diminishes. Pressure to reduce
introversion can reverse the sequence: we deny the preference
for peace and quiet and become stressed pseudo-extroverts.
Then, as we get stronger and more confident, we give up the
sham and return home to introversion; we don’t venture
beyond to extroversion.

A more natural sequence starts by going with what comes
naturally—what generates the most energy—and riding it
out. If we can’t do this early, we do it later, but we deserve a
chance to ride the wave as far as it will take us. This is why
most of this book is about expanding and accepting every-
thing introverted.
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When we allow the natural specialty of introversion to lead,
we not only expand our power, we experience fulfillment and
satisfaction. Once satisfied, once we master the art of introver-
sion, we might want to see what else is out there.

MEETING YOUR OPPOSITE
According to Jung’s theory, the flow to the other side usually
occurs in midlife—hence, the midlife crisis. By midlife, we
feel established enough to get bored. We start to wonder
what we’ve missed along the way. That nucleus of extrover-
sion wants to have a go. We long for more than a specialty;
we want to be whole.

In midlife, we begin to discover the opposites within. So,
the story goes, the responsible family man buys a red sports
car, and the conservative career woman takes up belly dancing.
While this kind of response seems cliché, there is usually more
going on. I work with a man who has handled his finances
impeccably all of his life. He didn’t make the mistakes most of
us do, like stacking up credit card debt or forgetting to save
and invest. He has achieved that enviable position of knowing
that he and his wife will be fine, financially, whatever happens.

But this man does have a problem. He deeply resents
people who squander money, who put entitlement before
earning, who spend first and pay later. I told him one day:
“You both have half of it figured out. The spenders have no
money but know how to enjoy it. You have money but don’t
know how to enjoy it.” When he realized that he could learn
from, rather than resent, his opposite, his attitude changed.

LEARNING FROM OUR EXTROVERTS
According to Jung, we are attracted to the people we need in
order to grow. These people hold parts of ourselves we are not
yet ready to integrate. This works well, because an introvert’s
“dirty work” is often an extrovert’s pleasure, and vise versa. My
husband negotiates with salespeople, and actually enjoys the
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challenge. He helps me get around in the external world; he is
my protector and advocate. I help him negotiate the inner
world, providing safety through emotional storms. When I
went through analysis, we both gained insight. When he
bought a red Miata, I discovered “Miata therapy.”

There is great wisdom in attraction.
When you feel it, you want to be around
the object of your attraction as much as
possible. When both of you feel it, you
touch heaven—you touch wholeness.
You both feel lucky, like you’ve hit the

lottery. And in a way, you have.
In the other person, you recognize a quality you long for, but

you just can’t embody, at least right now. You don’t know you
have it, of course, but you do. My client did not see the spender
in him, but he’d been saving for that part of himself for years.
It is good, in a way, that he did not recognize the spender in
him for awhile. Instead, he fell in love with a woman from a
family of spenders, and they held that part of him. By putting
the inner spender aside, he was better able to accomplish his
goals. Yet, it would be tragic for him to deprive himself of
enjoying what he had so faithfully saved. When I alerted him to
the fact that his money, still unspent after his death, would
likely go to people who did not earn it, he agreed and became
angry at the injustice of this outcome. He said to me, “Now
that’s a good argument for spending it myself.” He knew that,
even after he and his wife were accounted for, there was a lot left
to enjoy—or pass on. With no children, he was pretty sure any
leftovers would go to the lazy in-laws that he complained about.

I had a similar wake up call as I approached forty. As a
child, I received a lot of attention for my looks, and it wasn’t
always the good kind. I began to associate being “cute”
with being dismissed, not taken seriously, with being unin-
telligent. So I downplayed my looks, determined to prove
that I was smart. I got good grades, went to college, then
graduate school, and developed a reputation for my smarts.
At the age of thirty-nine, I fell forward on ice so quickly that

Whatever you love,
you are.

—Rumi
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my face broke my fall. And I broke my face, about five
bones, and I still have tiny plates and screws in my skull
from the reconstruction.

I was lucky. My facial tissue was intact, and the plastic
surgeon masterfully repaired the breaks. Like my client, I real-
ized that I did care about what I had downplayed—my face,
my exterior. I also realized that my appearance was fleeting and
vulnerable: could I afford a little vanity, a little enjoyment of
this gift? The answer was a bold “yes!”

So, in a completely uncharacteristic move, on my fortieth
birthday, I decided to give modeling a try. In addition to my
newfound appreciation of my exterior, I was becoming bored by
depth, tired of analysis, and the prospect of attending to the
surface sounded refreshing. I changed my diet, intensified my
workouts, and started paying more attention to fashion. And I
got some work, modeling for locally shot commercials and print
ads. I’ll never forget a photo shoot where my job was to wear
pajamas, lie in a bed, and sleep in various positions. I couldn’t
believe I was being paid for this! My sisters were concerned that
this feminist who often shunned makeup had lost it. But I was
actually finding a piece of myself that I had pushed away.

Most everything you detest in others will come back and
kick you in the butt—if you’re lucky. It is good to define your-
self, and it is good to know when it’s time to break out of the
definition and get bigger.

But it’s much easier when love kicks us in the butt. Desire
bridges the gap between what we are and what we can become.
The extroverts you love carry the sort of extroversion you
want. My client’s wife was not a spendthrift; she was generous,
and my client admired this quality. Don’t worry, you won’t
become that extrovert, nor will he or she become you. You will
take back the projections of some of these qualities, and you’ll
leave others for the extrovert to cover.

Here’s an example: My extroverted husband loves to argue.
I was terrified of arguing as a young person: I was the good
child, the good student, blah, blah, blah. But I really wanted
to feel safe enough to be “bad”—to talk back, argue, show my
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edges. I married a man with very sharp edges. He loves to
argue, he’s okay with making other people uncomfortable, and
he trusts the adversarial process—a born lawyer. I wanted to
have that trust: I envied friendships I saw in the movies who
could fight openly and get to a new level of understanding.

I was extremely attracted to my husband’s edges. I saw a
part of me I couldn’t pull off, yet, and I wanted him around
to do it for me. None of this was conscious, of course. I just

wanted him. He carried my projected
edges for a long time. But I’ve been
taking back the projection, bit by bit. I
still have no interest in arguing with
salespeople—though I have surprised
myself on occasion—but I love a good
fight with my husband.

ORGANIC EXPANSION
The model of organic growth provides some helpful tips on
how to expand. We do best when we start where we’re
comfortable, when the soil of introversion is well tended and
fertile. Rather than using unnatural means to speed our
growth, we draw on the elements that come to us in season and
over time. Let’s look at some examples:

• Really indulge in introversion, and you’re likely to crave
a little extra—extroversion, that is. You’ll experience
that movement of yin into yang. Consider, for example,
traveling by yourself, far away from familiar faces,
others divinely indifferent to you. Chances are you’ll
eventually find yourself open to and even initiating
exchanges with strangers. Because contact is optional, it
flows out of you—it’s natural, easy, and probably quite
pleasurable.

• Do it for love, when you can. I’ve shared the example of
sticking out a party for my friend. I used introverted
survival techniques to refuel, and I learned I could
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Lord, grant that I may
always desire more than
I can accomplish.

—Michelangelo
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endure my worst version of a party and even learn some
things. When your desire leads you to give in this way,
the loss of ego can be freeing. As I watched the hours tick
away, I started to enjoy the submission. And the night
gave back: the after party turned out to be just my friend,
her dance partner, and me in an intimate club. We had
the chance to talk, sip Godiva martinis, and listen to a
singer who was a convincing incarnation of Frank
Sinatra. I was even inspired to dance. I witnessed extro-
version expand and then flow into introversion.

• Ignore “should”; follow “want.” The word “should” is a
good indication that somebody else’s standards are
involved. “Want” is within you, and is the seed of change.
To know what kind of extroversion you want to add to
your repertoire, look to extroverts, real or fictional, that
you admire or find attractive. If you want to know your
future potential, desire is better than a crystal ball.

• As the Buddha put it, “believe nothing.” Introversion
does not fully describe you, nor does any category. The
road to healthy psychology is to get an identity then lose
it. Then get another identity and lose that one. Seek truth
and live by it.

• Know when you’re stuck. Boredom is a clue. Addiction is
a clue. Low energy is a big clue. Real desire promotes
flow and expands you. Fear, sometimes masked as desire,
constricts. You may feel compelled to stay locked behind
your computer even though you are miserable there and
all life has been sucked out of the activity. This is not
desire; this is avoidance, a response to fear.

• When you’re afraid of change, give birth a chance. In our
society, change is scary. The American Way is exempli-
fied by an impossible metaphor: “pull yourself up by
your bootstraps.” This “just do it” mentality is unnat-
ural. Holding, growing, and birthing your way to
change—nature’s way and the introvert’s way—seems to
be catching on, however. A six-stage model of change,
identified by researchers Prochaska, Norcross, and
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DiClemente, has begun to be used in a broad range of
settings, from smoking cessation programs to sunscreen
use campaigns. The research shows that successful
change starts inside, where the first three stages take
place: pre-contemplation, contemplation and prepara-
tion. So if you want to get “out there,” you do better
when you build up your desire internally first. It’s easier
and it works better. So, don’t just do something, stand
there awhile first!

EXTROVERTING FOR ENERGY
Although introverts typically go in for energy, there is another
kind of energy that comes when “in” meets “out,” when yin meets
yang. The release of this energy, called Qi or Chi in the Taoist
tradition, underpins Jung’s theory of introversion-extroversion.
According to Jung, integrating opposites within the person-
ality not only brings a person closer to wholeness, but frees up
life energy. The more a person is able to tolerate paradox in
search of truth, the less energy will be spent defending a rigid
position.

Imagine a world without extroversion. It would be nice and
quiet. We’d all have a lot of room. Life would move more
slowly so that each introvert had a chance to speak without
interruption, and to think before talking or acting. We
wouldn’t have downtowns or elections or contact sports. No
one would ask how you’re doing, only what you’re thinking.
Sound like paradise? Maybe, until you imagine this state of
affairs lasting for weeks and months and years and decades.
Something essential would be missing.

We may find it easier to imagine a world without introverts,
because sometimes our world feels that way. We compete, we
talk a lot, we have parties. But our world is also infused with
introvert energy. Without introversion, we would have no
books and no readers, no philosophies, theologies, or dreams.
There would be sun with no shadows, day without night.
Something essential would be missing.
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The something essential is life energy—that intangible spark
emerging from paradox, the conflict that forces a higher-level
solution, the chemistry that allows male and female to join and
make a third, and the integrity that allows introvert and extro-
vert to coexist and make a better world.

THE PARADOX OF THE PIT
The mosh pit seems an apt metaphor of our extroverted, capi-
talistic society, with dancers body-to-body, slamming and
pushing. But this chaotic scene can be viewed differently. Here
is Ben’s description:

[It’s] like a tribal dance. It’s not about hurting each other,
too much. If you push someone over, you help them
back up. There is no winner, everyone flows together,
kind of like a swarm of insects. It gets you back to your
primitive nature.

At first glace, the mosh pit is capitalism on crack. People are
pushing their way to the front, stomping down the competi-
tion if need be. Within the mob, a circular vortex forms, and
moshers slam dance inside. Because of the risks associated with
moshing, Tom Berger requires users of his online instruction
book, In the Pit, to indicate that they have read the following
warning: “The only way to ensure one’s safety at a general
admission event is NOT TO ATTEND THE EVENT!”
Though people typically come out exhilarated but intact,
injuries do occur, and even deaths have been reported. But for
introverted devotees, the pit is not about violence: it is a place
to let go, to relinquish ego, and to meld with the mob.
Everyone is welcome. People compete, but also cooperate.
James Cook, in his online essay “Zen and the Art of the Mosh
Pit,” captures the paradoxical nature of the pit:

To look upon the mosh pit for the first time is an affront
to the senses…Without any regard for the music, a large
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crowd shifts and swirls in front of a stage. Bodies move
to and fro amidst random acts of self-sacrifice and enig-
matic grace.

Cook’s description of moshing captures the way competi-
tion flows into meditation. The pit mixes it all up: danger and
altruism, aggression and unity. Everyone’s dual energy is
exposed: they knock down; they pick up. Jung would have
liked the metaphor: opposites colliding at every level and
generating energy. With the higher-level perspective of intro-
version, the chaos becomes a pattern, a shared energy.

As with the pit, smashing into your opposite is risky. But is
it indeed easier to stay on your side, comfortably separate, or
is it more natural to be curious, to investigate what is
unknown—to move toward your opposite?

Jung would say “yes.”
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Chapter 20:
Introvert Power

It is in your power to withdraw into yourself when-
ever you desire. Perfect tranquility within consists
in the good ordering of the mind,—the realm of
your own.

—Marcus Aurelius

We live in a society that thrives on interaction. We grow up
learning the games. We are told that we live in a place where,
like the mosh pit, you play or lose. Sure you can sit it out and
watch from the sidelines, but the action is in the pit. Playing is
how you have fun.

This is what we are told.
But we also live in a society that thrives on ideas. We learn,

not just how to play with others, but how to use our minds,
understand our emotions, and generate our own solutions. We
are told that books hold indescribable pleasure. We are enticed
to explore new worlds, to embark on the solitary journey. We
learn to figure it out, to think for ourselves.

This is also what we are told.
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When I began this book, I wanted to resolve the paradox of
meditating in the mosh pit—to emancipate introverts from
the constraints of an extroverted society. But the reality of the
mosh pit woke me up to something new.

An introvert does not merely slide into extroverted society and
meditate there. She’ll get pushed to the side, or trampled. Her
meditation will not be recognized. Be silent in a group of extro-
verts, and they’ll happily consume the space. Our power does not
easily translate into contexts dominated by extroversion.

Introverts who enter the mosh pit may be moved there
from within: a personal ideology is captured by and expressed
through the music. These introverts become intimately
connected with the experience of moshing before entering the
pit. Many will be content to observe. Luke, another one of my
moshing consultants, noted, “There are a lot of people who
just want to stand there and listen, and get really annoyed at
the moshers. They’re the ones pushing them [the moshers]
back in to protect their girlfriends.” And some introverts
jump in.

Entering, however, means accepting the conditions of the
pit. Just read Berger’s guidebook and you’ll appreciate the
importance of knowing what you’re doing. Moshers mosh:
they slam and push and sweat. The pit must be mastered
before it can be transcended. Though moshing may become a
meditation, there is no moshing without aggression.

So, is the message here to adapt first? Do we have to buy in?
No. The answer to the mosh pit paradox, to the question of

how to be fully introverted in an extroverted society, is this:
relinquish the belief that society is extroverted.

Our society is made up of a healthy mix of introverts and
extroverts. Even my family, I now know, reflects this mix. Both
realities are always present—mosh pit and monastery, yang
and yin. Introversion is coming of age. It is no longer enough
to complain that extroversion won’t let us be introverts. Of
course extroversion won’t let us be introverts; extroversion does
not know how.

But introversion will, and introversion abounds.
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It is time for us, as introverts, to take ownership of our
society. We are here in great numbers, we are contributing and
we are powerful. Sometimes it takes an extrovert to remind us
of this reality. Though I long assumed I was invisible in my
big, loud family, my extroverted sisters argue the contrary,
telling me that I am the one that gets taken seriously, that my
quiet wields a lot of power.

Introversion is very compelling in the outer world. Visit a
portrait gallery, and notice the faces that draw you in. The
Mona Lisa poses, even smiles a bit, but she doesn’t give it all
away. She sits regally and calmly. Her portrait captures the
beauty of introversion. And she gets noticed. An estimated six
million people a year come to see her, and she now has a wall
all to herself. That’s power.

Being openly introverted will always be a paradox, like
Mona Lisa’s smile. But it is actually in the paradox—in the
challenge of outing introversion—that we discover our power.
Hold paradox and you become larger, more powerful. Here is
some food for paradox:

• We think of meditation as something we do in private,
usually in a lotus position. But meditation is actually
quite portable. In their book, Meditation 24/7, Camille
Maurine and Lorin Roche instruct: “The key to medita-
tion is that you set things up so that you are restful.
When you rest in loving attentiveness, the vibrating
silence that’s underneath outer activity can emerge.” Take
your restful attitude into the world, and practice seeing
the space between and the silence underneath.

• The next time you go to a mall or one of those obligatory
parties, see if you can find the pattern, the rhythm, and
make it a meditation. Allow yourself to look beyond the
small talk to our shared condition and longings. Let your
presence offer the peace you so value.

• Take your mind with you. Practice the simple exercise of
noting what you think and feel: “Hmm, I like this.”
“There is something wrong here.” “Okay, this sucks.”
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Turn up the volume on your inner wisdom. No need to
act on it before you’re ready, just notice.

• Allow others to see your introversion. Instead of looking
in the mirror and putting on a perky smile, look in the
mirror as you contemplate. Get an idea of what you look
like and feel like on the outside as you listen for what is
inside. Are you taking your inside outside, or are you
wearing an extrovert costume? What does your “inner
wardrobe” look like? What would it mean to take your
comfort with you?

• Practice “confident pausing.” When I studied speech, I
learned to respect the pause. A deliberate pause holds the
audience captive. Introverts think before speaking, and
need time within conversations to develop their ideas and
responses. In my family, I got used to others chiming in,
so I learned to trail off and make room for interrup-
tions—this was not confident pausing. A confident pause
is a clear break, and communicates the expectation that
others wait. Try it. Start with low-stress situations.
Stretch out time. Use public space for thinking privately.
Act as if you’ve got all day. Feel the power.

• Withdraw more openly. State your introvert needs in the
affirmative rather than apologetically. Assume others
understand and that they’re weird if they don’t.

• Absorb the power of collective introversion. Attend a
meditation circle or prayer vigil. Look for people behind
the scenes. Read, and make company with books. As
William Gladstone put it, “Books are a delightful society.
If you go into a room filled with books, even without
taking them down from their shelves, they seem to speak
to you, to welcome you” (emphasis mine). The poet
Shelley also frequented introvert society: “I love tranquil
solitude/ And such society/ As is quiet, wise, and good”
(emphasis mine).

Society is ours to choose, ours to create. I think meditation
is an apt metaphor for introvert power. As Doug Imbrogno,
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introvert and facilitator of a meditation
circle, put it: “Meditation allows you to
not get swept away by the flood of
thoughts and emotions, to sit by the side
of the river, to watch the raging torrent
and not get swept down.” Though he
was talking about the inner torrent, a meditative attitude
distances the outer torrent as well, allowing you to witness
extroversion without getting “swept down” by it. And others
may opt to come your way.

TRIBUTE TO AN INTROVERT
Over the past two years, I had the privilege of knowing a girl
who struggled to make room for herself. She, like many intro-
verts, loved therapy. Unlike many teenagers, she was unre-
strained in her honesty. And she was in trouble.

This girl, blonde and petite, playful and smart, hated
school. And her hatred was not your ordinary “school sucks”
attitude that comes with questioning authority. My client
hated school because she could not think there. The classrooms
were noisy, boys harassed her, and she was not doing well.
Drugs helped some—the illegal kind. She begged me to help.

The standard psychological treatment for school refusal is
to keep the child in school—to desensitize her to the anxiety
of being in school and to help her develop coping strategies.
But, even as her psychiatrist and I followed this protocol, I
couldn’t help but think that my client’s desire for the home-
school option was well founded. This was a girl who used her
own time to volunteer at an animal shelter, to write, draw, and
create a vision for her future. She had big academic plans, and
she not only had her career track worked out, but also
collected pictures of her future dream house.

Her parents and I exhausted every option to try to create
better conditions for her within school, but quiet was just not
an option. Alternative programs tended to breed delinquency,
and she was already vulnerable enough. The family was too

The personal life deeply
lived always expands
into truths beyond itself.

—Anais Nin
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poor to afford a private option. To my client’s credit, she
persisted—maybe she had no choice. She said she would give
up school entirely to get away from the chaos she was
mandated to tolerate. And, yes, she had the ADD meds.

I challenged her to put together a proposal for home-
schooling and indicated that an essential part of the plan
would be abstinence from drugs. She excitedly got herself a
planner, worked out a schedule, and she and I created a formal
proposal to submit to the school. Her parents, exhausted from
the struggle, fully supported the plan, as did her psychiatrist.
The homeschool option was granted, and she thrived.
Relinquishing the drugs was not much of an issue; she did not
need a change in mental state to work in a more hospitable
setting. I will never forget the day she hugged me and without
an ounce of self-consciousness, said, “Thank you. I love you.”

Before the end of a wonderfully generative year at home, a
very happy year, my client was killed in a car accident. It was three
days before her prom—her school invited her to participate—

and she and her boyfriend were on their
way to pick up his tux. It was a rainy day
on a bad road, and she skidded. Later,
when her father talked with me about her
tragic death, he found comfort in a simple
truth: “She was happy that day.”

MEDITATING IN YOUR MOSH PIT
Introverts have remained introverts despite incredible pres-
sures to adapt. Recall that we are more than 50 percent,
while the buzz says we are rare. We have been diagnosed,
worried about, reformed, overstimulated, and interrupted.
But as we persist in being introverted, society also benefits.
Introverts have more internal storage space, so we can bring
more into consideration. As we stubbornly make room for
ourselves, reflect and wait until we are ready, we come up
with the kinds of ideas, creations, solutions, and solid truths
that render others silent. We baffle extroverts with our
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The truth which made
us free will in the end
make us glad also.”

—Felix Adler
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mysterious power, the “Where did you come up with that?”
kind of awe.

Isn’t it refreshing to know that what comes perfectly natural
for you is your greatest strength? Your power is in your nature.
You may not think it’s a big deal that you can spend hours
immersed in something that interests you—alone—but the
extrovert next door has no idea how you do it.

Our gifts are not only evident in our ideas and creations,
but in the way we live. By pursing the “more” that we need—
time, space, thought—we wedge open new possibilities for
everyone. We preserve solitary places, and also scout ahead,
rendering the inner life safer for others. The “less” that we
need—less formality, fewer people, less external stimuli—also
looks good, especially to the overextended. As Don so aptly
put it, “I can (and do) entertain myself without resorting to
bungee jumping or swimming the English Channel; work,
play, hobbies, rest, and a few intimate relationships don’t
generally require a great deal from others.”

Extroverts may pressure us to get in the mix, but they love
the calm we bring when we don’t comply.

While it’s not a good idea to sit in the middle of a mosh pit,
your power will be most evident when you bring it into the
middle of your life—when you bring you into the middle.
Perhaps you’ll find yourself, as I have lately, spending more
time in the living room while others retreat to their rooms.
Maybe you’ll more openly daydream and allow a Mona Lisa
smile to get people wondering. You might walk a little more
slowly, ponder more visibly, and show just a hint of how
excited you are for your empty evening.

The people in your circle are rushing, talking, flailing about.
You stand still and chill. You observe and wait. People pressure
you, and you stay. You stand still and chill. You observe and
wait. As you rest in your introversion, people get quiet with
you. They sense your comfort with silence, and they forget why
they were talking so much. As your energy spreads, a hush fills
the room. Nobody feels a need to do or say anything.
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• Carve out time to think
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Are you an introvert? Psychologist and introvert Laurie Helgoe reveals that 

more than half of all Americans are. Introverts gain energy and power 

through refl ection and solitude. Our culture, however, is geared toward the 

extrovert. The pressure to enjoy parties, chatter, and interactions can lead people 

to think that an inward orientation is a problem instead of an opportunity.  

Helgoe shows that the exact opposite is true: Introverts can capitalize on this inner 

source of power.  INTROVERT POWERINTROVERT POWER is a groundbreaking call for an introvert 

renaissance, a blueprint for how introverts can take full advantage of this hidden 

strength in daily life. Supplemented by the voices of several introverts, Helgoe 

presents a startling look at introvert numbers, influence, and economic might.

Laurie Helgoe, PhD, is a writer, 

psychologist, part-time actor, 

and model—and introvert. This 

is her fifth book. Visit her at 

www.wakingdesire.com and 

www.introvertpower.com. 

“If you have introvert inclinations and are doubting yourself, this 
is a must read. Or if you know someone who exhibits introvert 
symptoms, read this book before calling the shrink.” 

 —Bhante Yogavacara Rahula,
author of One Night’s Shelter: An Autobiography of an American Buddhist Monk

“An important guide to embracing one’s 
inner life and claiming it as a rich source 
of power, creativity, and connectedness.” 

 —Camille Maurine, 
author of Meditation Secrets for Women

 QUIET IS MIGHT. SOLITUDE IS STRENGTH.  INTROVERSION IS POWER.  
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